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CWS – DETERGENTS AND CAR WASH SHAMPOOS 
1. SUPER FOAM – MAXI SUDS – a new shampoo containing active polymers which 
prevents your paint from being scratched. It creates rich foam which enables perfect and 
in-depth cleaning of your paint. It contains synthetic waxes which enhance shine and 
impregnation of surfaces of all kinds. Perfect for everyday hand wash, as well as pressure 
washer cleaning. It is pH neutral. 
 
Product Code: CWS_101_16 ( 16 oz ) 
Product Code: CWS_101  ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1 Galon )– 3,8 Litre 

 
Maxi Suds II is a brand new car shampoo engineered 
to create rich foaming bubbles containing highly active 
polymers which enable perfect and in-depth cleaning of 
your paint surface. During the foamy reaction the 
polymers are quickly released and pull out dirt and 
sediments from the surface. Bubbles with polymers 
wash the dirt away. After it is rinsed with water it leaves 
the surface clean, smooth and UV light resistant and 
restores the original bright colour tone of your paint that 

literally shines. Maxi Suds II perfectly cleanes and impregnates plastics, rubber sealings 
and tyres. The shampoo is pH neutral and thanks to water softening technology it doesn’t 
leave any stains, smudges or mineral sediments on the surface. 
This nanotechnology-based shampoo contains special lubricants which wrap abrasive 
residue and lift it, perfectly preventing the surface from being scratched. It can be used on 
any paint colour. It doesn’t wipe off wax that has already been applied. It contains ingredients 
and synthetic waxes that support your paint shine. During the washing it also impregnates 
other parts of of the body – plastics, vinyls, window sealants and all rubber components.  
 
APPLICATION AND DILUTION: hand wash – add 2 tablespoons of shampoo into 20 L of 

water. For pressure washer dilute in a ratio 1:6 (1 part product and 6 parts water). 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 high-performance universal cleaner and car shampoo 

 perfectly washes and cleanes car body and other surfaces of all kinds of materials 
brand new technology with rich foam and highly active polymers that quickly remove 
dirt, grease and road dirt. 

 an easy working procedure suitable for frequent and quick washing 

 it doesn’t wash off but maintains waxes, polishing pastes and polishes which have 
been previously applied. 

 ideal for hand wash using a sponge, as well as professional pressure washer 
cleaning using a foam cannon or a pistol with a nozzle 

 do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres and 
wheels should be washed separately and the body should be washed from the top 
downwards. 

 the shampoo rinses clean and does not leave any dirt or smudges on the surface 

 it enables cars and trucks washing in direct sunlight and it perfectly removes all dirt 
just by washing off. 

 it contains water softeners which reduce water stains and mineral sediments                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 very good acquisition price and big economic package 3,8 L 

 after washing rinse your car with free-flowing water 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_101_16_Maxi_Suds_II_Super_Suds_C_p/cws_101_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_101_Maxi_Suds_II_Super_Suds_Car_p/cws_101.htm
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2. BUG BUGGER GRIME TAR REMOWER( 16oz ) – an extremely strong shampoo 
and grime and stains remover, as well as a perfect remover of insects from your paint. 
The product is suitable for everyday hand wash, as well as pressure washer cleaning. 
 
Product Code :CWS_104_16 ( 16 oz ) 
Product Code :CWS_104  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  –  ( 16oz ) – 0,473 L 
Big package can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 

 
This universal, extremely strong shampoo and degreaser in 
one quickly, perfectly and without strain removes dried and 
squashed insect, asphalt, tar, grease and other grime from 
paint surface, windscreens, bonnets, coolers, bumpers and 
headlights.  Bug Bugger is manufactured using a special 
technology to loosen dried and ingrained dirt from the 
surface without laborious rubbing and scrubbing, typical for 
ordinary car shampoos. The product can also be easily used 

(undiluted) on carpets and fabric floors. APPLICATION: The application is very easy, just 
spray the solution onto a dirty surface, wait 2-3 minutes and wipe it off in a recommended 
way with a Microfiber towel or use water rinse for firm surfaces. DILUTION: When used 
on body and firm surfaces dilute the product according to desired needs and degree of 
soiling in a ratio of 1:3 or 1:6 (to 1 part product add water in a given ratio). It leaves fresh 
neutral scent.  
 

3. EXTREME BODY WASH & SYNTHETICS WAX SHAMPOO- an extremely 
strong, concentrated car shampoo with conditioners and synthetic waxes designed for 
hand body wash. 
 
Product Code : CWS_107_16 (16oz) 
Product Code : CWS_107  (1Gal) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  ( 16oz ) -0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 
 

The first Extreme Body Wash Shampoo with conditioners 
and unique synthetic waxes, all in one. It is a very 
concentrated product designed for hand body wash with high 
ability to quickly remove even highly ingrained dirt. This 
perfect formula with active foam prevents calcium from 
adhering to the paint surface and forming water stains even 
whit use of hard water. It contains synthetic wax conditioners 
that prevent the surface from scratching and nourish it at the 
same time. After washing the surface is maximally shiny. It 

can be also used for dark and black paints. No scratches, smudges or wax sediments are 
created on the paint surface. The product is pH neutral. Super concentrated Body Wash 
Shampoo needs to be diluted with water before washing.  
DILUTION: add 0,030 L (one cap) of the product to 20L of water. This solution with 

polymers and lubricants creates rich active foam which perfectly and gently cleans the 
paint surface from dirt. At the same time it impregnates other parts of the body – plastics, 
vinyls, window sealants and all rubber components. After washing just rinse the surface 
with water. It does not need to be polished, just wiped dry. The protective film brings high 
shine and perfectly and over a long period protects the surface from being scratched, as 
well as from sediments and grime from regular use. The product is ideal for surfaces that 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_104_16_Bug_Tar_Heavy_Duty_Car_p/cws_104_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_104_Bug_Tar_Heavy_Duty_Car_Was_p/cws_104.htm
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have already been treated with carnauba wax as it maintains the original shiny and 
smooth surface.  
 
APPLICATION: 

 wash the car with water first to remove rough dirt 

 mix 0,030 L of the product with 20 L of clear water in a wash bucket. 

 always wash tyres and wheels with a sponge and shampoo first 

 do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres and 
wheels should be washed separately. 

 the body should be washed from the top downwards and if you wash your car in a 
direct sunlight rinse the body few times with clean water. Do not let the foam and 
water dry on your paint. 

 after washing rinse your car with free-flowing water 

 
 

4. HONEYDEW SNOW FOAM Cleanser a special shampoo with gentle active 
cleaning foam, antibacterial effect and long-lasting honey scent. It is suitable for everyday 
hand wash, as well as pressure washer cleaning. It is pH neutral. 
 
Product Code :CWS_110_16 ( 16oz ) 
Product Code :CWS_110   ( 1Gal ) 
EXTERIOR/INTERIOR+ MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 

Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 
 

Honey cleaning foam – active shampoo – is designed to 
create millions of small active cleaning bubbles which quickly 
remove grime. It can be used as a traditional shampoo or a 
detergent. Add 1-2 tablespoons of the product into 10 litres of 
water. It actively and quickly removes all abrasive dirt out of 
fine surfaces and car parts. The shampoo does not only clean, 
it also brings long-lasting honey scent which is simply delicate. 
It is applicable to cargo area of pick-up trucks, interior rubber 
carpets, additional rubber carpets, rubber doormats, garage 

floors and rubber floors in house interiors, everywhere you need to quickly and effectively 
remove all dirt, with pleasant smell. After application rinse the surface with water. 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS : 

 wash your car with a stream of water first to remove rough dirt   

 mix 0,030 L of the product with 20L of clear water in a wash bucket 

 always wash tyres and wheels with a sponge and shampoo first 

 do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres and 
wheels should be washed separately. 

 the body should be washed from the top downwards and if you wash your car in a 
direct sunlight rinse the body few times with clean water. Do not let the foam and 
water dry on your paint. 

 after cleaning rinse your car with free-flowing water 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

4. 

5. MICROFIBER REJUVENATOR MICROFIBER CLEANING- a cleaning 
detergent for washing of Microfiber towels and Microfiber application accessories. 
 
Product Code :CWS_201_16 ( 16oz ) 
Product Code :CWS_201  ( 1Gal ) 

EXTERIOR/INTERIOR+ MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 

Regular package with dispenser ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 
 

Microfiber Cleaning is the first cleaning detergent with fresh 
natural long-lasting lemon scent which is specifically 
designed to perfectly clean, wash, rejuvenate and maintain 
Microfiber towels without any damage. Repeated washing 
with regular cleaning detergents is unsuitable because 
Microfiber towel loses its special qualities. It loses its 
absorbent and antistatic qualities and its velvet surface 
becomes rough. The unique composition of this 
concentrated cleaner contains professionally prepared water 
mixture with hard water softener, lemon solution and SPO 

dissolver. This solution perfectly and quickly removes all stains, grease, wax, polish, oil, 
contamination and dirt from Microfiber towels + cotton towels without damaging individual 
fibers. It restores velvet delicacy and natural cleaning ability of Microfiber with each 
washing. Microfiber Rejuvenator is concentrated. For heavily polluted Microfiber add 2-3 
tablespooons of the product into 10 L of water. For minor pollution use one tablespoon of 

the product. WARNING: Never use any kind of bleaching agent or softener when washing 

Microfiber towels!!! WASH at 30°C at maximum – in wool wash programme. 
 
 
 
 
 

6. GLOSSWORKZGLOSSBOOSTER AND PAINTWORK  CLEANSER (16 oz) 
– a pH balanced shampoo with high content of synthetic waxes for stronger and enhanced 
shine. This nano technology elevates wax or polish protection and is biodegradable, 
nontoxic, environment-friendly and with no aggressive cleaners. It is fine enough to be 
used on newly painted or waxed paints. It is suitable for everyday hand wash, as well as 
pressure washer cleaning. It is pH neutral. 
 
Product Code :CWS_133_16 ( 16oz ) 
Product Code :CWS_133  ( 1Gal ) 

EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser  ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                        
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre                                                                          
 

Glossworkz is a pH balanced shampoo containing synthetic 
waxes for stronger and enhanced shine. This nano 
technology elevates wax or polish protection and is 
biodegradable, nontoxic, environment-friendly and with no 
aggressive cleaners. It is also fine enough to be used on 
newly painted or waxed paints.                                                                                                                      
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

 it perfectly washes and cleans car body (paints) and 
other surfaces of all kinds of materials 

 an easy working procedure suitable for frequent and quick washing 



 

5. 

 It never  washes away waxes, polishing pastes, polishes or other previously applied 
impregnations. On the contrary it maintains waxes and maximalizes high shine 

 ideal for hand wash using a sponge, as well as professional pressure wash using a 
foam cannon or a pistol with a nozzle. 

 the product enables cleaning of cars or trucks in direct sunlight and it perfectly 
removes all dirt just by washing it off. After being washed off with water the product 
does not leave any dirt or smudges on the surface. 

 very good acquisition price 

 it is environment-friendly – contains minimum amount of chemicals 
 
APPLICATION: add 2 caps (or 2 tablespoons) of Glossworkz shampoo into 20L of water. 

This solution with high and very slippery foam perfectly washes the body surface. This new 
(High - Tech) nano technology contains super active „slick“ polymers which surround dust 

and dirt particles and other contamination, pull them out of the surface so they can be easily 
and safely removed by washing them away with water. The produt does not form holograms 
or scratches your paint during the washing. This new universal cleaner je pH neutral and can 
be used on any surface and paint shade.  
The product is also suitable for plastic and vinyl materials, as well as wheels and tyres. 
Maintaining and impregnating of your car paint with protective waxes or impregnation pastes 
to protect you paint from ultraviolet light, water stains and dirt is very important. Glossworkz 
is a perfect product for these purposes. 
 
RECCOMMENDATION:- always wash tyres and wheels with a sponge and shampoo first 

- do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres and 
wheels should be washed separately. 
- the body should be washed from the top downwards. 
- after the cleaning rinse the car with free-flowing water 

 
 
 
 
 
7. CITRA WASH PAINTWORK CLEANSER–a special Hyper nano shampoo 
containing synthetic waxes, citrus scent and active polymers which protect your car paint 
from being scratched. It creates rich foam which enables perfect and in-depth cleaning of 
your paint. It contains synthetic waxes which enhance shine and impregnation of surfaces 
of all kinds. Perfect for everyday hand wash, as well as pressure washer cleaning. It is pH 
neutral. 
 
Product Code :CWS_302_16 ( 16oz ) 
Product Code :CWS_302  ( 1Gal ) 
EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 

Regular package with dispenser  ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 

 
Citrus Daily Car Wash ExtremeSuds– is the best, pH 

balanced and citrus-based Hyper shampoo, 
manufactured by a new Nano technology for everyday 
safe and perfect washing. It is biodegradable, nontoxic, 
environment-friendly and with no aggressive cleaners. It 
does not wash away previously applied polishing pastes 
or polishes from your paint. On the contrary it enhances 
and maximalizes perfect shine. Moreover the shampoo 

with a unique nano technology contains special lubricants which wrap the abrasive 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_302_CLEAR_16_Citrus_Daily_Wash_p/cws_302_clear_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_302_CLEAR_Citrus_Daily_Car_Wash_p/cws_302_clear.htm
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residue and lifts them, perfectly preventing the surface from being scratched. During the 
application it creates unmatched foam which perfectly sorrounds dust and dirt particles 
and other contamination and pulls them out of the surface so they can be easily and 
safely removed by washing them away with water. APPLICATION: Dilute Citrus Daily Car 

Wash by adding 1 can of the product into 5 galons of water (in a ration 1 : 50). It is an 
ideal shampoo for all foam cannons, pressure washers, foam pistols with a nozzle and 
other devices which create rich snowy foam. 

 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:  

 a pH neutral, highly effective, universal cleaner and car shampoo 

 it perfectly washes and cleanes your car body and other surfaces of all kinds of 
materials 

 brand new technology with rich foam and highly active polymers which quickly 
removes dirt, grease and road dirt. 

 an easy working procedure suitable for very frequent and quick washing 

 it does not wash away but protects previously applied waxes, polishing pastes and 
polishes. 

 ideal for hand wash using a sponge, as well as professional pressure wash using a 
foam cannon or a pistol with a nozzle 

 always wash tyres and wheels with a sponge and shampoo first 

 do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres and 
wheels should be washed separately and the body should be washed from the top 
downwards. 

 after being washed off with water the product does not leave any dirt or smudges on 
the surface 

 the product enables cleaning of cars or trucks in direct sunlight and it perfectly 
removes all the dirt just by washing off. 

 the product contains water softeners good for reduction of water stains and mineral 
sediments 

 very good acquisition price and economic big package 3,8 L 

 after overall washing rinse the surface with free-flowing water 
 

RECCOMMENDATIONS: 

 wash the car with a stream of water first to remove rough dirt   

 mix 0,030 L of the product with 20L of clear water in a wash bucket. 

 always wash tyres and wheels with a sponge and shampoo first 

 do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres 
and wheels should be washed separately. 

 the body should be washed from the top downwards and if you wash your car in a 
direct sunlight wash the body few times with clean water. Do not let the foam and 
water dry on the body paint. 

 after the cleaning finally rinse the car with free-flowing water  
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8. Mr. PINK SUPER SUDS SHAMPOO& SUPERIOR SURFACE CLEANING 

SOAP– a unique Nano detailing shampoo with active polymers which enables in-depth 
cleaning of road dirt and other contaminations. It contains synthetic waxes. It is suitable 
for everyday hand wash, as well as pressure washer cleaning. It is pH neutral. 
 
Product Code: CWS_402_16 ( 16oz ) 
Product Code :CWS_402  ( 1Gal ) 
EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with a dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 

 
Mr.Pink is a universal unique detailing shampoo 
designed for in-depth cleaning of road dirt, smear and 
contaminations from your car paint. The product not 
only washes, but also polishes treated surface (by 
adding missing wax) and impregnates the paint till next 
washing.                                                                                                                    
APPLICATION: add 2 caps (or 2 tablespoons) of Mr. 

Pink shampoo into 20L of water. This solution with high 
and very slippery foam perfectly washes the body 

surface. This new (High - Tech) nano technology contains super active polymers which 

surround dust and dirt particles and other contamination and pull them out of the surface so 
they can be easily and safely removed by washing them away with water. The product does 
not form holograms or scratches on your paint during the washing. This new universal 
cleaner je pH neutral and can be used on any surface and paint shade. The product is also 
suitable for plastic and vinyl materials, as well as wheels and tyres. 
Maintaining and impregnating of your car paint with protective waxes or impregnation pastes 
to protect your paint from ultraviolet light, water stains and dirt is very important. Mr. Pink 
Super is a perfect product for these purposes. 
                                       

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it perfectly washes and cleanes car body and other surfaces of all kinds of 
materials 

 high-tech technology with rich foam and highly active polymers  

 an easy working procedure suitable for very frequent and quick washing 

 it does not wash away previously applied waxes, polishing pastes and polishes. 

 ideal for hand wash using a sponge, as well as professional pressure wash using a 
foam cannon or a pistol with a nozzle. 

 it does not leave any dirt remains or smudges on the paint after being washed 
away with water 

 the product enables cleaning of cars or trucks in direct sunlight and it perfectly 
removes all the dirt just by washing off. 

 very good acquisition price 
 
 
RECCOMMENDATIONS: 

 wash the car with a stream of water first to remove rough dirt   

 mix 0,030 L of the product with 20L of clear water in a wash bucket. 

 always wash tyres and wheels with a sponge and shampoo first 

 do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres 
and wheels should be washed separately. 

 the body should be washed from the top downwards and if you wash your car in a 
direct sunlight rinse the body few times with clean water. Do not let the foam and 
water dry on the body paint. 

 after the cleaning rinse the car with free-flowing water  

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/CWS_402_16-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_402_Mr_Pink_Super_Suds_Shamp_p/cws_402.htm
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9. METICULOUS  MATTEAUTO  WASH for Satin Finish & Matte Finish 

Paint– a shampoo for matte paint and installed 3D matte Wraps wash. It is suitable for 

everyday hand wash, as well as pressure washer cleaning. It is pH neutral. 
 
Product Code : CWS_995_16 ( 16oz ) 
Product Code : CWS_995  ( 1Gal ) 

EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with a dispenser  ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                  
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre                                                                    

 
The Matte Auto Wash shampoo is designed for 
cleaning and maintenance of matte car surfaces. This 
new technology works with all kinds of materials with 
matte surfaces. Natural citrus extracts break down 
contamination, dirt and road dirt. It is an ideal product 
for sensitive matte paints and 3D car Wraps. This new 
nano technology contains super active „slick“ polymers 
which surround dust and dirt particles and other 
contamination and pull them out of the surface so they 

can be easily and safely removed by washing them away with water. The product does not 
form holograms or scratches on your paint during the washing. This new universal cleaner je 
pH neutral and can be used on any surface and paint shade.  

APPLICATION: add 2 caps (or 2 tablespoons) of the shampoo into 20L of water. This 
solution with high and very slippery foam perfectly washes the body surface.  

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it perfectly washes and cleans car body and other matte surfaces  

 an easy working procedure is suitable for frequent and quick washing 

 ideal for hand wash using a sponge, as well as professional pressure wash using a 
foam cannon or a pistol with a nozzle. 

 it does not leave any dirt remains or smudges on the paint after being washed 
away with water 

 the product enables cleaning of cars or trucks in direct sunlight and it perfectly 
removes all the dirt just by washing off. 

 
 
RECCOMMENDATIONS: 

 wash the car with a stream of water first to remove rough dirt   

 mix 0,030 L of the product with 20L of clear water in a wash bucket. 

 always wash tyres and wheels with a sponge and shampoo first 

 do not use the same sponge and cleaning solution on all parts of your car. Tyres 
and wheels should be washed separately. 

 the body should be washed from the top downwards and if you wash your car in a 
direct sunlight rinse the body few times with clean water. Do not let the foam and 
water dry on the body paint. 

 after the cleaning rinse the car with free-flowing water  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/CWS_995_16-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CWS_995_Meticulous_Matte_Wash_p/cws_995.htm
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CLD – CLEANERS AND DEGREASERS 
1. ALL CLEAN ALL PURPOSE  INTERIOR / EXTERIOR   DEGREASER  

AND CLEANER– is a universal cleaner for all interior surfaces. It perfectly removes 
grime, is antistatic, impregnates for a long time and restores the original colours of 
materials.               
 
ProductCode : CLD_1010_16 ( 16oz )                                                                                                              
ProductCode : CLD 1010  ( 1Gal  
EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 

 
This perfect universal cleaner, with a pump, is applicable to 
vinyl, plastic, varnished parts, engine compartments, fabric, 
glass, carpets, tyres, rubber and other dirty surfaces. It both 
cleanes and with a long-term effect impregnates dashboards, 
interior and engine plastics, seats, fabric door covers, door 
jambs, luggage and engine compartments. In the long term it 
prevents dust and microparticles from settling on the surface. 
It cleanes without unpleasant smell, typical for other cleaners, 
and leaves a pleasant chemical etheric scent. At the same 

time it has disinfectant effects and does not leave any smudges or stains. It restores the 
original qualities and colours of materials. The use of All Clean is multifunctional and very 
easy. Just spray it onto a dirty surface, wait for 3-5 minutes, make a foamy film on the 
surface with a circular motion and wipe off with a Microfiber cloth in recommended way. 
You can repeat this process several times till the surface is perfectly clean and without 

any undesirable local stains. Soft brush can be used for tough dirt. ALL CLEAN MUST 

BE DILUTED ACCORDING TO THE STATE AND DIRT OF THE SURFACE: If 
the surface isn’t heavily soiled, dilute in a ratio of 1 : 10 ( 1part product and 10 parts 
water). For heavily soiled surfaces dilute the concentrate in a ratio of 1 : 4 (1part product 
and 4 parts water).100% concentrate is used for removal of tough grime, for 
undercarriages, tyres and engines. For faster evaporation and drying out, especially when 
the cleaning process needs to be repeated several times due to tough dirt, heat gun can 
be used from the distance of 40 cm to quickly dry the surface out. 
 

WARNING: When cleaning fabric seat covers and upholstery prior test on the rear bottom 
part of the seat is recommended!! 
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2.GRIME REAPER  EXTREMELY STRONG  DEGRASER–the strongest cleaner 
and degreaser from the Chemicalguys series, applicable to all kinds of surfaces except for 
genuine leather. It perfectly cleans and degreases wheels, hubcaps, exhaust pipes end-
pieces, undercarriages and engine compartments. It can also be used for heavily 
ingrained and greasy stains on carpets, upholstery and seat covers. 
 
ProductCode : CLD_104_16  ( 16oz )                                                                                                               
ProductCode : CLD 104    ( 1Gal ) 

EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 
 

GrimeReaper is the latest and strongest cleaner and 
degreaser from the CG series applicable to all kinds 
of surfaces. 

WARNING– it can’t be used for leather interiors 
and natural leather.This product quickly and reliably 
removes aged grime, grease, asphalt, tar, oxidation 
on the surface of exhaust pipes and wheels, and 
heavily ingrained brake pad contamination. The 
product can be used for cleaning of engines, engine 

compartments, as well as ingrained dirt on carpets and fabric surfaces (carpets + seat 
covers, fabric upholstery in doors and luggage compartments). This professional product 
even fully removes extreme industrial and road contamination and dirt.  
 
Product advantages: 

 very quickly and perfectly removes even the toughest grease and grime 

 is applicable to any contaminated surface of industrial equipment, cars, 
motorbikes, ships and boats and machines 

 quickly removes brake dust and any kind of oxidation from wheels and exhaust 
pipes end-pieces,  

 easily and with maximum speed dissolves oil, grease and ingrained natural fat 

 after cleaning the surface is perfectly clean and dry and usable in a short while. 

 the product is 100% concentrate which can be diluted according to desired needs 
up to a ratio of 1 : 10, depending on an intensity and type of dirt. 

 Grime Reaper also removes dirt from undercarriages. For a long term 
impregnation and perfect protection of undercarriages the use of Bare 
BonesUndercarriage product is recommended. 

 

WARNING: When cleaning fabric seat covers and upholstery prior test on the rear bottom 
part of the seat is recommended!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Heavy_Duty_Degreaser_Grime_Reaper_p/cld_104.htm
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3. EXTREME  ORANGE  SUPERCONCENTRATED  HEAVY  DUTY  

DEGREASER – highly concentrated degreaser and cleaner for oil contamination and 
heavily ingrained grease and dirt. Ideal for engine compartments, undercarriages and 
ingrained greasy dirt and stains on carpets and fabric. 
 
ProductCode :CLD_201_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :CLD_201          ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 
  

ExtremeOrangeDegreaser is a highly concentrated degreaser 
and a very effective cleaner. It consists of active cleaners and 
water-soluble degreasers. It immediately dissolves old, 
ingrained, greasy and other dirt. The product must be 
diluted in a ratio of 1 : 6 (1 part product and 6 parts water). 
The use of the EXTREME ORANGE cleaner is multifunctional 
and very easy. Just spray it onto a dirty surface, wait for 3 – 5 
minutes, make a foamy film on the surface with a circular 
motion and wipe it off with a Microfiber cloth in recommended 

way. You can repeat the process several times till the surface is perfectly clean and 
without any undesirable local stains. Soft brush can be used for tough dirt. For faster 
evaporation and drying out in car interiors, especially when the cleaning process needs to 
be repeated several times due to tough dirt, heat gun can be used from a distance of 40 
cm to quickly dry the surface out. The product can be used for undercarriages, wheels, 
tyres, oil and grease stains on carpets and upholstery, engines and engine compartments. 
For industrial use (workroom and garage floor) spray the product onto a heavily soiled 
surface, remove tough dirt using a brush and then wash it off with water. To achieve 
perfect cleanness repeat the cleaning process. 

 
WARNING: When cleaning fabric seat covers and upholstery prior test on the rear bottom 
part of the seat is recommended!! 
 
 
 

 
4. WHEEL AND RIM CLEANER - Premium Blue cleaner– cleans wheels, rims and 
hubcaps with a very quick and effective result. It quickly removes brake caps dust, 
oxidation, asphalt, tar and road dirt. 
 
ProductCode :CLD_203_16  ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :CLD_203         ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 

 
Wheel &RimCleaner is the best and quickest cleaner for wheels, 
hubcaps and tyres on global market. Spray the product onto a 
rim surface and wait for 3 – 5 minutes. It immediately dissolves 
settled dust from brake pads, road dirt, asphalt, tar, rust and 
other grime without any wheel damage. Then wash the surface 
with a sponge and shampoo. Finally wash the surface off with a 
stream of water which restores the original shine of the wheels. 
The product must be diluted according to wheel dirt intensity. 
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If the wheel surface isn’t heavily soiled dilute in a ratio of 1 : 5 (1 part product and 5 
parts water). For a heavily soiled wheel surface dilute the concentrate in a ratio of 1 : 3 (1 
part product a 3 parts water). 100% concentrate is used for extreme grime at the 
spokes. These should be cleaned locally with a use of a Microphase cloth or an electric 
brush SonicScrubber after spraying the product on the surface. The cleaning process can 
be repeated several times for a perfect result. 

 
 
 
 
5.WINDOW CLEAN / GLASS CLEANER - AMMONIA FREE RE – an extra strong, 
ammonia-free cleaner for windows and glass. It perfectly removes settled smoke and dirt 
from glass and doesn’t leave smudges or stains 
 
ProductCode :CLD_202_16  ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :CLD_202        ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 

 
This new, extra strong cleaner for glass and windows, 
combined with WaffleWeave Microfiber cloth, which was 
specifically developed for this purpose, perfectly cleanes 
all dirt on the inside and outside of windows. Microfiber 
cloth „WW“ perfectly polishes the surface. This highly 
effective combination is a perfect solution to laborious 
removing of settled dirt, smoke and smudges from glass 
and windows and their inaccessible corners.   

RECOMMENDATION: You need 2 Microfiber 
clothsWaffleWeave. One for interior use and the other for exterior surfaces. The product is 
nontoxic and ammonia-free. It doesn’t damage surface of attached solar, safety and 
security films. It’s use is multifunctional – besides glass the product can be used for 
headlights, indicators, taillights and other glass panes. The product can be diluted with 
distilled water in a ratio of 1 : 1. Product advantages: 

 product of the year 2011 in LA, USA 
 perfect glass cleaning without use of hard chemicals 
 perfectly removes greasy stains, insects and bacteria  
 cleans and polishes windows without leaving smudges and dirt 
 leaves the surface shiny 
 works as windshield rain repellent 
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6. STICKY GEL CITRUS WHEEL + RIM CLEANER – a very effective cleaner for 
wheels, rims and hubcaps that doesn’t drip. Because of its gel consistence it remains 
longer on the surface and so removes brake dust, oxidation, road dirt and grease better 
 
ProductCode :CLD_105C_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :CLD_105C  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 
 

„Sticky Gel Citrus Cleaner“ is the most effective and 
safest cleaner for wheels, hubcaps and other wheel 
covers. Thanks to a special technology and thicker 
consistence it sticks to the surface and doesn’t drip 
down, which provides a lot of time to quickly and 
perfectly clean the wheel. Longer time of product 
action on the surface allows it to better dissolve 
road dirt, brake dust, oxidation, oil and other dirt. 
The unique technology contains molecules of 

hydrofluoric acid which dissolve all the settled contamination and make the wheels look as 
new. 
 
APPLICATION: The product is 100% concentrate which can be diluted with water 

according to desired needs and degree of soiling in a ratio of 5 : 1 (1part product) which 
means that you can make 25 L of cleaner from one bottle (16 oz) 0,473L. For heavily 
soiled wheels use of a stronger concentrate is recommended. Spray the product onto the 
surface and wait for 5 minutes. Then wash it off with a stream of water which washes 
away loosened dirt. In case of remaining stains and contamination on the surface repeat 
the process and for stronger effect use Microfiber cloth, soft brush or coarse sponge. The 
product is pH neutral and was specifically developed for all surfaces of wheels and rims, 
and to make the work safe and effective. 
 
 
 
 

7. GLASS WORKZ CLEANER W/POMEGRANATE SCENT – a professional 
cleaner for windows and glass, with alcohol content and fresh pomegranate scent.It 
quickly and perfectly removes cigarette smoke and grease from outside and inside glass. 
 
ProductCode :CLD_680_16  ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :CLD_680  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 
 

Glassworkz is the first professional cleaner for glass on 
global market which was developed to quickly remove even 
the heaviest grime from glass panes, headlights, taillights, 
plastic panes and navigation screens, and to clean these 
surfaces perfectly. The glass surface is then maximum 
clean and crystal clear. The product is bio-degradable and 
environment-friendly. In contrast to other glass cleaners it 
contains alcohol instead of ammonia. In addition, the 
pomegranate scent makes your work more pleasant which 

will be appreciated especially when cleaning the inside glass, in the interior. Thanks to its 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CLD_105C_16_Sticky_Gel_p/cld_105c_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CLD_105C_Sticky_Gel_p/cld_105c.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CLD_680_16_Glassworkz_p/cld_680_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_CLD_680_Glassworkz_p/cld_680.htm
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unique formula Glassworkz makes glass cleaning maximum easy  and perfectly removes 
road grime, settled cigarette smoke and grease both from outside and inside glass. It 
ensures perfect visibility for drivers, which contributes to safety on road and passengers 
protection significantly. The product also impregnates the surface, preventing settling of 
any contamination, and is maximum gentle to other materials.Glassworkz is gentle to 
surface of solar films, which are perfectly cleaned and impregnated for a long time. 
APPLICATION : Using the atomizer spray the product onto the microfiber cloth and apply 
to a treated surface.Then use WaffleWeave Microfiber cloth, which was specifically 
developed for this purpose, or regular microfiber cloth to wipe the surface off so there are 
no smudges or stains left. Repeat the process according to your needs.… 

 
 
 
 
 
 

8. DIABLO – WHEEL CLEANER - GEL CONCENTRATE– is a water-based, PH 
neutral gel cleaner for wheels, hubcaps and other surfaces. It perfectly removes brake 
dust, road dirt and other contamination without any mechanical friction. It is heavily 
concentrated. 
 
ProductCode :CLD_997_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :CLD_997  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                    
Big package Can ( 1Galon )– 3,8 Litre 

 
Diablo Gel is a water-based, pH neutral, non-corrosive cleaner 
maximum safe for any surface, especially for polished, chrome, 
stainless and carbon wheels and also for wrapped wheels.The 
product uses a new technology of „concentrated suspension“ 
that wraps all contamination and dirt, encapsules it and lifts it 
away from the surface. Thanks to slimy gelatin it is easily 
removed by washing it off. As easily and quickly you can 
remove brake dust, dirt and road grime from wheels, rims and 

hubcaps without any mechanical friction and scrubing that can scratch and damage the 
surface.  
 

APPLICATION: Apply the product onto a dirty surface and wait for about 5 minutes.Then 
wash it off with a stream of water. For heavy contamination repeat the cleaning process 
and use a soft brush.  
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POLISHING WAXES, PRODUCTS WITH 
CARNAUBA OR SYNTHETIC WAXES AND 

DETAILING POLYMER SPRAYS    
 

1. LUBER - SYNTHETIC SUPER LUBE - slickest Clay & CLAY BLOCK lubricant & 
Detailer – a cleaning and lubrication solution designed for decontamination of your car 
paint and other surfaces using a decontamination matter - Clay Bar.      
                
Product Code :WAC_CLY_100_16  ( 16 oz )        
Product Code :WAC_CLY_100 ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                            

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre  
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     

 
Super Luber is a cleaner and lubricant containing wax and lube 
designed to quickly clean your paint and easily provide your 
paint with high shine. Always apply the product after you wash 
your car.  This cleaner, based on lube polymers (especially 
designed to enhance sliding and reduce friction), is great for 
application and right function of decontamination matter, such 
as Clay Grey Bar, Clay Blue Bar or Smart Clay Block. Or other 
available decontamination matters.  

 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:  

 it minimizes risk of scratching your paint during decontamination, it is easy to 
spread and polish off.  

 it carefully cleans contaminated and matte surface of your paint from road dirt, 
brake pads dust, industrial fallout, water stains, tar and other contaminations.  

 easy application by spraying onto the bodywork and quick polishing off with a 
special Microfiber towel after the cleaning procedure (decontamination).  

 it creates deep wet shine finish in a few seconds. All without strain or excessive 
pressure.  

 it does not discolour and does not leave stains or smudges. It provides long-term 
impregnation of your paint and fresh "Bubble gum" scent. It impregnates all parts 
of the bodywork, plastics, rubber sealings, window sealants, tyres and windows.  

 in combination with Clay Gray Bar or Clay Blue Bar clay bars, or even with Smart 
Clay Block sponge, it manages to restore the original colour and shine of your 
faded and matte paint. And with well-preserved paints you can reach perfectly 
clean Top Glanz which makes your paint look like new.  

 it can be used even in direct sunlight without leaving stains or smudges. 

 in contrast to rival products that are based on detergents it does not decompose 
decontamination bar and does not reduce its durability. 

  
APPLICATION:  

 the product is extremely lubricative when not diluted. Even when diluted by distilled 
water in a ratio of 1:1 (recommended for experienced users) the product's abilities 
exceed all competition.  

 concentrated product can be applied on wet surface of your car which causes 
natural dilution of the product. 

 shake the product thoroughly before use Sedimentation of the product during its 
storing does no harm.  
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2. BUTTER WET WAX CAR WAX –  WET  LOOK   SHINE – a special polish with 
polymers and genuine carnauba wax.  It provides deep wet-looking shine and does not 
leave any stains on plastic or rubber parts of your car.                        
     
Product Code :WAC_201_16 ( 16 oz )                 
Product Code :WAC_201  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR                                                                                                
 Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre ( 560g ) 
Big package can  ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     
 

 BUTTER WET WAX is a unique revolutionary product 

containing natural carnauba wax which delivers an 
unmatched deep wet shine finish after application and 
perfect polishing off with a special Microfiber towel. It can be 
applied on any synthetic wax as an ideal finishing product 
to maximally enhance wet-look effect. It is formulated with a 
brand new technology which contains special blend of 
polymers, resin and pure natural carnauba wax.  

BUTTER WET WAX does not contain any cleaning or abrasive additives. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:  

 very easy application and polishing off delivering wet-look shine effect 

 the product can be applied in high temperatures, even in direct sunlight   

 maximum effect can be achieved with dark, as well as other colour shades  
 the product guarantees long-term impregnation and protection against UV light for 

up to 1 year. All that with banana scent. 
 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 

application. 
  

HAND APPLICATION: 

 shake the product well before use  

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface of your paint, using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel of quality 
cotton/microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 
- on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product one part at a timelet the product dry for a while  

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  
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3. EXTREME TOP – COAT PAINT SEALANT – a sealant which is a perfect 
combination of synthetic sealant and white carnauba wax. It guarantees high resistance of 
the surface and professional high shine. This high-tech nanotechnology creates nearly 
unbreakable protection against UV light and grime and delivers antistatic surface with 
unmatched durability. The product can be applied in layers to reach perfect consistent 
spreading.      
                                                                                                                                               
Product Code :WAC_110_16 ( 16 oz ) 
Product Code :WAC_110  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre ( 560g ) 
Big package can  ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre        
              

This synthetic sealant is a perfect combination of a high-
performance sealant (maximum protection) and white 
carnauba wax (extremely high shine) in one product. This 
unique blend guarantees high surface resistance, 
protection and extreme shine and raises professional 
detailing to the highest level. This high-tech 
Nanotechnology contains a unique blend of resistant 
polymer sealants made of natural oils, fluorine resin and 
white Brazilian carnauba wax of highest quality. The 

product's perfect composition creates nearly unbreakable protection against UV light and 
ingraining of dirt into your paint. It creates a thin protective coat on the treated surface 
which protects it from oxidation caused by chemicals that are diffused in air and industrial 
fallout and that stick to the surface of your paint. This blend with a perfect balance of 
silicon polymers forms perfectly smooth, antistatic surface with unmatched longevity that 
prevents the surface from its contamination, from untimely ageing and paint fading. It 
provides top protective coat whichrepels waterandsurfacecontamination. ExtremeTop 
Coatworks assun creamfor paint protection.It perfectly bonds to the surface of your paint 
and is applicable in layers. We therefore recommend that you apply one more layer of the 
product to achieve maximally consistent spreading and perfect protection of your paint. 
Afterwards polish it off with a Microfiber towel. Application in layers intensifiesshineand 
multiplies level of protection without discolouring paint of your bodywork. 
 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it creates an unbreakable shield and perfect protection against radiant heat during 
summertime 

 it delivers unmatched deep wet shine effect  

 it protects against UV light, salt, air contamination, snow, insects, road dirt, 
aggressive detergents and chemicals.  

 smooth, antistatic surface with unmatched longevity, which repels water and dust. 
- it can be applied in layers to reach perfect look and better protection.  

 it leaves fresh vanilla scent after the application and does not leave product 
residue on rubber or plastic parts of your car. 

 high resistance to detergents 

  
APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface of your paint  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel of quality cotton/Microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 
- apply the product softly and do not push. Apply the product separately on each 
part of the bodywork.   

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_110_16_Extreme_Top_Coat_p/wac_110_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_110_Extreme_Top_Coat_p/wac_110.htm
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 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time.                                                                         

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes or sealants.  

 
 
 

4. M – SEAL PURE PAINT SEALANT - a product containing Nano particles which 

perfectly fill cracks and pores of your paint. It maximally bonds to the surface and can be 
applied in layers.   It creates perfectly smooth antistatic surface with mirror shine look and 
unmatched longevity.  
 
Product Code :WAC_113_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
Product Code :WAC_113  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                                     
Regular package with dispenser  ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre  
Big package can               ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre        
              

M - Seal Micro Finish uses nano particles of a size 
75000 times smaller than a human hair diameter which 
incorporate into the structure of your paint and provide it with 
or restore extraordinary shine, protection and durability. The 
product's perfect composition creates nearly unbreakable 
protection against UV light and ingraining of dirt into your 
paint. During the application the product fills cracks and 
pores in your paint and then creates a thin coat on the 
treated surface which protects it from oxidation caused by 

chemicals that are diffused in air and industrial fallout and that are stuck to the surface of 
your paint. M-Seal perfectly bonds to the surface and is applicable in layers. We therefore 
recommend that you apply one more layer of the product to achieve maximally consistent 
coating and perfect protection of your paint. After the application polish the surface off 
perfectly. The refined nanotechnology forms perfectly smooth, antistatic surface with 
unmatched durability that prevents the surface from its contamination, from untimely 
ageing and paint fading. The antistatic components repel dust particles and reduce 
contamination of your paint. The product can be used for both new and pre-owned cars, 
ships, boats, jet skis, utility vehicles, motorcycles, caravans, recreational vehicles, 
fibreglass, planes and other surfaces.  
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it creates unbreakable shield and protects against radiant heat  

 it delivers unmatched deep wet shine effect  

 it protects against UV light, salt, air contaminations, snow, insects, road dirt, 
aggressive detergents and chemicals.  
- M-Seal can be applied in layers to reach perfect look and protection 

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel of quality cotton/microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 
- apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_113_16_M_Seal_p/wac_113_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_113_M_Seal_1_Gal_p/wac_113.htm
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 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time.                                                                         

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes or sealants.  

 

5. P40- DETAILER + CARNAUBIA 1X – QUICK DETAILER SPRAY-  a 

detailer with natural white Brazilian carnauba wax. This product of very high cleaning 
ability does not wash off but restores previously applied waxes. It can be used as an 
extremely easily applicable quick wax. It provides your paint with unmatched shine and 
long-lasting protection. 
 
Product Code :WAC_114_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
Product Code :WAC_114( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre ( 560g ) 
Big package can               ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre  

 
P40 Detailer Spray is the only Chemical Guys' 
product that contains natural ultra refined white 
Brazilian carnauba wax. Pro Detailer combines 
cleaning qualities of a detailing spray and 
unmatched shine with a perfect protection against 
UV light provided by carnauba wax. P40 Detailer 
Spray contains modified cleaners which gently 
remove dirt, oxidation, dust, water stains, finger 

prints and smudges. The product can be applied in direct sunlight or in shade. Regular 
application of the product prolongs longevity of previously applied waxes and sealants. 
The product is perfect for the maintenance of cars that have been treated with a carnauba 
wax because it restores and revives the original protective coat and also provides deep 
shine specific for carnauba waxes. It can be used as extremely easily applicable quick 
wax.  Due to its high cleaning ability and maximum safety it is also suitable for cleaning of 
heavily contaminated and dusty surfaces without water, just spray it on the surface, wait 
for a while and allow the active components to penetrate the layer of dirt and wrap dust 
particles, and finally wipe it off with a quality Microfiber towel. Shake the product well 
before use. 
 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:  

 it minimizes risk of scratching your paint during decontamination, it is easy to 
spread and polish off.  

 it carefully cleans contaminated surface of your paint from road dirt, brake pads 
dust, industrial fallout, water stains, tar and other dirt.  

 easy application by spraying on the bodywork and quick polishing off with a special 
Microfiber towel after the cleaning procedure (decontamination).  

 it creates deep wet look shine finish in a few seconds. The application is possible 
without strain or excessive pressure and leaves fresh fruit scent.  

 it does not leave any stains or smudges.It enhances shine and delivers long-
lasting impregnation to your paint and other parts of the bodywork, as well as 
plastics, rubber sealings, window sealants, tyres and windows. 

 it can be used even in direct sunlight without leaving dried stains or smudges. 

 it cleans and protects all painted surfaces, laminates and carbon, as well as rubber 
and plastic parts, glass and metal, chromium and parts of polished/cut aluminium.  

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_114_16_P40_Detailer_Spray_p/wac_114_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_114_P40_Detailer_Spray_p/wac_114.htm
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6. EXTREME SLICK SYNTHETIC – POLYMER  DETAILER– an antistatic 
detailing spray delivering immediate shine effect, minimum friction and strong protection 
against UV light.It creates an ultra thin protective coat with bright surface on any paint shade, 
but it is especially great for dark, black and red paint shades. 
 
Product Code :WAC_116_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
Product Code :WAC_116( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can               ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre     
                 

This fully synthetic detailing spray with liquid lubricating 
polymers formulated on the basis of resin and acrylic 
shine enhancers is designed to maximize the look of 
your paint immediately. It immediately delivers deep 
shine effect to any surface. Due to its composition it 
leaves deep mirror-shine look and slick wet finish with 
long durability. The use of extremely effective lubes 
makes the product a detailer with the lowest friction 
coefficient (the friction is reduced up to 75 %). This 

quality is reflected in the treated surface which gains an extreme slipperiness and 
maximum antistatic qualities. No only does the antistatic composition clean, it also 
minimizes dust settling (up to 50 %) and clinging of fingerprints to the treated surface. It 
significantly reduces a risk of scratching gently painted surfaces. It creates an ultra thin 
protective coat with bright surface on any paint shade, but it is especially great for dark, 
black and red paints. The product was designed for needs of demanding perfectionists. 
 
EXTRAORDINARY QUALITIES: 
The product is universally applicable in offices and households - for TV screens, mobile 
phones, tablets and PCs, including their monitors, kitchen cabinets doors, glass panels on 
tables and all other glossy, painted or metal surfaces  
 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 the product is applicable in humid conditions or in direct sunlight  

 it immediately enhances visual effect of any sealant or wax with a minimal strain. 
Just spray it on and polish off. 

 it is universally applicable to all glossy surfaces, including painted surfaces, glass, 
carbon, plastics, chromium and stainless steel  

 maximum lubricating and antistatic qualities with immediate effect  

 it is a suitable lube for decontamination bars - clays  

 it contains protective anti-corrosion components 
 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 

application. 

 
APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel of quality cotton/microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 
- apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product one part at a time.                                                                         

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_116_16_Extreme_Slick_Synthetic_p/wac_116_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_116_Extreme_Slick_Synthetic_p/wac_116.htm
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 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes or sealants.  

 
 

7. BLITZ ACRYLIC SPRAY SEALANT ( Superior Sealant & Wax Booster ) - a 
special shine enhancer of any wax or sealant containing acrylic polymers and components 
resistant to UV light.It is easy to apply and polish off. 
 
Product Code :WAC_117_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
Product Code :WAC_117  ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre  
Big package can               ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     
 

 BLITZ is a new and the best technology formulated on the 
basis of micro-emulsified acrylic polymers and shine 
enhancers which creates highly glossy and strong protective 
barrier. This coat protects the surface of your car from UV 
light, road dirt and damaging contamination from everyday 
running with extremely long durability. It prevents water 
spots and after polishing off repels water from your paint 
surface perfectly. Raindrops slide off your paint quickly and 
easily. The product is equipped with an atomizer. In contrast 

to strenuous and lengthy application of traditional waxes, the application with an atomizer 
is very easy and quick. This sealant technology is one of the world's greatest innovations 
in car maintenance.  After the application BLITZ penetrates your paint immediately and 
thanks to its highly reflexive molecules creates high wet-looking shine with extra strong 
protection in few seconds.  It is applicable to all painted surfaces, chromium and metals, 
as well as wheels, tyres and other glossy surfaces as needed. 
  
APPLICATION: 

 spray a small amount of the product on each painted part of your car. Use a 
Microfiber towel to spread the product in even microscopically thin layer to the 
whole surface of your paint.                                                                                                                         

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion. Apply the product softly and do not push! 

 wait for a while and then polish the whole surface off using a Microfiber towel. Start 
the final polishing at a place where you first applied the product. 

  
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it can be used as a stand alone product for enhancing the look of your car after it is 
washed, with durability for several months. 

 it can be used as a quick shine enhancer. 

 it prolongs durability of protective coat.                                                    

 prolongs longevity of previously applied waxes and acrylic sealants.  

 to save time use the product as full-blown sealant. 

 minimum consumption, easy application and easy and quick final polishing off. Top 
final effect - high shine with wet effect. 

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/paint_protection_paint_protection_SPRAYABLE_p/wac_117_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Auto_Detaling_Express_paint_sealant_Spray_p/wac_117.htm
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8. JETSEAL 109 SUPER  ACRYLIC  SEALANT  FORMULA - a special anti-
corrosion sealant on nano technology basis, without abrasive particles. It provides your 
paint with maximum final shine and long-lasting protection against UV light, salt and 
aggressive environment. It creates a very glossy and resistant film delivering maximum 
effect to black and dark paints.  
 
Product Code :WAC_118_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
Product Code :WAC_118  ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre  
Big package can               ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     

JetSeal 109 is a extraordinary anti-corrosion sealant which 
delivers the finest finish and long-lasting protection to your 
paint. It provides smooth and shiny finish and protection against 
the harshest environment elements, such as salt, UV light or 
acid rain. The product was originally developed for aircraft 
industry.  Using acrylic nano-technology the product bonds to 
your paint at molecular level and creates resistant, ultra glossy 
finish with long-lasting durability. It does not contain abrasive 
components, waxes, teflon or silicons. The ability of molecular 

bonding gives the product qualities that can't be achieved by regular formulations. It is 
applicable to paints and parts of carbon, laminates, fibreglass, polished aluminium, 
chromium, carbon fibre, alloys and other non-porous materials, including glass. It does not 
peel, crack or discolour. Apply the product in two layers to reach perfect wide-area 
coating. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 perfect ultimate protection against sunlight – UV light and aggressive environment 

 shiny wet finish with long-lasting anti-corrosion impregnation 

 applicable in layers to reach maximum protection and shiny surface 

 suitable for black and dark paints - for maximum shine we recommend that you 
use 5050 Limited Series polish or Pete’s 53 – applicable in layers. 

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 
HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel of quality cotton/microfiber 

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion. 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product one part at a time.                                                                         

 let the product dry for a while  

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes or sealants.  
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9. SPEED WIPE SPRAY QUICK SHINE– an antistatic, fully synthetic detailing 
spray without natural waxes designed to remove road dirt, contaminations, fingerprints 
and smudges. It delivers high antistatic protection and protection against UV light and 
prevents your paint from ageing and fading. It is applicable to all glossy materials. High 
shine with long-lasting impregnation. 
 
Product Code :WAC_202_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
Product Code :WAC_202( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre ( 560g ) 
Obsah velkého balení - Kanistr ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                

Vintage Speed is a brand new, quick and fully 
synthetic detailing spray without natural waxes, with 
high content of shine enhancers and water-based 
polymers. It quickly and easily removes road dirt and 
contamination, dust, fingerprints and smudges. It 
contains effective UV filters which prevent your paint 
from ageing and fading and highly effective lubricating 
antistatic components that reduce friction on surface 

and settling of dust.  It is suitable for all types of cars and trucks and their paints, for 
motorcycles, ships, planes and helicopters. Just spray the product on the surface and 
polish it off with a Microfiber towel and you reach perfect cleanness and beautiful wet 
finish of your paint, any painted surface, chromium, stainless steel, polished aluminium, 
plastic, wood imitation and also glass. It is very successfully used in showrooms to 
remove dust and restore shine of displayed cars.  

APPLICATION: Spray the product onto the surface and gently remove dirt with a 

Microfiber towel, then use a dry Microfiber towel to polish it off. The product immediately 
creates a thin, antistatic, protective coat, resistant to dust and water, which delivers wet 
shiny finish to any shiny surface of any colour. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 pleasant cherry scent Chery 

 maximally universal product for universal use.  

 does not leave smudges and maximally enhances depth and cleanness of shine. 

 maximum easy application - just spray the product and wipe off, without difficult 
polishing off.  

 it contains highly effective antistatic lubricating components which reduce friction 
on surface by 75 % and settling of dust by 50 %. The surface is slick to the touch 
of your hand. 

 It is applicable to painted surfaces, as well as glass, carbon, laminate and 
chromium.  

 it can be diluted up to a ratio of 1:3 when used as a lube with decontamination bar. 
(For removal of dirt use the product undiluted, for maximum safety).  

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 

 

 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Vintage_Series_Speed_Wipe_Quick_Detailer_p/wac_202_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Vintage_Series_Speed_Wipe_Quick_Detailer_p/wac_202.htm
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10. SS6 SECOND SKIN HYBRID VEHICLE COATING SYSTEM - the 
only product in the world developed using a patented advanced hybrid technology with 
high content of secondary polymers which is durable for years, is fully synthetic and 
protects your paint against UV light, oxidation and dirt. It creates an unbreakable shield 
which provides long-lasting resistance and mirror-like shine.   

Product Code : WAC_224_02       (250g)                                                                          

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                                                                                                              
Regular package with dispenser –  250 g 

SS6 SECOND SKIN is the only product in the world designed to 
immediately create protective coat on your paint, using secondary 
polymers, which delivers unmatched durability and brilliant shine. 
Within few minutes after application the protective coat bonds to 
the surface and creates hard coating which protects the surface 
from UV light, oxidation and contamination. This revolutionary 
coating bonds to the surface on the nano level and creates a 
shield which stays resistant and smooth as glass over a long 

period of time. This patented hybrid technology, used in aircraft industry, resists water, 
contaminations and UV light and uses a patented Colour Enhancing Technology which 
enhances any colour shade of any shiny surface.  Unmatched protection provided by this 
only car care product of its kind lasts even for years.  It serves as a perfect base for other 
layers of natural waxes and sealants. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:  

 long-lasting protection and high shine of your paint. 

 advanced hybrid coating with long-lasting protection against UV and IR radiation, 
road dirt, contamination, moisture and water  

 it enhances every paint shade and brightens up every colour to shiny finish.          

 the product was developed for aerospace industry in cooperation with a 
department of long-term protection of surfaces.  

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel of quality cotton/microfiber  

 use only very small amount of the product because its special consistence is very 
concentrated and effective. 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product one part at a time  

 allow the product to dry for about 20 minutes, apply the second layer in the same 
way  

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_224_02_SS6_Second_Skin_p/wac_224_02.htm
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11. PETE’S 53‘ – PEARL SIGNATURE PASTE WAX - Liquid Crystal polymer 
White Carnauba – a unique blend of oils, liquid crystalline polymers and white Brazilian 
carnauba wax. The wax is specifically designed for long-term impregnation and perfect 
protection of metallic and dark paints against UV and IR radiation, water stains and dirt. It 
delivers wet shine finish.  
 
Product Code :WAC_300       ( 250 g ) 

EXTERIOR  
Regular package –  250 g 

The product is designed for car buffs who like working 
with hand-made natural waxes and demand maximum 
wet shine finish. The product is made of the best 
ingredients, such as emulsified almond, coconut, 
banana and propolis oils, combined with 53 % of white 
Brazilian carnauba wax. Natural materials create soft 
and warm shine and perfectly enhance any colour 
shade of your paint to a brilliant shine.  This unique 
blend of oils and liquid crystalline polymers is specially 

developed to enhance shine of dark and metallic paints. Created hydrophobic coat works 
as a shield which perfectly protects your paint from water stains, UV and IR radiation, road 
dirt and other contamination that could damage your paint.  
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 the wax is specially developed for dark and metallic paints 

 an easy and quick application  

 it enhances shine of your paint and makes colours brighter, fuller and more 
radiant. 

 it repels water and dirt and is highly resistant to UV light. - there is no product 

residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the application. 

 It makes car maintenance much easier. 
 
APPLICATION:Formulation of this special blend enables you to do the final polishing off 
immediately, without having to wait after the application as with regular products.  Rub this 
timeless wax gently into a foam applicator and apply a thin coat to your paint. Polish it off 
immediately to a brilliant shine.  High content of Brazilian carnauba wax (53 %) perfectly 
reflects UV rays and protects your paint from fading and getting grey. The special formula 
is a Chemical Guys' speciality and is handed down from generation to generation.  
 
HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface of your paint, using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel made of quality 
cotton/Microfiber   

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion. 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product one part at a time. 

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  

 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/WAC_300-2.jpg
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12. YELLOW  PASTE  WAX  WITH  PINA COLADA SMELL  XXX - a hand-
made natural wax for enthusiasts and buffs who like working with natural waxes and 
demand a deep wet shine finish. It is applicable in layers. It contains the best white 
Brazilian wax and yellow carnauba wax. It is quick to apply, enhances the shine to 
brilliance and brings out the colour of your paint.  It does not contain synthetic waxes. 
- Product Code :WAC_301       ( 250 g ) 

EXTERIOR  
Regular package –  250 g 
 

The product is designed for car buffs who like working with hand-
made natural waxes and demand maximum deep wet-shine finish. 
It is great for preparation of your car for tuning meetings and other 
similar events. This hard wax contains 47 % of natural waxes (90 
% of the best Brazilian white wax and 10 % of yellow carnauba 
wax) enriched with synthetic LTI polymers which enable application 
in 2-3 layers and delivers the deepest wet shine to your car.   At 
the same time they prolong longevity of the protective coat up to 
several months and maximally improve resistance to elements. If 

you want to achieve maximum protection of your paint without using synthetic sealants, 
you can apply Yellow Paste Wax in 2 or 3 thin layers. If you apply the product in layers, 
we recommend that you wait at least 20 to 30 minutes before application of the next layer. 
Depending on the temperature (weather and particular conditions) and your paint surface 
itself. This professional product has to be applied and used correctly to achieve the 
desired effect. For even better effect and durability apply a sealant as a base under this 
wax.  
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 the wax is specially designed for one-time application, as well as application in 
layers. 

 an easy and quick application - the product can be applied even in direct sunlight 

 it enhances shine of your paint to brilliance and makes colours brighter, fuller and 
more radiant.                                         

 it repels water and dirt and is highly resistant to UV light. It makes your car 
maintenance much easier. 

 it contains only natural Brazilian and carnauba waxes and LTI polymers, it does 
not contain any synthetic waxes.  

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 

HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel made of quality cotton/Microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion. 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product one part at a time 

 let the product dry for a while  

 if you apply the product in layers, wait between individual applications at least 20 - 
30 minutes, depending on the conditions. 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/XXX_Hardcore_Carnauba_Paste_Wax_p/wac_301.htm
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 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part 

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

13. 5050 LIMITED SERIES  CONCOURS  PASTE  WAX v 2 CHROME - a 
special polishing wax available in limited series, developed following a special formula. 
The process of production takes 8 days and the wax is hand-made.                                  
 
Product Code :WAC_302       ( 250 g ) 

EXTERIOR 
Regular package –  250 g 

The product was formulated on the basis of long-term 
experience, data and demands of professional 
connoisseurs, looking to achieve unmatched deep and 
brilliant shine of your car paint which actively responds to 
changing light. The quality and technological perfection 
make 5050 CONTOUR PASTE WAX stand out among 
similar products available in the world's market. It is 
available only in limited series and it is hand-made to 
guarantee the highest quality and to meet the requirements 

of the process of production.   The production itself takes 8 days, including pouring of the 
product to heat-resistant tins and 24 hours of cooling. Each tin is numbered and signed by 
a responsible worker.  - there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car 
after the application. 
 

HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel of quality cotton/microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion. 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time.  

 let the product dry for a while  

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part  

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  
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14. WHEELS  GUARD  WHEEL - a special cleaner and wax designed to deliver 
maximum protection, shine and antistatic protection to all types of wheels - painted, 
chromium, stainless and even sensitive wheels of polished aluminium. 
Product Code :WAC_303( 8 oz )       ( 250g ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE  

Regular package ( 8 oz )  

 
Wheels Guard is a special ionic, antistatic product designed for 
cleaning, polishing and maximum protection of all types of wheels - 
painted, chromium, stainless and even sensitive wheels of polished 
aluminium. It contains microscopic synthetic cleaning balls that 
wrap particles of dust, dirt and other contaminations and lifts them 
up away from the surface. High content of acrylic lubes which 
reduce friction prevent the surface from being scratched. Using a 
Microfiber towel you can decontaminate the wheel surface and 

polish it off easily and safely.   
 

This technology enables to quickly remove the oxidations and resistant and ingrained dirt 
from wheels.  All treated surfaces are provided with maximum wet shine and long-lasting 
impregnation and protection against brake dust,asphalt and other contaminations. It 
contains antistatic components that reduce contamination of wheels. Treated wheels are 
extremely easy to clean and high water-resistance makes their drying much easier and 
minimizes formation of water stains caused by hard water.The product maximally prolongs 
longevity of your wheels' surfaces. After the application wash your car with a Chemical 
guys car shampoo which does not wash off waxes.  
 

15. CELESTE DETTAGLIO – CARNAUBA PASTE WAX– a premium carnauba 
wax developed to maximally enhance look and effect of all sports, tuning and other 
extraordinary cars. It brings out all shades of paint and makes them crystal clear. 
 
Product Code :N_00P6   ( 8 oz )           ( 250g )                                                                                    

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package ( 8 oz ) –  ( 250 g ) 
 

A unique blend of premium-class pure carnauba wax which 
contains 6-times refined white grade A carnauba wax 
enriched with the purest natural oils.  It is designed to bring 
out all colour shades when being watched from different 
angles and under different light conditions. In bright sun the 
colour of your car is transformed into crystal-clear shine. 
This new generation of carnauba waxes and natural oils is 
more resistant and durable than similar products available 
in the world's market. The product withstands comparison 

to other, many times more expensive carnauba waxes by world-class luxurious brands. 
 
HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface  

 using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel made of quality cotton/Microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/N_00P6-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_Wheel_Guard_WheelWax_Rim_Cleaner_p/wac_303.htm
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 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time.  

 let the product dry for a while  

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part 

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  

 
 
 

16. BLACK – SIGNATURE PASTE WAX SINGLE JAR– a premium carnauba wax 
developed to maximally enhance look and effect of all black and dark sports, tuning and 
other extraordinary cars. 
 
Product Code :WAC_307( 8 oz )            ( 250g )                                                                                  
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package ( 8 oz ) –  ( 250g ) 
 

The Black wax is specially designed to enhance the 
depth and shine of black paints and to take the shine to 
the highest level of perfection. A unique cold process of 
production enables to keep protective super polymers in 
their strongest molecular condition in which they ensure 
maximum resistance to UV light and repel dirt from air 
and water, as well as road dirt. This unique wax uses 
synthetic polymers which bond perfectly to the surface 
and create a lasting protective shield. Protection of 

black and dark paint colours is very important. If they are exposed to hard UV light for a 
long period of time, ultra black molecules of black paint fade due to light reflection and 
paint gets matte. Polymers which bond to the surface of your paint create a protective, 
water-resistant coat and make cleaning of your car quicker and easier. Water easily slides 
off from the surface which reduces the time of drying and prevents formation of water 
stains. Black is designed for quick and easy hand application, as well as machine 
application.   
 
ADVANTAGES OF THIS PERFECT PRODUCT: 

 quick and easy application 

 after the application the wax reacts with air and becomes hard and forms 
maximally resilient protective coat. After it becomes solid the wax can withstand up 
to 150 degrees Celsius and creates a rich reserve for the summertime. 

 it repels water and dirt and is highly resistant to UV light. It makes your car 
maintenance much easier. 

 extreme longevity up to 1 year.  

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 

HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface of your paint, using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel made of quality 
cotton/Microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 
- on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/WAC_307_1-2.jpg
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backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time. 

 let the product dry for a while  

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part 

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  

 
 
 

17. LAVA – LUMINOUS  GLOW  INFUSION - dazzling shine spectrum - a 

specially developed wax to maximally enhance the depth and highlight any colour shade 
of your paint. All that with maximum resistance to extreme weather conditions and an 
orange scent. 
 
Product Code :WAC_310( 8 oz )     ( 250g )                      
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 

Regular package ( 8 oz ) –  Litre 
 

Lava is the newest product in colour protection and paint colour 
enhancement technologies. Designed and developed to bring out 
every colour shade of your paint. Lava brightens up every paint 
shade into new radiant shades. Red paint becomes more radiant, 
yellow paint becomes deeper and blue gains sky-blue shade. White 
and silver paints gain astonishing wet shine and depth. It is a real 
pleasure to apply the wax and a real delight to watch the colours 
shine after the paint is polished off. The Lava products are 

designed to withstand all extreme environmental conditions and to ensure maximum 
protection of your paintwork. They also repel water which quickly flows down from the 
bodywork.Once applied the wax reacts with air and becomes hard and forms a maximally 
resilient protective coat. Due to a high melting temperature the product withstands 
extreme temperatures up to 150 degrees Celsius providing a rich reserve even to a 
paintwork, hot from the summer sun, without its molecular structure being changed and 
any of its qualities being lost. Luminous Glow Infusion takes the quality and brightness of 
colours into a new dimension. 
 
ADVANTAGES OF THIS PERFECT PRODUCT: 

 quick and easy application  

 after the application the wax reacts with air and becomes hard and forms a 
maximally resilient protective coat. After it becomes solid the wax can withstand up 
to 150 degrees Celsius and creates a rich reserve for the summertime. 

 enhances paint colours to a new dimension. Colour shades are brighter, fuller and 
more radiant.  

 nano technology and synthetic formula guarantee that the product bonds to the 
paint surface and creates an ultra smooth coat 

 it repels water and dirt and is highly resistant to UV rays. It makes your car 
maintenance much easier. 

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Lava_Luminous_Glow_Infusion_Epic_Shine_Formula_p/wac_310.htm
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HAND APPLICATION: 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean and optimally decontaminated 
surface of your paint, using a foam applicator or Microfiber towel made of quality 
cotton/Microfiber  

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 
- on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion. 

 apply the product softly and do not push.  

 apply the product separately on each part of the bodywork.   

 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time.  

 let the product dry for a while  

 polish  the surface of an individual part off perfectly using a Microfiber towel 
immediately after you finish application of the product on each part 

 after the application wash your car with a Chemical guys car shampoo which does 
not wash off waxes.  

 
 
 

18. ECOSMART –  WATERLESS DETAILING SYSTEM - 100% HYPER 
CONCENTRATE - a unique product designed for washing your cars, motorcycles and 
other surfaces without use of water. Great for cleaning without any water available or 
when drainage isn't connected to particular sewage disposal plant (ECOLOGY). 
 
Product Code :WAC_707( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Big package can              ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     
 
ECOSMART is the world's first detailing product of its kind that enables to 
wash your car, motorcycle and other surfaces without water.  The product 
is developed to safely remove dirt and contaminations away from the 
surface without damaging or scratching the painted surface (dry 
washing). This Smart Chemistry uses a method of spraying and wiping 
off on any surface - parts of a car, including glass, wheels, plastics, 
engine compartments, undercarriages and metal surfaces. It is a unique 
blend of hyper-surfactants, Brazilian carnauba wax and gentle lubricating 

agents. Once sprayed onto the surface it lifts and emulsifies dirt away from the surface 
and wrap it with lubricants and additives which prevents the surface from being scratched. 
Afterwards you can remove the dirt easily using a special Microfiber towel and given 
technology of wiping off. Lubricating agents enable the towel to lightly slide over and 
decontaminate the surface at the same time, giving your paintwork a perfect look and 
brilliant shine, as well as long-lasting impregnation. ECOSMART safely removes dust and 
light contamination, as well as mud and ingrained dirt. ECOSMART is 100 % concentrate 
- the minimum dilution ratio is 1:8 (1 part product and 8 parts water). You can dilute the 
product more as needed. We recommend that you use drinking water from water tap. The 
product is biodegradable and pH neutral. 
The product ranks among the world's best products of its kind in given category. This 
product for waterless washing is the whole detailing system which washes, 
decontaminates, waxes and polishes through wiping.    
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QUALITIES OF THIS REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCT:  

 it is a cleaning (washing) and a polishing (wax + sealant) product in one 

 it dissolves and emulsifies (wraps) contamination, lubricates the surface and 
ensures safe application and great results without damaging your paint 

 kaolin suspension which is contained in the product removes calcium deposit 
marks and other contaminations.  

 it leaves a protective coat of synthetic and carnauba wax blendand provides 
effective protection against UV light. 

 it leaves a perfect shine comparable to the best waxes. 

 treated surface has very good hydrofobic qualities (water drainage). 

 it contains strong antistatic components that reduce settling of dust on the surface 
of your bodywork. 

 non-toxic, biodegradable, with a pleasant scent. 

 applicable to any non-absorbent material - paint, glass, chromium, wheels, plastics 
and rubber. All these surfaces are cleaned and impregnated with long-lasting 
protection. 

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 
 

EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES OF THE PRODUCT: 

 its primary advantage - the product can be used "anywhere and anytime". 

 the perfect technology for quick "washing" of a car with light 
contamination (once a week) in a garage or in a parking lot 

 the product can be part of your compulsory equipment, so you can use it together 
with a quality Microfiber towel on every journey, anywhere and anytime. 

 -an ideal product for acute removal of insects from otherwise clean car 
immediately after your journey. The product is extremely effective for this use. It is 
also ideal for cleaning dried and resilient insects residue after regular washing of 
your car. In contrast to special insect removers the product does not need to be 
washed off, isn't aggressive and does not wash off protective wax coat! 

 also ideal for cleaning of door jambs after regular washing of your car and all 
surfaces in engine compartment. Even these surfaces gain perfect shine and 
protection.                                                 
 

 It is the number one product for motorcyclists and their jewels! 
 
 
DIRECTIONS: 

 dilute ECOSMART Concentrate before use with distilled water in a ration of 1:7 
and shake it thoroughly!! 

 you get 30,4 l of ready-to-use product  out of one package (1 Galon). 

 it is not recommended to dilute at once more product than you currently need. 

 spray the product directly onto contaminated surface from the top downwards and 
allow it to work and penetrate layers of contamination. Then wipe the dirt away using a 
Microfiber towel. After wiping away the rough dirt with a Microfiber towel, turn the towel 
to its clean parts and repeat the process depending on the degree of contamination.  
Start the wiping away from roof and continue downwards, one part of the bodywork at 
a time. Leave front bumper, rear bumper, wheel wells and doorsills until last. 

 we recommend that you use a Microfiber towel of high quality, optimally one with long 
strand. It is ideal to use a Chemical Guys product. Always fold a Microfiber towel in 
fourths. This way you get eight clean work surfaces out of one towel 
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 when cleaning small areas (door jambs and engine compartments) the product can be 
applied directly onto a towel. 

 finally wipe the surface till dry and polish it off with a clean Microfiber towel. Don't let 
the product dry.  

 
 
WARNING:  

 it the surface is heavily contaminated, allow the product to work for a while and 
repeat the spraying once more.  

 - remember to check contamination of your towel during the wiping and turn it 
around in time 

 always follow the given procedure of wiping the product off, otherwise your paint 
could get damaged!!! 

 
 
 
 
 

19. ECOSMART  RU – WATERLESS DETAILING SYSTEM– READY TO USE - 
a unique product for washing of your cars, motorcycles and other surfaces without use of 
water. Great for cleaning without any water available or when drainage isn't connected to 
particular sewage disposal plant ECOLOGY) 
 
Product Code :WAC_707RU_16   ( 16 oz )       ( 560g )                                                                                       
Product Code :WAC_707RU( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre  
Big package can               ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     

 
ECOSMART RU - this concentrate diluted in a ratio required by 
the producer is the world's first detailing product of its kind that 
enables to wash your car, motorcycle and other surfaces 
without water.  The product is developed to safely remove dirt 
and contaminations away from the surface without damaging or 
scratching the painted surface (dry washing). This Smart 
Chemistry uses a method of spraying and wiping off on any 
surface - parts of a car, including glass, wheels, plastics, 

engine compartments, undercarriages and metal surfaces. It is a unique blend of hyper-
surfactants, Brazilian carnauba wax and gentle lubricating agents. Once sprayed onto 
surface   
it lifts and emulsifies dirt away from the surface and wraps the dirt with lubricants and 
additives which prevents the surface from being scratched. Then you can remove the dirt 
easily using a special  
Microfiber towel and given technology of wiping off. Lubricating agents enable the towel to 
lightly slide over the surface and decontaminate it at the same time, giving your paintwork 
a perfect look and brilliant shine, as well as long-lasting impregnation. ECOSMART RU 
safely removes dust and light contamination, as well as mud and ingrained dirt. 
ECOSMART RU is already diluted and ready to use. The product is biodegradable and pH 
neutral. 
The product ranks among the world's best products of its kind in given category. This 
product for waterless washing is the whole detailing system which washes, 
decontaminates, waxes and polishes through wiping.   
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QUALITIES OF THIS REVOLUTIONARY PRODUCT:  

 it is a cleaning (washing) and a polishing (wax + sealant) product in one  

 it dissolves and emulsifies (wraps) contamination, lubricates the surface and 
ensures safe application and great results without damaging your paint. 

 kaolin suspension which is contained in the product removes calcium deposit 
marks and other contaminations. 

 it leaves a protective coat of synthetic and carnauba wax blend and provides 
effective protection against UV light 

 it leaves a perfect shine comparable to the best waxes 

 treated surface has very good hydrofobic qualities (water drainage). 

 it contains strong antistatic components that reduce settling of dust on the surface 
of your bodywork.  

 non-toxic, biodegradable, with a pleasant scent. 

 applicable to any non-absorbent material - paint, glass, chromium, wheels, plastics 
and rubber. All these surfaces are cleaned and impregnated with long-lasting 
protection. 
 
 

DIRECTIONS: 

 shake ECOSMART RU thoroughly before use 

 spray the product onto contaminated surface from the top downwards and allow it 
to work and penetrate the layers of contamination. Then wipe the dirt away using a 
Microfiber towel. After wiping away the rough dirt with a Microfiber towel, turn the 
towel to its clean parts and repeat the process depending on the degree of 
contamination. Start the wiping away from roof and continue downwards, one part 
of the bodywork at a time. Leave front bumper, rear bumper, wheel wells and 
doorsills until last. 

 we recommend that you use a Microfiber towel of high quality, optimally one with 
long strand. It is ideal to use a Chemical Guys product. Always fold a Microfiber 
towel in fourths. This way you get eight clean work surfaces out of one towel. 

 when cleaning small areas (door jambs and engine compartments) the product 
can be applied directly onto a towel. 

 finally wipe the surface till dry and polish it off with a clean Microfiber towel. Don't 
let the product dry.  

 
WARNING:  

 it the surface is heavily contaminated, allow the product to work (5 minutes) and 
repeat the spraying once more. 

 remember to check contamination of your towel during the wiping off and turn it 
around in time  

 always follow the given procedure of wiping the product off, otherwise your paint 
could get damaged!!! 
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20. HYBRID V7 – OPTICAL SELECT - High Gloss Spray Sealant & Detailer – a 
special lube of a new generation that immediately creates high shine with long-lasting 
protection against UV light, designed to remove fingerprints, water stains and road dirt. It 
is formulated with a special nano technology that bonds to any surface immediately. It is 
specialized on maximum shine and long-lasting protection. Lubricating and cleaning 
effects are secondary.                                                                                                         
 
Product Code :WAC_808_16   ( 16 oz )       ( 560g )                                                                                       
Product Code :WAC_808( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre                                                                      
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     
 

HybridV7 is a lube that contains transparent synthetic 
advanced polymers which immediately deliver  high 
shine with long-lasting protection against UV light, 
designed to remove fingerprints, dust, dirt, road 
contamination and water stains within seconds. Hybrid 
V7 is a product of a new generation, the world's first 
hybrid nano-polish on the basis of a sealant, formulated 
with nano-technology which immediately bonds to any 
surface - paint, glass, plastics, rubber, rims, exhaust 

pipes and headlights.It perfectly cleans your paint (or other treated surface) and quickly 
creates highly transparent, deep shine finish with maximum protection on every treated 
surface. It works as a combination of a detailing spray and a sealant, in one.  
 

APPLICATION: The product is as easy to apply as a detailing spray - instead of regular 
procedure (applying, allowing the product to work and polishing off) just spray Hybrid V7 
onto your paint and wipe it off till dry. The product immediately delivers maximum shine to 
any surface! This easy application provides your car with first-class shine, perfect 
drainage of water from its surface and perfect protection in few minutes. In contrast 
to universal detailing sprays the product loses its ability to clean and lubricate, for the 

purpose of achieving maximum shine and protection durability. That's why the product is 
very suitable as finishing product designed to maximize shine, as well as to maintain and 
refresh existing protective coat of any wax, taking its look to a higher level. There is no 
product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the application. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_808_Hybrid_V7_p/wac_808.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_WAC_808_16_Hybrid_V7_1_Gal_p/wac_808_16.htm
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21. Meticulous Matte Detailer & Spray Sealant (16 oz) – a special product 
with an atomizer for cleaning, polishing and long-lasting impregnation of matte paints, 
other matte surfaces and matte vinyl car wraps attached to a vehicle's bodywork. It 
contains UV light absorbers. 

Product Code : SPI_995_16   ( 16oz )                                                                                                              
Product Code : SPI_995          ( 1Gal                                                                                                   

EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                         
Regular package with dispenser  ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                     
Big package can                ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 

Matte Detailer Spray is the first spray designed for 
preserving all matte paints, matte surfaces and matte 
vinyl car wraps, with highly effective UV protection 
coating. It easily removes dust, water stains and 
fingerprints from matte paints or car wraps in 
seconds. It impregnates the surface, repels dirt and 
road dirt and contained unique UV light absorbers 
deliver a long-lasting protection against untimely 
ageing. It contains unique silicon and wax which 

maintain and protect the surface of matte paints without changing its matte look. 
 
APPLICATION: 
Wash a vehicle with matte paint or matte car wrap carefully using a special car shampoo 
for matte paints, CWS 995 16 - Meticulous Matte Auto Wash, and remove water residue 
from its surface using a Microfiber towel MIC 721 01 - Miracle  Dryer Absorber. After the 
surface is prepared in this way spray small amount of the product on it and polish it off 
using the Miracle  Dryer Absorber Microfiber towel - MIC 502 01 to reach velvet matte 
shine. For local stains repeat the process until the stains are removed completely.   
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 the only product for matte paints, surfaces and car wraps in the world 

 it easily and quickly removes dust, grease, road dirt, fingerprints and bird 
droppings 

 when applied, it creates satin shine with matte effect 

 it can be used as a base for waxes and sealants 

 it impregnates for a long time and protects the surface from untimely ageing 
caused by UV light effect 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_SPI_995_16_Meticulous_Matte_Detail_p/spi_995_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_SPI_995_Meticulous_Matte_Detail_p/spi_995.htm
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MICROFIBER TOWELS, APPLICATORS AND 
ACCESSORIES 

1. ULTRA  FINE 100% MICROFIBER TOWEL  PINK 15"x15" (38cm x 38cm) - a 
special universal pink Microfiber towel designed for drying, polishing, products application 
and other detailing work. 
 
ProductCode: MIC_101_01 (1 Ps) 
 

These special, pink, universal Microfiber towels are gentle, 
yet of very good quality. They are especially great for 
cleaning, polishing, drying, products application and other 
detailing work. They are desiged for impregnating, polishing, 
paint drying and wheels and windows cleaning. They are 
available in 38 cm x 38 cm size and are made of a special, 
super absorbent material containing 30.000 hollow fibres per 
each square centimeter. There are no stripes on the 
surface, they do not loosen threads and their compostition is 
unparalleled - 70% polyester / 30% polyamide. They attract 

dust and microparticles as magnets. They easily absorp seven times their weight in water. 
They are very good for cleaning of ceiling upholstery and textile and leather seats. 
WARNING – as on any other microfiber product, do not use softeners. Softeners reduce 
antistatic qualities, cause the towel to clean less effectively and harden the fibers. They 
can be dried in a tumble-dryer on low temperature, separately from other laundry. The use 
of the Cleaning Microfiber detergent (CWS_201_16) is reccommended.  
 
 
 
 

2.ULTRA  FINE 100% MICROFIBER TOWEL BLUE15"x15" (38cm x 38 cm) – a 
special universal blue Microfiber towel designed for drying, polishing, products application 
and other detailing work. 
 
ProductCode: MIC_102_01 (1 Ps) 
 

These special universal Microfiber towels are available 
in blue and yellow. Each colour is used for different 
detailing work. They are gentle, yet of very good quality. 
They are used for cleaning, polishing, drying, product 
application and other detailing work. They are primarily 
designed for impregnating, polishing, paint drying and 
car wheels and windows cleaning. They are available in 
38 cm x 38 cm size and are made of a special, super 
absorbent material containing 30.000 hollow fibres per 

each square centimeter. There are no stripes on the surface, they do not loosen threads 
and their compostition is unparalleled - 70% polyester / 30% polyamide. They attract dust 
and microparticles as magnets. They easily absorp seven times their weight in water. 
They are very good for cleaning of ceiling upholstery and textile and leather seats.  
 
WARNING – as on any other microfiber product, do not use softeners. Softeners reduce 
antistatic qualities, cause the towel to clean less effectively and harden the fibers. They 
can be dried in a tumble-dryer on low temperature, separately from other laundry. The use 
of the Cleaning Microfiber detergent (CWS_201_16) is reccommended.  
  
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_MIC_101_1_Ultra_Fine_Microfiber_To_p/mic_101_1.htm
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3. MICROFIBER APPLICATORS  PREMIUM  GRADE  BLUE 2"x4"x6" – a 
special blue sponge (pad) for perfect and effective application of impregnating and 
polishing products.                                                                                                                                                    
 
ProductCode: MIC_292_01 (1 Ps) 
 

These special blue sponges (pads) wrapped in 100% 
Microfiber (70% polyester and 30% polyamide) are ideal for 
applying of waxes and polishing and impregnating products to 
any part of your car. They are made of a special material 
containing 30.000 hollow fibres per square centimetre. The pad 
case is gentle, firm, highly absorbent and prevents the pad 
from soaking. The applicator pad effectively improves products 
application enabling their even spreading on the surface, 
resulting in maximum coverage while using less product, and 

protects the treated surface from possible scratching. It works with only 0,1% loss. The 
pads, same as Microfiber towels, can be washed separately in a washing machine, rinsed 
or washed with Cleaning Microfiber detergent (CWS_201_16). WARNING - as on any 
other microfiber product, do not use softeners. Softeners reduce antistatic qualities, cause 
the pad to clean less effectively and harden the fibers. They can be dried in a tumble-
dryer on low temperature, separately from other laundry. 
 
 
 
 

4.MIRACLE  DRYER  ABSORBER PREMIUM  MICROFIBER TOWEL 
ORANGEBlack Microbanding ( 16" x16" ) 40cm x 40cm (1 Ps)- a special hemmed 100% 
microfiber towel for quick drying and polishing of your car body and other treated surfaces. 
 
ProductCode : MIC502_01 
 

This special hemmed 100% microfiber towel is used for quick drying 
and polishing of your car body. Its fibers are able to absorb up to 10 
times its weight in water. Its special reversible construction is made, 
using a brand new technology, of a new generation of microfibers - 
70% polyester and 30% polyamide. Even after hundreds of washing 
it remains soft and absorbent of water and waxes. It does not loosen 
threads and the material thickness guarantees quick absorption of 
liquids and polishing without any surface scratching. It is positively 
charged and attracts dust as a magnet. This extra strong and soft 

towel is available in 40cm x 40cm size and is designed for polishing away wax residue to 
a perfect shine. It has 60.000 hollow fibres per 1 square centimetre. The second variant of 
the Miracle Dryer ( MIC 602 03 ), available in 60 cm x 90cm size, is suitable for drying of 
your car paint after washing and also for final polishing of the whole bodywork after all the 
applications are finished. It has 80.000 hollow fibres per 1 square centimeter. These 
towels have long fibres on one side and short fibres on the other. Long fibres are great for 
application of polishes, while short fibres are ideal for polishing of plastics and wax 
residue and cleaning and polishing of windows with the WINDOW CLEAN product. These 
towels are elastic, silky soft and do not crease. They can be renovated and washed with 
the special Cleaning Microfiber product (CWS_201_16).  
WARNING - as on any other microfiber product, do not use softeners. Softeners reduce 
antistatic qualities, cause the towel to clean less effectively and harden the fibers. They 
can be dried in a tumble-dryer on low temperature, separately from other laundry. 
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5. MIRACLE  DRYER  ABSORBER PREMIUM  MICROFIBER TOWEL 
ORANGE Black Microbanding( 25" x 17" ) 60cm x 90cm ( 1 Ps )- a special, hemmed 
100% microfiber towel for perfect drying and overall polishing of your car body and other 
treated surfaces. 
 
ProductCode : MIC721_01 
 

This special hemmed 100% microfiber towel is used for quick 
drying and polishing of your car body. Its fibers are able to absorb 
up to 10 times its weight in water. Its special reversible 
construction is made, by a brand new technology, of a new 
generation of microfibers - 70% polyester and 30% polyamide. 
Even after hundreds of washing it remains soft and absorbent of 
water and waxes. It does not loosen threads and the material 

thickness guarantees quick absorption of liquids and polishing without any surface 
scratching. It is positively charged and attracts dust as a magnet. This extra strong and 
soft towel is available in 60cm x 90cm size. It has 80.000 hollow fibres per 1 square 
centimetre. The Miracle Dryer is suitable for drying your car paint after washing and also 
for final polishing of the whole body after all the applications are finished. They have long 
fibres on one side and short fibres on the other. The long fibres are great for application of 
polishes, while the short fibres are ideal for polishing of plastics and wax residue and 
cleaning and polishing of windows with the WINDOW CLEAN product. These towels are 
elastic, silky soft and do not crease. They can be renovated and washed with the special 
Cleaning Microfiber product (CWS_201_16).  

WARNING - as on any other microfiber product, do not use softeners. Softeners reduce 
antistatic qualities, cause the towel to clean less effectively and harden the fibers. They 
can be dried in a tumble-dryer on low temperature, separately from other laundry. 
  
 
 

7. THE  GRIPPER  APPLICATOR  SYSTEM  W / 3 - PACK5"- an applicator 
with three pads of microfiber, with plastic handle for a firm grip and Velcro for an easy 
pads attaching.                                                                                                                                          
 
ProductCode: ACC_2004 
 

This special product – handle is made of a very resistant aerospace 
material which won’t break or grow older due to the effect of IR + 
UV light. The handle is ergonomically shaped which enables a 
comfortable grip and prevents pain in your fingers and palm caused 
by tiredness during long working. Its construction enables to attach 
one of the three round white pads with Velcro. These are made of a 
hardened foam material and covered in a cotton microfiber material. 

It has 50.000 hollow fibers per 1 square centimeter. Special microfiber pad case is gentle, 
firm and highly absorbent and it prevents the pads from soaking. The Gripper Applicator is 
used for applying of polishing and impregnating products on your car paint, glass, wheels, 
tyres and other parts of your car. The special shape of a handle and the perfect round 
elastic shape of the pads protect your fingers and nails from grease and dirt. It 
considerably cuts down the usage of microfiber towels and cloths. It enables repeated 
application with the same precision and the same amount of the product. For desired 
shine just polish the applied product with a microfiber towel. Wash the pads the same way 
as microfiber towels using the Clean Microfiber detergent (CWS_201_16). 
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8. CONTOUR  EZ - FORM  APPLICATOR  TIRES & TRIM FORMS APPLICATION( 
1 PACK - 3 Ps ) – a special handle with a sponge for applying impregnation on tyres, 
bumpers and plastics.  
 
ProductCode: ACC_2001 
 

This handle with an application sponge is a great accessory for an easy, 
precise, economical and clean application of impregnations, dressings 
and gels onto exterior plastics, tyres and car interiors. Ergonomically 
shaped rectangular handle, made of a resistant aerospace material, 
never breaks or becomes brittle and its grooves eliminate slipping out of 
your hand. Its unique shape enables firm, precise and effective grip 
during product application on a treated surface. A soft part of the 

applicator is made of a special „DuraFoam“ foam which prevents the liquid from dripping, 
evenly doses the product on the whole surface with an unparalleled precision and without 
product waste. Ergonomical shape of the handle and perfect surface of the sponge protect 
your fingers and nails from grease and dirt and cuts down the usage of microfiber towels 
and sponges. Always put the applicator down with the sponge upwards after the 
application because it stores the impregnation residue.  
 
 
 

9.WAX+ DRESSING APPLICATORS W-APS / UFO( 1 Ps ) – a special, round, 
red, foam pad for application of sealants, waxes and impregnations. 
 
ProductCode: ACC_113_01 
 
 

This special round red pad is used for application of polishing and 
impregnating products on tyres, interior and exterior plastics, 
bumpers, bodywork paint, leather, fabrics and carpets. This 
applicator is great for application and cleaning procedures on all 
kinds of smooth surfaces. It is made of a special „DuraFoam“ 
foam which prevents the liquid from dripping, evenly doses the 
product on the whole surface with an unparalleled precision and 

without product waste. The perfect shape and surface of the pad protect your fingers and 
nails from grease and dirt. It cuts down the usage of microfiber towels and cloths. It 
enables repeated application with the same precision and the same amount of the 
product. It is suitable for impregnating of leather seats. The application and reaching 
desired effect is very easy, quick and effortless. The pad is washable in a washing 
machine in a same way as microfiber towels using the Cleaning Microfiber detergent 
(CWS_201_16).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/ACC_2001-2.jpg
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TVD – CLEANERS FOR PLASTICS, VINYLS, 
RUBBER SEALS AND TIRES + DRESSINGS AND 

IMPREGNATIONS 
1. NEW CAR SHINE PREMIUM- Interior/Exterior Shine Dressing – a spray product 
with a new car scent for  treatment of plastics, vinyls, rubber carpets and plastic cases in 
luggage compartments. It creates non-greasy, dark satin surface with long-lasting 
durability. It prevents the surface from aging and contains barriers which protect the 
surface against UV and IR radiation.  
 
ProductCode:TVD_102_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode:TVD_102           ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR +INTERIOR + MULTUFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can             ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

The product is specifically designed to treat tires and vinyl, 
rubber and plastic parts of your car in both interior and 
exterior. It creates non-greasy dark satin surface because it 
does not contain silicons or fats. It slows down colour fading 
and restores original colours of plastics. The product repels 
dust and small particles. When regulary used it prevents the 
surface from premature aging and cracking, and it contains 
barriers which perfectly protect the surface againts UV and IR 
radiation. Shine Dressing easily maintains original condition 

of materials and it keeps the surface ideally smooth for a long time. It has a fresh NEW 
CAR scent and is suitable for all types of rubber and plastic surfaces. In your car interior it 
can be used on dashboards, consols, control panels, door paddings, moldings and seals. 
It is ideal for treatment of outdoor plastics, for protection of bumpers, rear-view mirrors, 
tires and window and vinyl roofs seals. This „intelligent bandage“ works as a protection 
and its application and polishing is very easy.  

APPLICATION: spray small amount of the product evenly directly onto the treated 
surface or wipe it on with Microfiber towel or UFO application pad and wipe it dry with MF 
Fluffer, El Gordo or Monster Microfiber towel. You can control the level of shine by 
lowering intensity of wiping the surface down after the application. Highly polluted parts 
need to be perfectly cleaned prior to New Car Shine application, using CG – All Purpose 
Cleaner or CG - Nonsense. The product delivers natural dark satin shine. The treated 
surfaces literally shine and are as new. The easy application can be done in both high and 
low temperatures, even in direct sunlight. If needed repeat the process for bigger shine 
and protection. It is recommended that you use the CONTOUR EZ - FORM APPLICATOR 
ACC_2001 for application on tires. This product makes work much easier and more 
effective. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it restores original colours and condition of plastics, rubber and vinyls  

 it prevents surfaces from premature aging due to the effect of UV and IR radiation 

 an easy application and polishing 

 it delivers dark satin shine and treated surfaces are as new 

 it is antistatic and repels dust and dirt 

 it can be applied in both high and low temperatures, even in direct sunlight 

 the application does not change colours of surfaces and leaves no stains or 
smudges. 
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2. UNDERCARRIAGE  SPRAY - BARE BONES – a special detailing spray for 
wheel wells and undercarriages. It instantly delivers dark wet looking shine, impregnates 
for a long time and restores dark black colour of all undercarriage parts. It unifies colours 
and perfectly hides stains and other imperfections. It repels dirt and protects the surface 
from dirt. The application delivers a long-lasting pleasant and sharp scent. 

ProductCode:TVD_104_16 ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode:TVD_104  ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

Treating your undercarriage and wheel wells is as 
important as decontamination and polishing of the 
bodywork. Frames, springs, subframes, fender wells and 
all other black or grey under car parts need treatment and 
long-term impregnation. Bare Bones detailing spray is 
great not only for your undercarriage and under car parts, 
it also treats and keeps tires, hard black plastics and 
bumpers and upholstery covers nice and dark black. At the 
same time the applied layer of the product perfectly 

protects impregnated parts against elements, environmental impacts and dirt ingraining 
and repels road dirt. The product delivers uniting dark black look without dirty stains or 
smudges. 

 
APPLICATION: 
Remove rough dirt from your undercarriage, clean it with pressure washer and allow it to 
dry. Spray the Bare Bones product on the parts that need to be treated. All the other work 
does the product itself. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it cleanes, impregnates and delivers black, radiant shine in few seconds 

 it unites colour shades of undercarriage and wheel wells 

 it is universally applicable to all parts of your undercarriage, wheel wells, hard plastics and 
upholstery – it protects the surface against weather conditions and UV light 

 it prevents surfaces from getting dirty and repels dirt 

 an easy and quick way to enhance your undercarriage and other car parts looks 

 ideal for wheel wells, frames, springs, tires and other parts  

 a very easy application that can be carried out in both high and low temperatures, even in 
direct sunlight 

 it unites colours of treated surfaces which are left without stains and smudges 
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3. LIQUID EXTREME SHINE – OIL BASED DRESSING – a special oil-based 
product with a spray designed to revive and impregnate plastics, vinyls, tires, rubber 
carpets, plastic bumpers, grilles and moldings in both exterior and interior. It creates dry, 
non-greasy, dark satin coat with long-lasting durability and pleasant and unobtrusive 
coconut scent. The dressing prevents the surface from aging and its “ozone filter“ protects 
it against IR and UV radiation. 

 
ProductCode:TVD_105_16 ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode:TVD_105     ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR +INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

This multifunctional liquid dressing with a 
spray revives plastics in both interior and exterior, 
provides their in-depth nourishment and protects 
them from aging, cracking, getting matte and from 
pigment loss. It enhances richness of colours and 
provides natural dark satin shine to treated surfaces. 
It does not leave an oily film and protects the surface 
from dirt. It contains special polymers which perfectly 
bind to the surface and repel dirt, as well as patented 

technology of UV light absorbers. These particles break deeply into the surface, close 
pores and act as a protective barrier against harmful UV light which causes premature 
aging, cracking, fading, getting matte or peeling. They prevent road dirt from getting 
ingrained and perfectly repel dirt and water. Treated surfaces are very resistant and easy 
to clean and wash with car shampoo. Liquid Extreme Shine is suitable for impregnation of 
plastics and hoses in engine compartment, bottom plastic moldings and diffusers, plastic 
mask grilles, bumpers grilles, grilles around fog lights, which are very hard to clean and 
impregnate due to their jaggedness, bumpers and mud flaps. In interiors it is great for 
dashboards and panels, door panels, window rubbers and door seals. It prevents rubber 
seals from creaking and getting frozen to doors. 

 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 -regurarly treated parts look better than new ones and never age! 

 -the product is highly viscous, contains silicons and provides natural and lasting 
shine to rubber, plastics and vinyls 

 it is quick to apply, easy to spread and rejuvenates and restores all black plastic 
surfaces 

 it provides long-lasting protection against harmful UV + IR radiation and repels 
water 

 treated surfaces are not oily and sticky. It does not attract dust or dirt. 

 further treatment of already treated surfaces is very easy – just wipe them with a 
Microfiber towel 

 the product can be applied in both high and low temperatures, even in direct 
sunlight 

 it unites colours of treated surfaces which are left without stains or smudges  

 

 
APPLICATION: 

 clean the surface with the NONSENSE or GREENCLEAN product first   

 spray the product onto Microfiber towel or applicator and wipe it on the surface 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_TVD_105_16_Liquid_Extreme_Shine_p/tvd_105_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_TVD_105_Liquid_Extreme_Shine_Oil_B_p/tvd_105.htm
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 for bigger areas you can apply the product directly onto the surface and spread it 
with Microfiber towel   

 allow the applied product to soak for about 3-5 minutes, then wipe the surface with 
dry Microfiber towel,  MF Fluffer, El Gordo or Monster Microfiber towel. 

 it is recommended that you use the CONTOUR  EZ - FORM  APPLICATOR 
ACC_2001 for application on tires. This product makes your work much easier and 
more effective. 

 
 

 
4. EXTREME V.R.T. DRESSING SUPER SHINE – a universal product with cream 
consistense for rejuvenation and impregnation of plastics, vinyls, tires, rubber carpets, 
plastic bumpers, grilles and moldings in both interior and exterior. It creates dry, non-
greasy, dark satin surface with long-lasting durability and pleasant and unobtrusive 
coconut scent. Extreme Dressing perfectly prevents the surface from aging and its „ozone 
filter“ protects it against IR and UV radiation. 

 
ProductCode :TVD_107_16 ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :TVD_107     ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

This creamy dressing for rejuvenation of plastics in 
both interior and exterior provides their in-depth 
nourishment and protects them from aging, cracking, 
getting matte or brittle and from pigment loss. It 
enhances richness of colours and provides natural 
dark satin shine to treated surfaces. It does not leave 
an oily film, leaves the surface dry to touch and 
protects it from dirt. It contains special polymers which 
perfectly bind to the surface and repel dirt, as well as 

patented technology of UV light absorbers. These particles break deeply into the surface, 
close pores and act as a protective barrier against harmful UV light which causes 
premature aging, cracking, fading, getting matte or peeling. They prevent road dirt from 
getting ingrained and perfectly repel dirt and water. Treated surfaces are very resistant 
and easy to clean and wash with car shampoos. Extreme V.R.T. Dressing is suitable for 
impregnation of plastics and hoses in engine compartments, bottom plastic moldings and 
diffusers, plastic mask grilles, bumper grilles, grilles around fog lights, bumpers and mud 
flaps. In interiors it is great for dashboards and panels, door panels, artificial leather seat 
covers, window rubbers and door seals. It prevents rubber seals from creaking and getting 
frozen to doors. It is recommended that you use the CONTOUR  EZ - FORM  
APPLICATOR ACC_2001 for application on tires. This product makes your work much 
easier and more effective. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 regularly treated parts look better than new ones and never age! 

 thick creamy consistence guarantees a clean, easy and economical application 

 the consumption of this gel is one-quarter in comparison to liquid products in 
sprays. 

 the product is highly viscous, contains silicons and provides natural and lasting 
shine to  rubber, plastics and vinyls 

 it is quick to apply, easy to spread and rejuvenates and restores all black plastic 
surfaces 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_TVD_107_16_V_R_P_Dressing_p/tvd_107_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_TVD_107_V_R_P_Super_Shine_Dressin_p/tvd_107.htm
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 it provides long-lasting protection against harmful UV + IR radiation and repels 
water 

 it has dry effect – the treated surface is not oily and sticky. It does not attract dust 
or dirt. 

 further treatment of already treated surfaces is very easy – just wipe them with a 
Microfiber towel 

 the product can be applied in both high and low temperatures, even in direct 
sunlight 

 -it unites colours of treated surfaces which are left without stains or smudges. 
 
APPLICATION:  

 clean the surface with the NONSENSE or GREENCLEAN product first 

 apply this creamy product with Microfiber towel or applicator and wipe it on the 
surface 

 allow the applied product to soak for about 3-5 minutes, then wipe the surface with 
dry Microfiber towel, MF Fluffer, El Gordo or Monster Microbiber towel. 

 

 
 

5.GEL EXTENDED LIFE NEW LOOK TRIM + TIRE – a new, water-proof gel with 
copolymers which restores the original look and colours of faded bumpers, protective and 
window moldings, grilles, rubber seals, tires and other plastic or rubber parts in both 
interior and exterior. It protects them from dirt, detergents and aging due to the effect of 
weather conditions and IR and UV radiation. It is also suitable for rubber and plastic parts 
of engine compartments. 
 
ProductCode :TVD_108_16 ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :TVD_108     ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big pakage can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

This special gel is great for tires, rubber seals, plastic 
panels in doors, handles and other car parts made of 
these materials. This unique technology containing 
copolymers quickly breaks into the structure of 
dehydrated and faded surface, perfectly impregnates it 
and repels water, dust and dirt. The gel quickly restores 
the look of faded tires, upholstery, bumpers, rear-view 
mirrors, window and door seals, protective and window 
moldings and front mask grilles and protects them from 

detergents, dirt and aging due to the effect of weather conditions and IR and UV radiation. 
It is suitable for rubber and plastic parts of engine compartments. It is recommended that 
you use the CONTOUR  EZ - FORM  APPLICATOR ACC_2001 for application on tires. 
This product makes your work much easier and more effective. 

 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:  

 regularly treated parts look better than new ones and never age!  

 thick creamy consistence guarantees a clean, easy, precise and economical application 

 the consumption of this gel is one-quarter in comparison to liquid products in 
sprays 

 the product is highly viscous, contains silicons and provides natural and lasting 
shine to  rubber, plastics and vinyls 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_TVD_108_16_Tire_and_Trim_Gel_for_P_p/tvd_108_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_TVD_108_Tire_and_Trim_Gel_p/tvd_108.htm
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 it is quick to apply, easy to spread and rejuvenates and restores all black plastic 
surfaces 

 its unique water-proof composition is resistant to rain and detergents for a long 
time, provides long-lasting protection against harmful UV and IR radiation and 
repels water 

 it has dry effect – the treated surface is not oily and sticky. It does not attract dust 
or dirt. 

 further treatment of already treated surfaces is very easy – just wipe them with 
Microfiber towel 

 the product can be applied in both high and low temperatures, even in direct 
sunlight 

 -it unites colours of treated surfaces which are left without stains or smudges. 

 

APPLICATION: 
 clean the surface with the NONSENSE or GREENCLEAN product first 

 apply this creamy product with Microfiber towel or applicator and wipe it on the 
surface. 

 allow the applied product to soak for about 3-5 minutes, then wipe the surface with 
dry Microfiber towel, MF Fluffer, El Gordo or Monster Microfiber towel 

 
 

 
 
6. SILK SHINE SPRAYABLE DRESSING NATURAL SHINE W/ Weather - Tek 
Protectant– a product for rejuvenation and impregnation of plastics, rubber and vinyls with 
long-lasting durability and dark satin shine. It is antistatic, repels dust and water and 
prevents the surface from fading and aging due to the effect of UV and IR radiation.                                                                                           
 
ProductCode :TVD_109_16  ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :TVD_109         ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR +INTERIOR +  MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                           

Regular package with dispenser ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 

 
Silk Shine Dressing is a new product with a NEW CAR scent, 
specifically designed to treat surfaces of tires and vinyl, rubber 
and plastic parts of your car in both interior and exterior. It 
does not contain any solvents or VOCs. It creates non-greasy, 
dry, dark satin surface because it does not contain any 
silicons or fats. It slows down colour fading and restores 
original colours of plastics. When regularly used it prevents 
the surface from premature aging, cracking and getting dirty 

and it contains barriers which perfectly protect the surface againts UV and IR radiation. 
The product easily keeps materials in their original condition and maintains ideally smooth 
surface for a long time. It repels dust and small particles. Next treatment of surfaces 
previously treated by this product takes less time. It is suitable for all types of rubber and 
plastic surfaces. In your car interior it can be used on dashboards, consols, door 
paddings, moldings and seals. It is ideal for treatment of outdoor plastics, for protection of 
bumpers, rear-view mirrors, tires and window and vinyl roofs seals. This „intelligent 
bandage“ works as a protection and its application is very easy.  
  

APPLICATION: Spray small amount of the product evenly directly onto treated surface 

or wipe it on with Microfiber towel or application pad UFO and wipe it dry with MF Fluffer, 
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El Gordo or Monster Microfiber towel. You can control the level of shine by lowering 
intensity of wiping the surface down after the application. Highly polluted parts need to be 
perfectly cleaned prior to Silk Shine Sprayable Dressing application, using CG – All 
Purpose Cleaner or CG - Nonsense. The product delivers natural dark satin shine. The 
treated surfaces literally shine and are as new. The easy application can be done in both 
high and low temperatures, even in direct sunlight. If needed repeat the process for bigger 
shine and protection. It is recommended that you use the CONTOUR EZ - FORM 
APPLICATOR ACC_2001 for application on tires. This product makes your work much 
easier and more effective. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it restores original colours and condition of plastics, rubber and vinyls  

 it prevents the surfaces from premature aging due to the effect of UV and IR 
radiation 

 an easy application and polishing 

 it delivers dark satin shine and treated surfaces are as new 

 it is antistatic and repels dust and dirt 

 it can be applied in both high and low temperatures, even in direct sunlight 

 the application does not change colours of surfaces and leaves no stains or 
smudges. 

 

 

 
7. G6 HYPER COAT HIGH GLOSS COATING PROTECTANT DRESSING-a 
special DRESSING with long-lasting durability which restores shine and provides 
maximum protection against IR and UV radiation. It protects the surface from road dirt and 
environmental impacts. Emulsion layer delivers extremely high, wet looking shine to 
plastic, vinyl and rubber parts, synthetic leather and all other black surfaces, including 
tires. 

 
ProductCode :TVD_110_16 ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :TVD_110 ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR +INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

This protective product containing synthetic polymers binds on 
molecular level to the surface, penetrates it and creates an 
elegant dark, extremely shiny, resistant, non-greasy and dry-
to-touch coat on tires and plastic parts in both interior and 
exterior. The innovative G6 Hyper Coat is resistant to water 
and maximally protects treated surfaces against IR + UV 
radiation, as well as dirt. It restores original colours of 
materials and when regularly used it prevents the surface from 
premature aging, cracking and fading and maintains ideally 

smooth surface for a long time. It repels dust and small particles. Next treatment of 
surfaces previously treated by this product takes less time. It is suitable for all types of 
rubber and plastic surfaces in exteriors. In your car interior it can be used on dashboards, 
consols, synthetic leather, door paddings, moldings and seals. It is ideal for treatment of 
outdoor plastics, for protection of bumpers, rear-view mirrors, tires and window and vinyl 
roofs seals.   

APPLICATION: apply the product in one layer, for more shine and prolonged life apply 

second layer after the first becomes dry. Apply small amount of the product evenly onto 
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treated surface with Microfiber towel or application pad UFO. Allow it to soak and then 
wipe it dry with MF Fluffer, El Gordo or Monster Microfiber towel. You can control the level 
of shine by lowering intensity of wiping the surface down after the application. Highly 
polluted parts need to be perfectly cleaned prior to G6 Hyper Coat High Gloss application, 
using CG – All Purpose Cleaner or CG - Nonsense. The product delivers natural dark 
satin shine. The treated surfaces literally shine and are as new. The easy application can 
be done in both high and low temperatures, even in direct sunlight. If needed repeat the 
process for bigger shine and protection. It is recommended that you use the CONTOUR 
EZ - FORM APPLICATOR ACC_2001 for application on tires. This product makes your 
work much easier and more effective. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it restores original colours and condition of plastics, rubber and vinyls  

 it prevents surfaces from premature aging due to the effect of UV and IR radiation 

 an easy application and polishing 

 it delivers dark satin shine and treated surfaces are as new 

 it is antistatic and repels dust and dirt 

 it can be applied in both high and low temperatures, even in direct sunlight 

 it delivers maximum shine and protection to tires and exterior plastics 

 the application does not change colours of surfaces and leaves no stains or 
smudges. 

 
 

8. AIR SPRAY 1 - Black on Black Instant Shine Interior & Exterior 

Spray Dressing - a special cleaning, reviving and impregnating aerosol dressing for 
plastics, rubber and vinyl in interiors and exteriors of cars, motorbikes, planes and boats. 
It also immediately renovates hard-to-reach areas in engine compartments and leaves 
high shine.   
 
Product Code : AIR_SPRAY_1 
EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE 
Regular package with dispenser  ( 110oz ) –  312g 
 

Black on Black Spray - Dressing is the fastest and the most 
efficient aerosol cleaner designed to instantly revive black 
interior and exterior plastics, rubber and vinyls. Thanks to its 
unique atomization process, the product penetrates even the 
smallest and hardest-to-reach places and instantly cleans, 
renovates and restores shine of surfaces, while delivering long-
lasting impregnation. It also dries quickly.  The product is very 
suitable for renovation of plastics and rubber components in 
engine compartments, as well as all other hard-to-reach places, 
such as air vents, grilles, masks and hard-to-reach engine parts 

of motorbikes.  This quick reviver of surfaces delivers perfect finish with minimal strain and 
amazing black deep effect. The product contains UV light absorbers which protect the 
surface against untimely ageing caused by UV and IR radiation. 
 
APPLICATION: 
Spray small amount of the product evenly onto the treated surface. Wipe dry using the 
Microfiber towel MIC_102_01. For even bigger shine and protection repeat the process.  
The product provides the surface with dark natural velvet shine, treated surfaces literally 
shine and look as new. This easy application can be done in high or low temperatures, 
even in direct sunlight. 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_AIR_SPRAY_1_Black_on_Black_p/air_spray_1.htm
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WARNING: Before you use the product you need to clean heavily polluted parts of the 
body perfectly with CG All Purpose Cleaner CLD_1010_16, CG Extreme Orange 
Degreaser CLD_106_16 or CG Nonsense SPI_993_16 using the Microfiber towel 
MIC_102_01. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 it keeps the original colour and condition of plastics, rubber, and vinyls 

 it prevents untimely ageing caused by UV and IR radiation 

 an easy application and buffing off, the product delivers radiant shine 

 spray residue is easily removed from glass and paint just by polishing off 

 it delivers dark velvet shine and leaves treated surfaces as new 

 it is antistatic and repels dust and dirt 

 it can be applied in both high and low temperatures, even in direct sunlight 

 after application the surface of materials is evenly coloured without stains or 
smudges 
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GAP – PRODUCTS FOR RENOVATION - 
CORRECTION, POLISHING, LAYERING AND LONG 

LASTING IMPREGNATION OF CAR PAINTS 

1. WET MIRROR FINISH ULTRA SlickGlossMagnifier– a special polish 
engineered on nanotech level for quick application and easy polishing off. It contains 
carnauba wax which delivers deep wet shine effect with long-lasting resistance to IR + UV 
radiation, scratching and road dirt contamination. 
ProductCode :GAP_104_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                                        
ProductCode :GAP_104          ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser –  (16oz) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can (1Galon) – 3,8 Litre 

Wet Mirror Finish Gloss reflects like a mirror and 
delivers beautiful deep wet shine which allows your 
paint to breathe and brightens up its colour. The 
unique composition of this polish, containing carnauba 
wax besides other quality ingredients, enhances shine 
of every surface by 18% - 20%, making the surface 
antistatic and maximally resistant to water, dirt, 

contamination and IR + UV radiation. This perfect polish reduces friction on surface and 
makes it repellent to scratches. It gives perfect shine to your car paint, as well as other 
materials, such as laminate, chromium or stainless steel. It does not peel off, crack or turn 
yellow. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:  

 an extremely easy and quick application, as well as polishing off 

 after application and polishing off it creates a perfect wet-shine effect on the 
surface  

 it never contaminates plastic or rubber parts of the bodywork 

 it can be applied even in direct sunlight 

 it contains very effective UV and IR radiation filters  

 it can be applied on any synthetic wax – an ideal finishing product  

 suitable for treatment of all kinds of painted surfaces – paints, glass, stainless 
steel,  fibreglass, stainless wheels and chrome parts 

 suitable for all paints and their colour shades 

 the product is manufactured on a nanotech scale which bonds the molecules to 
your paint – its composition is similar to a popular paste wax XXX Hardcore Paste 
Waxale. Its creamy consistence enables an easy and quick application. 

APPLICATION: 

 shake the product thoroughly before application  

 the product is applied in a thin coat by machine or by hand using a foam 
applicator UFO 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean paint using a Microfiber towel 
or one of CG applicators 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a 
side-to-side motion 

 apply the product softly and do not push. Apply the product separately on each 
part of your bodywork. 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/GAP_104_16-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/GAP_104-2.jpg
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 polish the surface of each part perfectly with a Microfiber towel immediately 
after you finish the application. Proceed one part at a time. 

 
 

2.BLACK LIGHT- HYBRID RADIANT SUPER FINISH - Black Light is a new, 
unique, 100% synthetic wax of a new generation. It delivers highly glossy, smooth and 
compact finish with wet look and perfect deep shine, along with very long durability. It has 
high antistatic qualities which reduce clinging of dust to your paint. 
ProductCode :GAP_619_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                                        
ProductCode :GAP_619( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Ragular package with dispenser  –  ( 16oz ) – 0,473 L 
Big package can                 ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

Black Light is a unique 100% synthetic wax of a new 
generation which contains high volume of gloss enhancers 
and is capable of masking (filling in) microscopic 
imperfections of your paint that reduce final shine and 
optical cleanness after treatment. This hybrid 
nanotechnology delivers high wet-looking shine with long-
lasting antistatic protection which perfectly prevents dust 
and dirt from clinging to surface. The product can be used 
as a final polish or foundation for another layer of wax. It is 

highly compatible with final carnauba waxes, such as XXX Hardcore Paste Wax, Petes 
53, E – Zyme and others. For shine maximalization and follow-up maintenance the Hybrid 
V7 spray is highly suitable. The second layer, the wax, should not be applied until 30 
minutes after BL application. 
 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 
 an extremely easy and quick application, as well as polishing off 

 it can be used as a final polish or a foundation for another layer of finishing wax 

 after application and polishing off it creates a perfect wet-shine effect on the 
surface                  

 it never contaminates plastic or rubber parts of the bodywork                                                                                   

 it can be applied even in direct sunlight                                                                                          

 it contains very effective UV and IR radiation filters                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 suitable for all paints and their colour shades 

 the product is manufactured on a nanotech scale which bonds the molecules to 
your paint and creates perfect conditions for another layer of other finishing wax                                    

 

APPLICATION: 
 shake the product thoroughly before application  

 the product is applied in a thin coat by machine or hand using a foam applicator 
UFO 

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly clean paint using a Microfiber towel or 
one of CG applicators 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion.                                                                                                                           

 apply the product separately on each part of your bodywork.  

 after the application let the product dry for 15 minutes and polish it off with a 
Microfiber towel 

 if you use Black Light as a finishing treatment, use bigger pressure during the 
application. 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_GAP_619_Black_Light_Hybrid_Radiant_p/gap_619_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_GAP_619_Black_Light_Hybrid_Radiant_p/gap_619.htm
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 if you put another coat of wax on the product, use minimal pressure during the 
application. 

 
 

3. P40 POLISH - Final Step FinishPolish – a single-phased product designed for 
gentle final polishing and removing of holograms, small paint damage from car wash and 
other imperfections of your paint. It contains divisible abrasive micro particles that fall 
apart to smaller ones during the application. This technology of gradual break-down of 
abrasive particles guarantees perfect, even and strainless polishing of your car paint. 
ProductCode :GAP_105_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                                        
ProductCode :GAP_105( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  –  ( 16oz ) – 0,473 L 
Big package can ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 

This single-phased polish is used for gentle final 
polishing. It contains small abrasive particles that 
quickly and without strain remove small scratches and 
holograms and other paint imperfections of this sort. It 
delivers a deep shine effect to your paint. Polish P40 
restores light, as well as dark paints, removes 
scratches, mild oxidation and matte swirls (2.300 - 3. 

500 grit). It is great for new cars with new paints, as well as for older and overhauled 
paints. Evolutionary technology of the product guarantees 100% success without 
damaging your paint. It can be applied by hand using a white pad or by machine using an 
orbital polisher. For machine application we recommend that you use HEX LOGIC pads. 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 exceptional shine and final polishing of your paint in one step 

 it quickly removes small scratches, matte areas and dissolves water stains and dirt 
on your paint 

 it is suitable for both new and old paints 

 it is used as a final step product or as a foundation for other waxes and 
impregnation sealants 

 it does not contain any fillers or silicons 

 it can be applied by hand or machine. For machine rotary polishing use white Hex-
Logic Pad. 

APPLICATION BY HAND: 

 shake the product thoruoughly befote application  

 apply a thin coat of the product on perfectly cleaned and optimally decontaminated 
paint surface using a foam applicator or a Microfiber towel made of quality 
cotton/Microfiber 

 we recommend that you use CG applicators. 

 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 a very easy application and polishing off with a deep wet-looking shine effect 

 an easy application can be done in high temperatures, even in direct sunlight   

 maximum effect can be achieved with dark paint shades, as well as other shades.  
 the product guarantees long-lasting impregnation and protection against UV light 

up to one year. That all with a banana scent. 
 the product does not leave residue on rubber or plastic parts of your car. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with side-to-
side motion. 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/GAP_105_16-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.be/propolish.html
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 apply the product softly and do not push. Apply the product separately on each 
part of the bodywork. 

 let the product dry for a while 

 polish the surface of each part perfectly with a Microfiber towel immediately after 
you finish the application 

 after the application wash your car with a CG car shampoo which does not wash 
off waxes.                    

 
 
 

4. GLOSSWORKZ GLAZE FINISH - a revolutionary product designed to quickly 
clean paint surface and achieve maximally deep wet shine finish. Once applied, it fills in 
fine scratches, swirls and other minor paint imperfections and makes the surface uniform 
and smooth. It is also great for the surface of reflectors after their mechanical renovation. 
It fills in and conserves scratches that are created during polishing and contains UV light 
blocking agents that prevent the surface from ageing and oxidation. The created shine 
stands out especially on black, red and dark paints. 

ProductCode :GAP_618_16   ( 16 oz )                                                                                                        
ProductCode :GAP_618( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         
Regular package with dispenser  –  ( 16oz ) – 0,473 L 
Big package can (1Galon) – 3,8 Litre 

 
Glossworkz Glaze is a breakthrough product delivering quick treatment, 

cleaning and polishing of the damaged car paint caused by common car 
operation and car washes with brushes, with a minimal strain. It works as 
an interstage between correction (polishing) and waxing. Due to a new 
technology the product manages to fill in fine scratches, holograms and 
other minor paint imperfections, as well as deliver long-lasting deep wet 
shine finish to your paint, all that in one step.  It contains UV light blocking 
agents that protect the surface for a long time from harmful sun rays, 
ageing and oxidation. The product can be applied by hand using special 

HEX BUFX_201 /  BUFX_202  /  BUFX_203 pads  or by machine rotary polishing with the 

PORTER CABLE  7424  Orbital polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) using HEX-LOGIC 

finishing pads by Chemical Guys or other world manufacturers’ products. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 filling in fine imperfections, delivering exceptional shine and final polishing of your 
paint in one step 

 it quickly removes minor scratches and matte areas and dissolves water stains 
and dirt on your paint  

 it is suitable for both new and old paints of all colours  

 it is used as a final step product 

 it is suitable for hand or machine application. For machine rotary polishing use the 
white Hex-Logic pad BUFX_104HEX6. 

 
APPLICATION BY HAND:  

 shake the product well before use 

 -before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and free of all 
asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube (code: 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 
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 apply a thin coat of the product to the clean and decontaminated surface using a 
foam applicator or microfiber towel of a quality cotton/microfiber 

 we recommend that you use Chemical Guys applicators 

 for hand polishing use special HEX BUFX_201 /  BUFX_202  /  BUFX_203 pads 

 always work on an area of maximum size 60cm x 60cm at a time 

 then wipe the surface with the soft Monster ExtremeThickness Microfiber 
MIC_1100  and check the condition of paint from different angles. Repeat the 
application if needed. 

 
 
APPLICATION BY MACHINE:  

 shake the product well before use 
 before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and free of all 

asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube (code: 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 

 always work on an area of maximum size 0,6 x 0,6 m at a time 

 this product is best applied with a polishing and application pad HEX - LOGIC 
POLISHING BUFX_104HEX6  

 Choose the diameter of the pad according to the size of a backing plate. 

 put 5 major drops of the product (about 1cm) on the pad spirally from the centre to 
the edge of the pad and turn it by 30 degrees. The distance between individual 
drops should be 1 - 2 cm, depending on the pad size.  

 take the pad with applied polishing paste and evenly make 4 - 6 imprints on the 
chosen surface of the bodywork 

 start the polishing at about 600 RPM speed (first gear) and apply the paste to the 
whole chosen area. Then polish at 1500 to 1800 RPM speed as needed. 

 use only the weight of the polisher to do the polishing, do not push!! 

 work crosswise - horizontally and then vertically, bit by bit until the paste forms a 
transparent film. Then wipe the surface with a dry Monster Extreme Thickness 
Microfiber MIC_1100  and check the condition of paint from different angles. 
Repeat the application if needed. If you do so, you need to add adequate amount 
of the product to the pad. 

 after the application the paint is shiny and resistant to weather conditions and road 
dirt for a long time. 

 
 

5. V38 OPTICAL FINAL POLISH - Optical Grade Final Polish - the latest 
finishing and final step polishing paste formulated with the hybrid nano technology. It is 
designed for fine, final polishing and quickly and evenly removing minor damage of paint 
(2300 to 3500 grit sanding), such as minor scratches, holograms, mild oxidation, matte 
whirls and similar imperfections of paint that are created during regular car operation and 
in car washes with brushes. It is suitable for final machine rotary polishing with the 
PORTER CABLE 7424 Orbital polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) using HEX-LOGIC 
polishing pads by Chemical Guys or other world manufacturers' products. 

 
ProductCode : GAP_V38_16   ( 16 oz ) 
ProductCode : GAP_V38_32   ( 32 oz ) 
ProductCode : GAP_V38    ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  -  ( 16oz ) - 0,473 L                                                             
Bigger package -  ( 32oz )  - 0,960 L   
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 
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A very fine water-based finishing and polishing paste for 
perfectionists, without silicones, fillers or oils, designed for ultra 
fine final polishing using abrasive micro particles. It can be used 
as a stand-alone product for fine polishing of bodywork or as a 
final step product after complete correction (cutting) and 
treatment of paint. This hybrid nano technology quickly and 
reliably removes minor imperfections of paint (2300 - 3500 grit 
sanding), minor scratches, holograms, mild oxidations, matte 
swirls and other similar imperfections caused by regular car 

operation or mechanized car washes. When applied by machine rotary polishing, the 
product delivers high shine with maximum optical clarity and deep wet finish to your paint. 
V38 restores light, as well as dark paints, while providing the paint with long-lasting, 
antistatic protection that perfectly prevents dust and dirt from clinging to the surface.  It is 
suitable for all types of paints. It is great for new cars with new paints, as well as for older 
and overhauled paints. The product is formulated with the evolutionary nano technology 
that guarantees 100 % success, eliminating the risk of paint damage. It contains abrasive 
micro particles that fall apart to smaller ones during the application. It works as a special 
compound which turns into polishing wax during the polishing process. This dust-free 
technology of gradual break-down of abrasive micro particles guarantees strainless, 
perfect and even polishing of your car paint without stains and matte swirls. It can be 
applied by hand or using a special eccentric (orbital) polisher and polishing pads. We 
recommend that you use HEX - LOGIC pads for machine polishing - it is the most 
advanced latest pad technology. It maximally complies even with the most demanding 
requirements.   

 
APPLICATION BY HAND:  

 shake the product well before use  

 -before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and free of all 
asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube (code: 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 

 apply a thin coat of the product to the clean and decontaminated surface using a 
foam applicator or microfiber towel of a quality cotton/microfiber 

 we recommend that you use Chemical Guys applicators 

 for hand polishing use special HEX BUFX_201 /  BUFX_202  /  BUFX_203 pads 

 always work on an area of maximum size 60 cm x 60 cm at a time  

 immediately after you finish application on individual parts of the bodywork polish 
the surface of each part perfectly with a soft microfiber towel Monster Extreme 
Thickness Microfiber MIC_1100. 

 
After you finish polishing, always use one of Chemical Guys synthetic waxes:  
WAC_118_16 JET SEAL 109 or BLACK – SIGNATURE PASTE WAX SINGLE JAR, 
SS6 SECOND SKIN HYBRID VEHICLE COATING SYSTEM. 

For final treatment use one of Chemical Guys natural waxes: 
PETE’S 53‘ – PEARL SIGNATURE PASTE WAX, 5050 LIMITED SERIES  CONCOURS  
PASTE  WAX, 
CELESTE DETTAGLIO – CARNAUBA PASTE WAX  
These products deliver long-lasting resistance, durability and high shine to the surface. 
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APPLICATION BY MACHINE: 

 shake the product well before use 
 before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and free of all 

asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube (code: 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 

 always work on an area of maximum size 0,6 x 0,6 m at a time 

 this finest polishing paste is best applied with the polishing and finishing pad HEX - 
LOGIC FINISHING BUFX_107HEX6. Choose the diameter of the pad according to 
the size of a backing plate. Put 5 major drops of the product (about 1cm) on the 
pad spirally from the centre to the edge of the pad and turn it by 30 degrees. The 
distance between individual drops should be 1 - 2 cm, depending on the pad size.  

 take the pad with applied polishing paste and evenly make 4 - 6 imprints on the 
chosen surface of the bodywork 

 start the polishing at about 600 RPM speed (first gear) and apply the paste to the 
whole chosen area. Then polish at 1500 to 1800 RPM speed as needed 

 use only the weight of the polisher to do the polishing, do not push! 

 work crosswise - horizontally and then vertically, bit by bit until the paste forms a 
transparent film. Then wipe the surface with the soft Monster Extreme Thickness 
Microfiber MIC_1100 and check the condition of paint from different angles. 
Repeat the application if needed. If you do so, you need to add adequate amount 
of the product to the pad. 

 after the application the paint is shiny and thanks to nano ceramic layer resistant to 
regular scratches.  

 
RECCOMMENDATION: 

After perfect polishing of your paint always one of Chemical Guys 

finishing products:   
WAC_118_16 JET SEAL 109 or BLACK – SIGNATURE PASTE WAX SINGLE JAR, SS6 
SEKOND SKIN HYBRID VEHICLE COATING SYSTEM. These products deliver long-
lasting resistance, durability and high shine to the surface.  

For final treatment use one of Chemical Guys natural waxes:  
PETE’S 53‘ – PEARL SIGNATURE PASTE WAX,  
5050 LIMITED SERIES  CONCOURS  PASTE  WAX,  
CELESTE DETTAGLIO – CARNAUBA PASTE WAX   
 
ADVANTAGES OF HAND APPLICATION:  

 very easy application and polishing off delivering wet-look shine effect 

 an easy application can be done in high temperatures, even in direct sunlight  

 maximum effect can be achieved with dark paint shades, as well as other shades.  

 the product guarantees long-term impregnation and protection against UV light for 
up to 1 year 

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion. 

 apply the product softly and do not push. 

 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time 

 let the product dry for a while  
 
ADVANTAGES OF MACHINE APPLICATION: 

 the quickest and easiest way of removing moderate paint damage, fine scratches, 
oxidations, holograms and whirls 
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 it easily restores shine of matte, faded and old paints (2300 to 3500 grit sanding) 
without leaving usual matte stains and delivers a consistent shine to the whole 
treated surface. 

 its wide scope and perfect technology reduce number of passes of the pad 

 it is very effective and saves time and strain 

 -it ensures perfect protection of paint against damage caused by cutting and 
delivers high final clear shine without  scratches and holograms. 

 

 
6. V36 OPTICAL GRADE CUTTING POLISH - REDEFINING WHAT A 
PERFECT FINISH - the latest polishing paste formulated with the hybrid nano 
technology. It is designed for fine polishing. It is suitable for basic machine rotary polishing 
with the PORTER CABLE 7424 Orbital polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) and for quickly and 
evenly removing medium paint defects (to 2500 grit sanding),  such as minor scratches, 
holograms, mild oxidation, matte whirls and similar imperfections of paint that are created 
during regular car operation or in mechanized car washes with brushes. For polishing use 
HEX - LOGIC cutting and polishing pads by Chemical Guys or other world manufacturers' 
products. 
 
ProductCode : GAP_V36_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                   
ProductCode : GAP_V36_32    ( 32 oz )                                                                                                   
ProductCode : GAP_V36     ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  -  ( 16oz ) - 0,473 L                                                             
Bigger package -  ( 32oz )  - 0,960 L   
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 

 
This water-based polishing paste for perfectionists, without 
silicones, fillers or oils is designed for fine polishing using 
abrasive micro particles that fall apart. This hybrid nano 
technology quickly and reliably removes minor imperfections of 
paint (to 2500 grit sanding), minor scratches, holograms, mild 
oxidations, matte swirls and other similar imperfections of paint 
caused by regular car operation or mechanized car washes. 
When applied by machine rotary polishing, the product delivers 
high shine with maximum optical clarity and deep wet finish to 

your paint. V36 restores light, as well as dark paints, delivering long-lasting antistatic 
protection which perfectly prevents dust and dirt from clinging to surface. It is suitable for 
all types of paints. It is great for new cars with new paints, as well as for older and 
overhauled paints. The product is formulated with an evolutionary nano technology that 
guarantees 100 % success, eliminating the risk of surface damage. It contains abrasive 
micro particles that fall apart to smaller ones during the application. It works as a special 
compound which turns into polishing wax during the polishing process. This dust-free 
technology of gradual break-down of abrasive particles guarantees perfect, even and 
strainless polishing of your car paint without stains or matte whirls. It can be applied by 
hand or using a special eccentic (orbital) polisher and polishing pads.  We recommend 
that you use HEX - LOGIC pads for machine polishing - it is the most advanced latest 
pad technology.  It maximally complies even with the most demanding requirements.  
 

APPLICATION BY HAND:  

 shake the product well before use 

 before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and freed of all 
asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
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decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube (code: 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 

 apply a thin coat of the product to the clean and decontaminated surface using a 
foam applicator or microfiber towel of a quality cotton/microfiber 

 we recommend that you use Chemical Guys applicators 

 for hand polishing use special HEX BUFX_201 /  BUFX_202  /  BUFX_203 pads 

 always work on an area of maximum size 60 cm x 60 cm at a time 

 immediately after you finish application on individual parts of the bodywork polish 
the surface of each part perfectly with a soft microfiber towel Monster Extreme 
Thickness Microfiber MIC_1100. 

 to deliver the final coat you need to apply finishing product V38 OPTICALFINAL 
POLISH (code: GAP_V36_16) 

 

After you finish polishing, always use one of Chemical Guys synthetic waxes:  
WAC_118_16 JET SEAL 109 or BLACK – SIGNATURE PASTE WAX SINGLE JAR, 
SS6 SECOND SKIN HYBRID VEHICLE COATING SYSTEM. 

For final treatment use one of Chemical Guys natural waxes:  
PETE’S 53‘ – PEARL SIGNATURE PASTE WAX,  
5050 LIMITED SERIES  CONCOURS  PASTE  WAX,  
CELESTE DETTAGLIO – CARNAUBA PASTE WAX  
 
APPLICATION BY MACHINE:  

 shake the product well before use 

 before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and free of all 
asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube (code: 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 

 always work on an area of maximum size 0,6 x 0,6 m at a time 

 this fine polishing paste is suitable for the cutting pad HEX - LOGIC MEDIUM 
BUFX_102HEX6, BUFX_106HEX6  or  BUFX_105HEX6. Choose the diameter of 
the pad according to the size of a backing plate. Put 5 major drops of the product 
(about 1cm) on the pad spirally from the centre to the edge of the pad and turn it 
by 30 degrees. The distance between individual drops should be 1 - 2 cm, 
depending on the pad size.  

 take the pad with applied cutting paste and evenly make 4 - 6 imprints on the 
chosen surface of the bodywork 

 start the polishing at about 600 RPM speed (first gear) and apply the paste to the 
whole chosen area. Then polish at 1500 to 1800 RPM speed as needed 

 use only the weight of the polisher to do the polishing, do not push!! 

 work crosswise - horizontally and then vertically, bit by bit until the paste forms a 
transparent film. Then wipe the surface with the soft Monster Extreme Thickness 
Microfiber MIC_1100  and check the condition of paint from different angles. 

Repeat the application if needed. If you do so, you need to add adequate amount 
of the product to the pad. 

 after the application the paint is shiny and thanks to nano ceramic layer resistant to 
regular scratches. 

 after the application you need to use the finishing product V38 OPTICAL FINAL 
POLISH (code: GAP_V38_16) 

 
 
RECCOMMENDATION: 

After you finish polishing, always use one of Chemical Guys synthetic 
waxes: WAC_118_16  
JET SEAL 109 or BLACK – SIGNATURE PASTE WAX SINGLE JAR, SS6 SECOND 
SKIN HYBRID VEHICLE COATING SYSTEM. 
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For final treatment use one of Chemical Guys natural waxes: 
 PETE’S 53‘ – PEARL SIGNATURE PASTE WAX, 5050 LIMITED SERIES  CONCOURS  
PASTE  WAX, CELESTE DETTAGLIO – CARNAUBA PASTE WAX  
 
ADVANTAGES OF HAND APPLICATION:  

 very easy application and polishing off delivering wet-look shine effect 

 an easy application can be done in high temperatures, even in direct sunlight  

 maximum effect can be achieved with dark paint shades, as well as other shades.  

 the product guarantees long-term impregnation and protection against UV light for 
up to 1 year.  

 there is no product residue on rubber and plastic parts of your car after the 
application. 

 on horizontal surfaces (bonnet, roof and boot lid) apply the product with a 
backward-and-forward motion. On vertical surfaces apply the product with a side-
to-side motion.                                                                                                                                                           
- apply the product softly and do not push. 

 apply the product and polish it off one part at a time 

 let the product dry for a while  
 
ADVANTAGES OF MACHINE APPLICATION: 

 the quickest and easiest way of removing moderate paint damage, scratches, 
oxidations, holograms and whirls 

 it easily restores shine of matte, faded and old paints (to 2500 grit sanding) without 
leaving usual matte stains, while delivering a consistent shine to the whole treated 
surface. 

 its wide scope and perfect technology reduce number of passes of the pad 

 it is very effective and saves time and strain 

 -it ensures perfect protection of paint against damage caused by cutting and 
delivers high and clear final shine without  scratches and holograms. 

 

7. V34 OPTICAL GRADE HYBRID COMPOUND - Designed with precision 
technology to eliminate heavy paint defects and imperfections - it is the 
latest fine correction (cutting) paste formulated with the hybrid nano technology, suitable 
for basic machine rotary cutting with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code: 
BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of moderate damage, scratches and oxidations from your 
paint using Chemical Guys HEX - LOGIC cutting and polishing pads or other 
manufacturers' products 

 
ProductCode : GAP_V34_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                   
ProductCode : GAP_V34_32    ( 32 oz )                                                                                                   
ProductCode : GAP_V34     ( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  -  ( 16oz ) - 0,473 L                                                             
Bigger package -  ( 32oz )  - 0,960 L   
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 

 
This fine correction (cutting) paste is designed to remove 
moderate damage, scratches and oxidation from paints, but 
most importantly to restore shine of matte, faded and old paints 
(1500 to 2000 grit sanding). It can be used as the second step 
product after applying the course cutting paste V32. Its effective 
wide scope reduces number of passes of the pad over the 
treated surface, saves time and increases labour productivity. 
During polishing with a rotary polisher and cutting pads this new 
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unique abrasive system and its particles gradually break down to finer and finer particles, 
depending on length of the polishing process and the temperature, creating perfectly 
polished surface, all in one easy step. It works as a fine abrasive compound which turns 
into polishing wax during the polishing process. This system guarantees perfect protection 
of your paint against damage caused by cutting and delivers high final gloss without 
scratches or holograms. It is ideal for any fine cutting or polishing job, and for all types of 
surfaces and paint shades. V34 is meant to be used in combination with the V36 
polishing product for basic polishing and finally with the V38 product for final 
polishing which provides the paint with perfectly clear and brilliant shine and 
perfect look. 
 
PRODUCT APPLICATION AND ITS TECHNOLOGY: 

 before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and free of all 
asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube (code: 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 

 always work on an area of maximum size 0,6 x 0,6 m at a time 

 this fine cutting paste is ideal to use with HEX - LOGIC cutting pad MEDIUM 
BUFX_102HEX6. Choose the diameter of the pad according to the size of a 
backing plate. 

 put 5 major drops of the product (about 1cm) on the pad spirally from the centre to 
the edge of the pad and turn it by 30 degrees. The distance between individual 
drops should be 1 - 2 cm, depending on the pad size.  

 take the pad with applied cutting paste and evenly make 4 - 6 imprints on the 
chosen surface of the bodywork 

 start the cutting at about 600 RPM speed (first gear) and apply the paste to the 
whole chosen area. Then polish at 1500 to 1800 RPM speed as needed 

 use only the weight of the polisher to do the cutting, do not push!! 

 work crosswise - horizontally and then vertically, bit by bit until the paste forms a 
transparent film. Then wipe the surface with the soft Monster Extreme Thickness 
Microfiber MIC_1100 and check the condition of paint from different angles. 
Repeat the application if needed. If you do so, you need to add adequate amount 
of the product to the pad. 

 after the application the paint is shiny and thanks to nano ceramic layer resistant to 
regular scratches. 

 
RECCOMMENDATION:  
after you finish cutting and polishing always use one of Sealants (WAC_118_16 JET 
SEAL 109) for final surface treatment. This product delivers final high shine to the surface, 
together with long-lasting durability and resistance. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES AND ITS TECHNOLOGY: 

 the quickest and easiest way of removing moderate paint damage, scratches, 
heavy oxidations, holograms and whirls 

 it easily restores shine of matte, faded and old paints (1200 to 1500 grit sanding) 
without leaving usual matte stains, while delivering a consistent shine to the whole 
treated surface 

 its wide scope and perfect technology reduces number of passes 

 it is very effective and saves time and strain  

 it easily and quickly eliminates unevenness of the paint surface 

 it guarantees perfect protection of your paint against damage caused by cutting 
and delivers high final gloss without scratches or holograms. 
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8. V32 - OPTICAL GRADE EXTREME COMPOUND - For Complete 

Correction Of Paint Defects and Imperfections – the most progressive 
correction (cutting) paste designed with hybrid nano technology, with extremely strong 
effect, suitable for basic machine rotary cutting with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital 
polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of the most severe damage, scratches 
and oxidations from your paint using Chemical Guys' HEX - LOGIC cutting and polishing 
pads or other manufacturers' products. 
 
ProductCode : GAP_V32_16    ( 16 oz )                                                                                   
ProductCode : GAP_V32_32    ( 32 oz )                                                                                                   
ProductCode : GAP_V32     ( 1 Gal ) 
EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  -  ( 16oz ) - 0,473 L                                                             
Bigger package -  ( 32oz )  - 0,960 L   
Big package can ( 1Galon )  - 3,8 Litre 

 
This most effective correction (cutting) paste is designed as the 
first step product to quickly remove extremely severe paint 
defects, deep scratches, strong oxidation, holograms and whirls 
and to restore shine of matte, faded and old paints (1200 to 1500 
grit sanding). Its wide scope reduces number of passes of the 
pad over the treated surface, saves time and increases labour 
productivity. During polishing with a rotary polisher and pads this 
new unique abrasive system and its particles gradually break 
down to finer and finer particles, depending on length of the 

polishing process and the temperature, creating perfectly polished surface, all in one easy 
step. It works as an abrasive compound which turns into polishing wax during the 
polishing process. This system guarantees perfect protection of your paint against 
damage caused by cutting and delivers high final gloss without scratches or holograms. It 
is ideal for any cutting or polishing job, and for all types of surfaces and paint shades. V32 
is meant to be used in combination with the V34 product for fine cutting, the V36 
product for basic polishing and finally with the V38 product for final polishing 
which provides the paint with perfectly clear and brilliant shine and perfect look. 
 
PRODUCT APPLICATION AND ITS TECHNOLOGY: 

 before you apply the product the paint needs to be perfectly clean and free of all 
asphalt stains and ingrained road dirt, and optimally decontaminated with the 
decontamination bar (clay) (code: CLY_202_180 GR) and the lube – (code : 
WAC_CLY_100_16) 

 always work on an area of maximum size 0,6 x 0,6 m at a time 

 according to the degree of paint damage use the HEX - LOGIC BUFX_101HEX6 
cutting pad or HEX – LOGIC  MEDIUM BUFX_102HEX6 cutting pad. Choose the 
diameter of the pad according to the size of a backing plate. 

 put 5 major drops of the product (about 1cm) on the pad spirally from the centre to 
the edge of the pad and turn it by 30 degrees. The distance between individual 
drops should be 1 - 2 cm, depending on the pad size.  

 take the pad with applied cutting paste and evenly make 4 - 6 imprints on the 
chosen surface of the bodywork 

 start the cutting at about 600 RPM speed (first gear) and apply the paste to the 
whole chosen area. Then polish at 1500 to 1800 RPM speed as needed 

 use only the weight of the polisher to do the cutting, do not push!! 

 work crosswise - horizontally and then vertically, bit by bit until the paste forms a 
transparent film. Then wipe the surface with the soft Monster Extreme Thickness 
Microfiber MIC_1100 and check the condition of paint from different angles. 
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Repeat the application if needed. If you do so, you need to add adequate amount 
of the product to the pad.  

 after the application the paint is shiny and thanks to nano ceramic layer resistant to 
regular scratches. 

 
RECCOMMENDATION: after you finish cutting and polishing always use one of Sealants 
(WAC_118_16 JET SEAL 109) for final surface treatment. This product delivers final high 
shine to the surface, together with long-lasting durability and resistance. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES AND ITS TECHNOLOGY: 

 the quickest and easiest way of removing extremely heavy paint damage, deep 
scratches, heavy oxidations, holograms and whirls 

 it easily restores shine of matte, faded and old paints (1200 to 1500 grit sanding) 
without leaving usual matte stains and delivers a consistent shine to the whole 
treated surface 

 its wide scope reduces number of passes 

 it is very effective and saves time and strain  

 it easily and quickly eliminates unevenness of the paint surface. 

 it guarantees perfect protection of your paint against damage caused by cutting 
and delivers high final gloss without scratches or holograms. 

 
 

9. GAP_VKIT_04 - a kit for complete treatment of paint. It contains the V32 course 
cutting paste, the V34 finer correction paste, the V36 fine polishing paste and the V38 
very fine final polishing paste. These products are suitable for basic machine rotary cutting 
and polishing with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) 
and for removal of severe, as well as moderate damage, scratches and oxidations from 
your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' cutting and polishing pads.                         
 
ProductCode : GAP_VKIT_04   ( 4 oz )                                                                                                        
EXTERIOR + INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  –  ( 4oz X 4 PS )  
 
This special small package contains cutting, polishing and 
finishing products for complete treatment (correction) of a car's 
paint. It is suitable for enthusiasts who want to do the cutting and 
polishing of their cars' faded and matte paints by themselves, for 
amateurs and weekend enthusiasts who want to correct 
moderate defects and holograms created during regular car 
operation and in car washes with brushes, as well as for 

professionals who want to try the difference between traditional cutting and polishing 
pastes and this hybrid nano technology which utilizes divisible abrasive micro particles. 
The result is the paint surface with high and clear final shine without scratches or 
holograms.  
PACKAGE CONTENTS: 
V32 - OPTICAL GRADE EXTREME COMPOUND ( 4 oz – 120 ml )- an extremely 
strong 
correction (cutting) paste designed with the hybrid nano technology, with progressive 
effect, suitable for basic machine rotary cutting with the PORTER CABLE 7424 Orbital 
polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of the most severe damage, scratches 
and oxidations from your paint using Chemical Guys' cutting and polishing HEX - LOGIC 
pads or other manufacturers' products. It is also suitable for cutting by hand with use of 
hand cutting pads. 

V34 OPTICAL GRADE HYBRID COMPOUND ( 4 oz – 120 ml )- is a finer correction 
(cutting) paste designed with the hybrid nano technology, suitable for basic machine 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_GAP_VKIT_04_p/gap_vkit_04.htm
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rotary cutting with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) and 
for removal of moderate damage, scratches and oxidations from your paint using 
Chemical Guys' cutting and polishing HEX - LOGIC pads or other manufacturers' 
products. It is also suitable for finer cutting by hand with use of hand cutting pads.  

V36 OPTICAL GRADE CUTTING POLISH ( 4 oz – 120 ml )- a polishing paste 
designed with the hybrid nano technology. It is designed for fine polishing. It is suitable for 
basic machine rotary polishing with the PORTER CABLE 7424 Orbital polisher (code: 
BUF_100.1XP) and for quickly and evenly removing medium paint defects (to 2500 grit 
sanding), such as minor scratches, holograms, mild oxidation, matte swirls and similar 
imperfections of paint created in regular car operation or in mechanized car washes with 
brushes. For polishing use Chemical Guys' HEX - LOGIC cutting and polishing pads or 
other manufacturers' products. It is also suitable for polishing by hand with use of hand 
cutting pads. 

V38 OPTICAL FINAL POLISH ( 4 oz – 120 ml )- a finishing and final polishing paste 
designed with the hybrid nano technology. It is designed for fine final polishing and quickly 
and evenly removing minor  2300 - 3500 grit sanding defects,  such as minor scratches, 
holograms, mild oxidation, matte swirls and similar imperfections of paint created in 
regular car operation or in mechanized car washes with brushes. It is suitable for final 
machine rotary polishing with the PORTER CABLE 7424 Orbital polisher (code: 
BUF_100.1XP) using HEX - LOGIC polishing pads by Chemical Guys or other 
manufacturers' products. It is also suitable for final polishing by hand with use of hand 
polishing pads.  
 
 
 

23. SCRATCH + SWIRL BUF  REMOVER- a special single-phased product for 
polishing and restoration of all painted parts of your car. It contains special abrasive 
particles with divisible structure. It perfectly removes scratches, matte whirls, oxidation 
and holograms. It can be applied by hand or machine. 
ProductCode :COM_129_16  ( 16 oz )                                                                                              
ProductCode :COM_129( 1 Gal ) 

EXTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                                        

Regular package with dispenser   ( 16 oz ) – 0,473 Litre 
Big package can               ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre                     

 
The product quickly and safely removes medium 
imperfections of your car paint (1500-1700 grit) 
including scratches, holograms and other 
imperfections of your paint surface. During 
polishing with a rotary polisher and pads this new 
unique abrasive system and its particles gradually 
break down to finer and finer particles, depending 
on length of the polishing process and the 

temperature, creating perfectly polished surface, all in one easy step. It works as an 
abrasive compound which turns into polishing wax during the polishing process. This 
system guarantees perfect protection of your paint against damage caused by grinding 
and delivers high final gloss without scratches or holograms. It is ideal for any polishing or 
grinding task and for all types of surfaces and paint shades. This technology enables 
application in direct sunlight because it contains 100% silicons and ultra – refined oils 
which work as lubricants. You do not need to use additional fillers or waxes. We 
recommend that you use a sealant product for the final treatment. This product brings high 
final shine with long durability. 
 
 
 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/COM_129_16-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_COM_129_Scratch_and_Swirl_Remover_1_p/com_129.htm
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES AND ITS TECHNOLOGY: 

 the whole polishing process is carried out in one step, there is no need of 
additional fillers or waxes, only final treatment with a sealant product or other final 
polish. 

 the quickest and easiest way of removing moderate scratches and surface 
imperfections ensuring consistent shine of treated surface, without leaving usual 
matte stains. 

 • the product works as a perfect consistent compound from A to Z 

 • it perfectly removes all moderate to medium imperfections of your paint 

 • it easily and quickly eliminates unevenness of your paint. 

 • at the beginning of the renovation process the product works as an aggressive 
abrasive paste which starts with grit range 50, turning into a very soft polish with 
grit range 1500-1700 that ensures perfect and gentle final polishing. 

 For small or local defects of your paint you can apply the product effectively by 
hand. However, best results are achieved using a high-speed polisher and 
recommended abrasive pads. 
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 ROTARY GRINDERS/POLISHERS + CUTTING, 
POLISHING, APPLICATION AND FINISHING PADS 

+ DETAILING ACCESSORIES 
 

1. PORTER  CABLE  7424  XP Dual Action Orbital Polisher  - a professional 
orbital (eccentric) rotary paint grinder/polisher of a new construction designed for a complete 
treatment of your car paint using cutting and polishing pads and correction and polishing products 
and waxes by Chemical Guys or other car care products manufacturers.                  
 
ProductCode :BUF_100.1XP 120V 
 

Porter Cable 7424 XP - is a new eccentric (orbital) rotary 
polisher with a new construction and very powerful motor 
designed for corrections (cutting), polishing, application and 
decontamination of car paints. This brand new construction 
maximally reduces vibrations, noise and is very effective at the 
same time. It imitates circular, orbital hand polishing motion and 
is 100 times faster than hand polishing. It has a very effective 
transmission cooling system and very low centre that ensures 

firm and balanced hold and maximally easy control over the tool, thus ensuring exact and 
comfortable use even for novices.  In contrast to other similar polishers available in the 
market electronic regulation of speed between 2500 and 6800 OPM (oscillations per 
minute) ensures required performance and perfect smoothness.  This polisher works best 
with suitable (recommended) polishing and cutting pads - Chemical Guys HEX_LOGIC or 
Lake Country (considered the world's best by professionals) and is designed for 
decontamination, waxes and sealants application, cutting and polishing. It perfectly 
removes holograms, scratches and other imperfections of your paint.  
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 a special sensor monitors pressure on the polisher/pad and quickly switches the 
tool off in case of excessive hand pressure to prevent the treated surface and the 
tool from being damaged. 

 electronic regulation of speed eliminates the risk of paint damage which is often 
caused by high-speed polishers. 

 it cuts and polishes without burns, holograms or other damage. 

 you can choose speed for any application, material and surface! 

 polishing, cutting and cleaning accessories that are easy to change - pads with 
Velcro!  

 a new construction reduces vibrations and noise significantly. 

 orbital polishing - operates by orbiting the shaft with polishing pad around a centre 
spindle while it freely rotates on its own axis. Counterweight on the other side of a 
centre spindle moderates vibrations and ensures quiet and calm running.  

 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:  
Max. Ø of a backing plate  145 mm 
Max. Ø of a polishing pad  165 mm 
Orbit       8mm 
Speed without load   160 – 480 OPM 
Speed      2500 – 6800 OPM 
Power input     4 A 
Power output     1400 W 
Fixing     proprietary 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/porter_Cable_7424XP_Car_Buffer_7424XP_Polisher_p/buf_100.1xp.htm
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Weight     2,6 kg 
Power cord length    3m 
 

WARNING: for this model USA - 120V AC power adaptor to convert 220V to 110V is 

needed 
 
Accessories:  
Separate handle   
Special polishing backing plate Ø 140 mm with Velcro  
 

Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products:  
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishes, sealants and waxes: 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
WAC_402  5050 CONCOURS WAX 
WAC_310 LAVA 
WAC_224_02 SS6 SECOND SKIN – HYBRID SEALANT SYNTHETIC 
WAC_301 CARNAUBA PASTE WAX  
WAC_400  PETES‘ 53 SIGNATURE BLACK PEARL 
 
 
 
 

2. FLEX L3403 VRG Lightweight German Circular Polisher- a professional 
lightweight rotary paint grinder/polisher designed for a complete treatment of your car 
paint using cutting and polishing pads and correction and polishing products and waxes 
by Chemical Guys or other car care products manufacturers. 
 
Product Code: BUF_L3403VRG 

 
POLISHFLEX is a super light rotary polisher for correction 
(cutting), polishing, wax and sealants application, 
decontamination and cleaning of car paints. We recommend 
that you use it with Chemical Guys HEX_LOGIC polishing 
and cutting pads or Lake Country pads (considered the 
world's best by professionals).  Its ergonomic shape 
maximally reduces fatigue of a user during work. Its weight is 

only 2.6 kg! The handles' surfaces are rubberized and fit 

perfectly into your palm. That all together with effective cooling system of transmission 
and very low centre make the polisher very easy, precise and comfortable to use, even for 

a novice. The construction deals even with small details, such as a spindle lock position. 
In contrast to other polishers the spindle lock isn't placed on transmission cover, where it 
could be unconsciously pushed during work, but completely outside the handle area which 
ensures an ergonomic and maximally utilizable space for your palm.  This revolutionary 
solution was enabled by a unique transmission construction, using a planetary reduction 
gear. Insertion of planetary gear which reduces the load on an angular gear enabled a 
significant reduction of noise, extremely robust angle gear and very compact gearbox.  

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/BUF_L3403VRG-2.jpg
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FLEX L3403 VRG is equipped with a powerful motor (1400 watts) offering electronic 
regulation of speed between 600 and 2100 oscillations per minute. Starting speed (without 
speed arrestment) is 380 oscillations per minute. The speed scale, too, is maximally 
optimized for car paint polishing.  Overload and overheating protection, as well as 
protection against unconscious starting (after power-failure) make your work maximally 
effective and safe. 
 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 a special ergonomic construction of handles which are covered in rubber prevents 
sliding. 

 electronic regulation of speed with memory cache eliminates the risk of paint 
damage which is often caused by high-speed polishers.  

 it cuts and polishes without burns, holograms or other damage 

 slow start, overload protection and speed regulation make the polisher suitable for 
every application, material and surface! 

 easy-to-change polishing, cutting and cleaning accessories - pads with Velcro! 

 a new construction reduces vibrations and noise significantly  
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
Max. Ø of a backing plate  140 mm 
Max. Ø of a polishing pad  165 mm 
Speed without load   160 – 480 OPM 
Speed      1100 – 3700 OPM 
Power input     6,2 A 
Power output     1400 W 
Fixing     proprietary 
Weight     2,6 kg 
Power cord length    4m 
 
Accessories: 
Separate frame handle 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishes, sealants and waxes: 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
WAC_402  5050 CONCOURS WAX 
WAC_310 LAVA 
WAC_224_02 SS6 SECOND SKIN – HYBRID SEALANT SYNTHETIC 
WAC_301 CARNAUBA PASTE WAX 
WAC_400  PETES‘ 53 SIGNATURE BLACK PEARL 
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3. Rupes LHR 15ES Big Foot Random Orbital Polisher -  a perfect 
professional orbital (eccentric) rotary paint grinder/polisher with an innovative construction 
designed for a complete treatment of your car paint using cutting and polishing pads and 
correction and polishing products and waxes by Chemical Guys or other car care products 
manufacturers. It is suitable for professional use, as well as weekend enthusiasts.            
 
Product Code: BUF_101.7 
 

Rupes Big Foot is a new eccentric grinder/polisher for 21st 
century from an Italian producer with tool manufacture 
tradition since 1947. Years of experience and professional 
development enabled them to design the most perfect high-
performance polisher available in the world's market which is 
super light and with its pads of 6 inches (16 cm) in diameter 
ideal for polishing big areas. Its innovative construction, 
together with the use of recommended Chemical Guys 
HEX_LOGIC polishing and cutting pads, Lake Country pads 

or a Micro Fiber Pad (BUFX305_6) (considered the world's 
best by professionals) make corrections (cutting), paint 

polishing, waxes and sealants application, decontamination and cleaning of your car paint 
easier, quicker and of better quality.This combination results in perfect shiny surface 
without swirls and holograms thanks to orbital rotation with 15 mm throw. The machine is 
ideal for professionals, as well as for detailers - beginners and everyone who looks for 
high-performance, easy-to-use polisher with six-level regulation of speed for different 
types of application. Its use is multifunctional - great for polishing cars, trucks, ships and 
motorcycles. Rupes LHR 15ES with 15 mm orbital throw enables to work in tight and 
hard-to-reach places and makes cleaning of small areas much easier. RupesLHR 21ES 
has 21mm throw and is more suitable for bigger and flat surfaces. 
 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 suitable both for professionals and 
amateurs 

 powerful enough to polish big areas 
with 6 inches (16cm) diameter polishing pads. 

 it cuts and polishes without burns, 
holograms or other damage. 

 slow start prevents the product from splashing all over  

 overload protection and speed regulation make the polisher suitable for every 
application, material and surface! 

 easy-to-change polishing, cutting and cleaning accessories - pads with Velcro! 

 a new construction reduces vibrations and noise significantly. 

 orbital polishing - operates by orbiting the shaft with polishing pad around a centre 
spindle while it freely rotates on its own axis. Counterweight on the other side of 
the centre spindle moderates vibrations and ensures very quiet and calm running 

 electronic regulation of speed with memory cache eliminates risk of paint damage 
which is often caused by high-speed polishers 

 unbeatable design 
 

Technical specifications 
 

Ordering code BUF_101.7  

Model and manufacturer's name LHR 15ES  

Speed regulation Yes - 6 levels  

Active speed range 1,700 - 4,200  
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Output  500 W  

Weight 2.6 kg/5.73 lbs 

Energy efficient Yes 

Suitable for beginners Yes 

Suitable for professionals Yes 

 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish  
 

Recommended Chemical Guys polishes, sealants and waxes: 

GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
WAC_402  5050 CONCOURS WAX 
WAC_310 LAVA 
WAC_224_02 SS6 SECOND SKIN – HYBRID SEALANT SYNTHETIC 
WAC_301 CARNAUBA PASTE WAX 
WAC_400  PETES‘ 53 SIGNATURE BLACK PEARL 
 
 
 

4. Rupes LHR 21ES Big Foot Random Orbital Polisher -  a perfect 
professional orbital (eccentric - 21 mm throw) rotary paint grinder/polisher with an 
innovative construction designed for a complete treatment of your car paint using cutting 
and polishing pads and correction and polishing products and waxes by Chemical Guys or 
other car care products manufacturers. It is suitable for professional use, as well as 
enthusiasts. 
 
Product Code: BUF_101.5 

 
Rupes Big Foot – a new eccentric grinder/polisher for 21st 
century from an Italian producer with tool manufacture 
tradition since 1947. Years of experience and professional 
development enabled them to design the most perfect high-
performance polisher available in the world's market which is 
super light and with its pads of 6 inches (16 cm) in diameter 
ideal for polishing big areas. Its innovative construction, 
together with the use of recommended Chemical Guys 
HEX_LOGIC polishing and cutting pads, Lake Country pads 

or Micro Fiber Pad (BUFX305_6) (considered the world's 
best by professionals) make corrections (cutting), paint polishing, waxes and sealants 
application, decontamination and cleaning of your car paint easier, quicker and of better 
quality.This combination results in perfect shiny surface without swirls and holograms 
thanks to orbital rotation with 15 mm throw. The machine is ideal for professionals, as well 
as for detailers - beginners and everyone who looks for high-performance, easy-to-use 
polisher with six-level regulation of speed for different types of application. Its use is 
multifunctional - great for polishing cars, trucks, ships and motorcycles. Rupes LHR 21ES 
has 21mm throw and is more suitable for big and flat surfaces. Rupes LHR 15ES with 15 
mm orbital throw enables to work in tight and hard-to-reach places and makes cleaning of 
small areas much easier. 
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 suitable for both professionals and 
amateurs 

 powerful enough to polish big areas with 
6 inches (16cm) diameter polishing pads. 

 it cuts and polishes without burns, 
holograms or other damage. 

 slow start prevents the product from splashing all over  

 overload protection and speed regulation make the polisher suitable for every 
application, material and surface! 

 easy-to-change polishing, cutting and cleaning accessories - pads with Velcro! 

 a new construction reduces vibrations and noise significantly 

 orbital polishing - operates by orbiting the shaft with polishing pad around a centre 
spindle while it freely rotates on its own axis. Counterweight on the other side of a 
centre spindle moderates vibrations and ensures a quiet and calm running. 

 

Technical specifications 
 

Ordering code BUF_101.5  

Model and manufacturer's name LHR 21ES  

Speed regulation Yes  

Active speed range 2,000 - 4,200  

Output  500 W  

Weight 2.6 kg/5.73 lbs 

Energy efficient Yes 

Suitable for beginners Yes 

Suitable for professionals Yes 

 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 

Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products:  
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish  
 

Recommended Chemical Guys polishes, sealants and waxes:  

GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
WAC_402  5050 CONCOURS WAX 
WAC_310 LAVA 
WAC_224_02 SS6 SECOND SKIN – HYBRID SEALANT SYNTHETIC 
WAC_301 CARNAUBA PASTE WAX 
WAC_400  PETES‘ 53 SIGNATURE BLACK PEARL 
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5. Dual - Action Hook & Loop Molded Urethane Flexible Backing Plate- 
is a special urethane backing plate designed for  quick and firm attachment of cutting and 
polishing pads to an eccentric (orbital) polisher - PORTER  CABLE  7424  XP Dual Action 
Orbital Polisher. Suitable for polishing pads with 10 cm, 13 - 13,5 cm and 16 cm in 
diameter. Suitable for 5/16“ thread. 
 
Product Code: BUFLC_BP_DA_3 Ø   8,5 cm ( 3,5 Inch ).                                                         
Product Code: BUFLC_BP_DA_5 Ø 12,5 cm ( 5,0 Inch ).                                                                 
Product Code: BUFLC_BP_DA_6 Ø 15,5 cm ( 6,0 Inch ). 
 

Flexible Backing Plate - this new, even better and more 
durable plate is used for quick and firm attachment of cutting 
and polishing pads using robust Velcro. It is made of a special 
Hyper - Flex strong urethane blend, yet is very firm due to 
reinforced construction which utilizes flexible steel struts 
moulded into the centre hub. It is maximally adaptable to 
rounded surfaces, while maintaining a stable and even surface 
for pads, it is highly resistant and perfectly conducts away the 
heat created during cutting and polishing.  These backing 

plates are ideal  with PorterCable7424XP rotary orbital polisher and also with 
recommended polishing and cutting pads of size  4“ - Ø 10,5cm 5“ - Ø 13cm 5,5“ – Ø 

15cm 6“ - Ø 16cm Chemical Guys HEX_LOGIC, Lake Country or Micro Fiber Pad 

(BUFX305_6) pads (considered the world's best by professionals). This combinations 
results in shiny and perfect surface of your paint. This new technology makes your work 
on corrections (cutting), polishing, waxes and sealants application, decontamination and 
cleaning much easier.  
 
WARNING:- cutting or polishing pad needs to be at least 1cm bigger in diameter than the 
backing plate. The pad has to overlap backing plate's edges otherwise the paint could get 
damaged by accidental contact of the backing plate with the treated surface 

 

 always use a suitable adapter when attaching a pad to a polisher 

 
 
GoodScrew - D.A Adapter 5/8" X 11 - with thread 

Product Code :BUF_SCREW_DA 
 

 
 
GoodScrew- Drill  Adapter- without thread 
Product Code :BUF_SCREW_DRILL 
 

 

 

 

 during cutting/polishing process remember to check that the adapter is tightened in the 
backing plate and the backing plate is tightened in the machine!!!  

 

ADVANTAGES OF THE BACKING PLATE: 

 quick attachment of pads to the backing plate using robust Velcro on the back 
side. This technology ensures that the pads are easily removed to be cleaned or 
maintained and attached to be used again 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFLC_BP_DA_5_Flexible_Backing_Plate_p/buflc_bp_da_5.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/GOOD_SCREW_BACKING_PLATE_SCREW_MAKES_ROTARY_BACKIN_p/buf_screw_da.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/GOOD_SCREW_BACKING_PLATE_SCREW_MAKES_ROTARY_BACKIN_p/buf_screw_da.htm
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 it is maximally adaptable to rounded surfaces, while maintaining stable and even 
surface for attachment of pads 

 pads are highly resistant to heat and perfectly transfer the heat created during 
cutting and polishing 

 these backing plates areideal foruse with rotary orbital polishers 

 high resistance and long durability- theyimprovecutting and polishing processand 
make it much easier 

 
 
 
 
 

6.  Lake Country Heavy Cutting Pad  Yellow CCS  - yellow cutting pads - 
these pads are the most aggressive and powerful of cutting pads designed for basic 
machine rotary cutting with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code : 
BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of the most severe damage, scratches and oxidations 
from your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' cutting products. 
 
Product Code :BUFLC_101_3 yellow pad - cutting - Ø   8,5 cm = ( 3 1/2" Inch )                                                                                                                                                                      

Product Code :BUFLC_101_5 yellow pad - cutting - Ø 13,0 cm = ( 5 1/4" Inch )                                                                                                          

Product Code :BUFLC_101_6 yellow pad  - cutting - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6 1/2" Inch ) 

 
Heavy Cutting - use these efficient cutting pads only for removal 
of your paint damage or on matte, faded or old paints.This pad 
with a hard and maximally dense foam is ideal (as the hardest 
one) for removal of most severe damage and scratches from your 

paint. WARNING: After you finish cutting with this yellow pad, 
always use an orange cutting/polishing pad BUFLC_102_3 to 5 
with the GAP_V36_16 product first, then use a white polishing 
pad BUFLC_104_3 to 6 together with the Chemical Guys 
GAP_V38_16 OPTICAL GRADE FINAL POLISH for final soft 

polishing. 
 

ADVANTAGES OF THIS CUTTING PAD WITH THE NEW CCS 
TECHNOLOGY:  

 CCS is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. CCS is an 
acronym for collapsed cell structures that don't absorb wax. The CCS surface is 
found in the inner area of pockets which are placed evenly on pad's work surface - 
indented surface of the pad perfectly copies the curves of the bodywork using 
constant pressure 

 grooves (pockets) absorb polishing paste which is then gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. 

 CCS technology slows down the rate of the product's absorption into the foam and 
reduces the consumption of waxes. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced. 

 these new polishing and finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes. 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application. 

 this product saving design enables a longer time of application without the need to 
refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFLC_101_5_Lake_Country_Heavy_Cut_p/buflc_101_5.htm
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 CCS prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to accidental lack of the 
product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the product from leaking 
during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.   

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations,  such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
types of pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their 
technology they are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) 
with a perfect springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the 
surface. 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning:  
All pads need to be cleaned after every use.Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  

 
 

 
 

7. Lake Country Light - Medium Cutting Pad Orange CSC – orange 
grinding pads - for basic machine rotary cutting with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 
Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of damage, scratches and 
oxidations from your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' cutting and 
polishing products.          
 
Product Code :BUFLC_102_3 orange pad - cutting/polishing -  Ø 8,5 cm = ( 3 1/2" Inch )                                                                                                                                                                      

Product Code :BUFLC_102_5 orange pad - cutting/polishing - Ø13,0 cm = ( 5 1/4" Inch )                                                                                                          

Product Code :BUFLC_102_6 orange pad - cutting/polishing - Ø16,0 cm = ( 6 1/2" Inch ) 

 
Medium Cutting - an orange cutting/polishing pad with a medium 
hard and very dense foam is ideal (it's rather hard) for removal of  
scratches, holograms and minor imperfections of your paint. With 
use of more efficient (rougher) cutting product, such as 
GAP_V 32_16 OPTICAL GRADE EXTREME COMPOUND or 
GAP_34_16 OPTICAL GRADE HYBRID COMPOUND, the pad 
allows to remove deeper scratches and damage without the paint 

getting matte or getting matte just very slightly. WARNING: after 
you finish cutting with the orange pad, always use a white 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFLC_102_5_Lake_Country_Light_Med_p/buflc_102_5.htm
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polishing pad BUFLC_104_3 to 6 with the GAP_V38_16 OPTICAL GRADE FINAL 
POLISHfor the final soft polishing 
  
ADVANTAGES OF THE CUTTING AND CLEANING PAD WITH THE NEW CCS 
TECHNOLOGY:  
CCS is the newest technology in cutting and polishing pads. CCS is an acronym for 
collapsed cell structures that don't absorb wax. The CCS surface is found in the inner area 
of pockets which are placed evenly on pad's work surface - indented surface of the pad 
perfectly copies the curves of the bodywork using constant pressure 

 grooves (pockets) absorb polishing paste which is then gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. 

 CCS technology slows down the rate of the product's absorption into the foam and 
reduces the consumption of waxes. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced. 

 these new polishing and finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes. 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this product saving design enables a longer time of application without the need to 
refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 CCS prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to accidental lack of the 
product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the product from leaking 
during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
types of pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their 
technology they are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) 
with a perfect springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the 
surface. 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 

 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
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8. Lake Country Heavy Polishing Pad Green CCS – green polishing pads  
- medium hard for basic machine rotary polishing with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital 
polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of damage, scratches and oxidations from 
your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' polishing products. 
 
Product Code :BUFLC_103_3 -green pad - cleaning/polishing - Ø  8,5 cm = ( 3 1/2" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFLC_103_5 -green pad - cleaning/polishing - Ø 13,0 cm = ( 5 1/4" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFLC_103_6 -green pad - cleaning/polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6 1/2" Inch ) 

 
GreenHeavy - this medium hardpolishingpadisdesigned for the 
first grade machine rotary polishing after the basic cutting of the 
paint. The pad is made of a very firm foam with 60 pores per 
square inch.This special foam pad is firm enough to remove 
damage, holograms and dirt, while delivering high shine to your 
paint surface. 

 
 
ADVANTAGES OF THE CLEANING AND POLISHING PAD 
USING THE NEW CCS TECHNOLOGY:  

CCS is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. CCS is an acronym 
for collapsed cell structures that don't absorb wax. The CCS surface is found in the inner 
area of pockets which are placed evenly on pad's work surface - indented surface of the 
pad perfectly copies the curves of the bodywork using constant pressure 

 grooves (pockets) absorb polishing paste which is then gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. 

 CCS technology slows down the rate of the product's absorption into the foam and 
reduces the consumption of waxes. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.  

 these new polishing and finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this product saving design enables a longer time of application without the need to 
refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 CCS prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to accidental lack of the 
product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the product from leaking 
during vertical application. 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFLC_103_5_Lake_Country_Heavy_Pol_p/buflc_103_5.htm
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Recommended Chemical Guys'polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
 
 
 

9. Lake Country Light - Medium Polishing Pad White - medium 

polishing white pads  - for machine rotary polishing with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 
Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for application of sealants and waxes and soft 
final polishingof your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' products. 
 
Product Code :BUFLC_104_3 - application/polishing - Ø   8,5 cm = ( 3 1/2" Inch )                                                                                                                                                                      

Product Code :BUFLC_104_5 - application/polishing - Ø 13,0 cm = ( 5 1/4" Inch )                                                                                                          

Product Code :BUFLC_104_6 - application/polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6 1/2" Inch )                                                                                                           
 

Medium Polishing Pad - Less is a soft pad designed for  micro - 
gentle polishing and waxes and sealants application. This pad has 
a very fine cutting surface and is ideal for waxing and fine 
cleaning, as well as finishing and polishing applications. The pad 
is made of a very firm foam with 60 pores per square inch.This 
special foam pad is firm enough to remove dirt, while delivering 
high shine finish to your paint surface 

 

ADVANTAGES OF THE APPLICATION AND POLISHING PADS WITH THE NEW CCS 
TECHNOLOGY: 
CCS is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. CCS is an acronym 
for collapsed cell structures that don't absorb wax. The CCS surface is found in the inner 
area of pockets which are placed evenly on pad's work surface - indented surface of the 
pad perfectly copies the curves of the bodywork using constant pressure 
- grooves (pockets) absorb polishing paste which is then gradually and evenly released 
during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is reduced and its 
splashing outside the treated surface is limited. 
- CCS technology slows down the rate of the product's absorption into the foam and 
reduces the consumption of waxes. 
- the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created between the 
pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and finishing pads are ideal 
for all types of waxe 
- they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall better 
and more efficient application 
- this product saving design enables a longer time of application without the need to refill 
the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process 
- CCS prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to accidental lack of the 
product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the product from leaking during 
vertical application. 
- the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back side 
which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained and attached 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFLC_104_3_Lake_Country_Light_Med_p/buflc_104_3.htm
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to be used again.  
 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishing products and final 
polishing. All pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their 
technology they are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) 
with a perfect springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the 
surface. 

 

Recommended Chemical Guys'polishing products 

GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
 

 

 
10. Lake Country Finishing Pad Black - black finishing and polishing 

pads -for machine rotary polishing with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher 
(code : BUF_100.1XP) and for finishing jobs, application of sealants and waxes and for 
rougher polishing of your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' 
products. 
 
Product Code :BUFLC_105_5 - black - finishing/polishing - Ø 13,0 cm = ( 5 1/4" Inch )                                                                                                         

Product Code :BUFLC_105_6 - black - finishing/polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6 1/2" Inch )        

  
Finishing Pad - a black finishing and polishing pad with medium 
dense foam (is rather hard) withstands more pressure on a 
polisher, as well as pad. It is ideal for application of polishing 
paste, waxes and sealants and for polishing using the finest 
polishing products.The pad is made of a very firm foam with 60 
pores per square inch.It is softer than other pads with 80 pores 
per square inch. This special foam pad is firm enough to remove 
dirt, while delivering high shine to your paint surface.                                    
 
 

Advantages of the finishing and polishing pad with the new CCS 

technology: CCS is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. CCS 
is an acronym for collapsed cell structures that don't absorb wax. The CCS surface is 
found in the inner area of pockets which are placed evenly on pad's work surface - 
indented surface of the pad perfectly copies the curves of the bodywork using constant 
pressure 

 grooves (pockets) absorb polishing paste which is then gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. 

 CCS technology slows down the rate of the product's absorption into the foam and 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFLC_105_5_FInishing_Pad_p/buflc_105_5.htm
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reduces the consumption of waxes. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes. 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application. 

 this product saving design enables a longer time of application without the need to 
refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process 

 CCS prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to accidental lack of the 
product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the product from leaking 
during vertical application.  

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 

Recommended Chemical Guys'polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
 
 

11. Lake Country Ultra Light Finishing Pad Blue  - blue ultra light 
finishing pads - the most suitable pads for soft machine rotary polishing of your paint 
with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) using Chemical 
Guys' or other world manufacturers' polishing products. 
 
Product Code :BUFLC_106_3 - application/light polishing - Ø  8,5 cm = ( 3 1/2" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFLC_106_5 - application/light polishing - Ø13,0 cm = ( 5 1/4" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFLC_106_6 - application/light polishing - Ø16,0 cm = ( 6 1/2" Inch ) 
 

UltraFinishing - this blue polishing pad is made of a special 
foam with ultra gentle composition delivering final shine with the 
use of sealants and liquid waxes. It is softer than pads with 80 
pores per square inch. This special foam pad is firm enough to 
remove regular dirt, while delivering high shine to your paint 
surface.  

 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFLC_106_5_Lake_Country_Ultra_Lig_p/buflc_106_5.htm
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Advantages of this ultra light polishing pad with the new CCS technology:  
CCS is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. CCS is an acronym 
for collapsed cell structures that don't absorb wax. The CCS surface is found in the inner 
area of pockets which are placed evenly on pad's work surface - indented surface of the 
pad perfectly copies the curves of the bodywork using constant pressure 

 grooves (pockets) absorb polishing paste which is then gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. 

 CCS technology slows down the rate of the product's absorption into the foam and 
reduces the consumption of waxes 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this product saving design enables a longer time of application without the need to 
refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 CCS prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to accidental lack of the 
product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the product from leaking 
during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 
 

Recommended Chemical Guys'polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning:  
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
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Lake Country - cutting, polishing and application pads 

 
Heavy cutting pad 

 
Medium cutting pad 

 
Medium polishing pad 

 
Medium application and 

polishing pad 
 

Finishing and polishing pad 

 
 

Ultra  light pad for final 
polishing 

 
 
 
 

12. Cutting Micro Fiber Pad Orange Inner Foam ¾“- cutting pad 
black/orange - is formulated with a new technology of a special EURO - TECH foam 
and optical microfibers, designed for basic machine rotary polishing with the PORTER  
CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of serious damage, 
scratches and oxidations from your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world 
manufacturers' cutting products.  
 
Product Code :BUFX 300_4 - black-orange - cutting - Ø 10,0 cm = ( 4,0" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFX 302_5 - black-orange - cutting - Ø 13,5 cm = ( 5,5" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFX 304_6 - black-orange - cutting - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5" Inch ) 

 
Microfiber Cutting - these cutting pads formulated with a 
new Quadro laminate technology work as perfect sandwich 
which ensures their maximum longevity. Their lower 
(cutting or polishing surface) and upper parts are made of a 
strong high-tech optical microfiber material and the centre 
is filled with a new EURO-TECH foam.  Microfiber with a 
short strand ensures perfect access to all micro chinks and 
imperfections. This new combination ensures that the 
undesirable heat is dispersed to the whole pad and the 
pad's whole area is cooled down during its rotation.  The 
construction makes the pads firm and elastic at the same 

time which ensures maximum contact of the whole work surface with the paint surface. 
They are designed for matte paint corrections and for removing heavy damage, scratches, 
oxidation and holograms, while restoring clarity and shine of any paint colour.  Their 
angular design allows the pads to access depressions and rounded and hard-to-reach 
spaces on the bodywork.  The pads can be used by beginners, weekend enthusiasts and 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/BUFX_304_6-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_103_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_103_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_106_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_106_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_106_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_101_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_102_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_103_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_104_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_105_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_106_5
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professionals who want to achieve perfect results. Their biggest advantage is their special 
construction which practically eliminates human error. 
WARNING: After you finish work (cutting) with this pad, always use a black polishing pad 
BUFX 301_4 with GAP_V36_16 product and then the same pad with the GAP_V38_16 
OPTICAL GRADE FINAL POLISH product by Chemical Guys 

 
Cutting Micro Fiber Pad Orange advantages:  

 -a unique construction of microfibers with short strand perfectly copies rounded 
surface of the bodywork, using a constant pressure. 

 bi-angular design allows the pad to maximally access depressions and 
rounded and hard-to-reach surfaces of the bodywork 

 sandwich construction, EURO - TECH foam and new Quadro lamination allow 
the heat to distribute over the whole surface of the pad and thus reduce the risk 
of paint overheating 

 these new cutting, polishing and finishing Microfiber pads are ideal for all types 
of correction and polishing pastes and waxes, as well as all types and colours 
of paints. 

 they easily remove severe scratches, holograms and oxidations from your 
paint.The pads deliver higher quality to your paint and restoredepth and shine 
of your paint 

 they prevent the surface from being damaged because of the new 
construction's ability to partly eliminate human error 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the 
back side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or 
maintained and attached to be used again. 

 long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for 
professional, as well as amateur use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from 
the foam like pads with classic construction. 

 the unique production technology and extra strong microfiber surface ensure 
long durability and quality use of the pads. 

 2 types of the pads (3 diameters - sizes) with different hardness allow different 
paint care operations, such as cleaning (decontamination), cutting 
(corrections), application of sealants and polishes and ultra final polishing. 
These pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding 
their technology they are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented 
material with a perfect springing and without vibrations ensuring the best 
balanced contact with the surface. 

 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products:  
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish  
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishes, sealants and waxes: 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
WAC_402  5050 CONCOURS WAX 
WAC_310 LAVA 
WAC_224_02 SS6 SECOND SKIN – HYBRID SEALANT SYNTHETIC 
WAC_301 CARNAUBA PASTE WAX 
WAC_400  PETES‘ 53 SIGNATURE BLACK PEARL 
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Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: All pads need to be cleaned 
after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, ensures quality work and prevents 
the paint surface from being scratched - to remove hard and dried polishing or cutting 
paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL 
CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning. 
 
 

13. Polishing / Finishing Micro Fiber Pad Black Inner Foam ¾“– 

polishing pad black - is formulated with a new technology of a special EURO -TECH 
foam and optical microfibers, designed for basic machine rotary polishing with the 
PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code: BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of minor 
damage, scratches and oxidations from your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world 
manufacturers' polishing products. 
 
Product Code :BUFX 301_4 - black-grey pad - polishing - Ø 10,0 cm = ( 4,0" Inch )                     

Product Code :BUFX 303_5 - black-grey pad - polishing - Ø 13,5 cm = ( 5,5" Inch )                     

Product Code :BUFX 305_6 - black-grey pad - polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5" Inch )                                                                                                           

 
Microfiber Finishing - these polishing pads formulated with a 
new Quadro laminate technology work as perfect sandwich which 
ensures their maximum longevity. Their lower (cutting or polishing 
surface) and upper parts are made of a strong high-tech optical 
microfiber material and the centre is filled with a new EURO-
TECH foam. Microfiber with a short strand ensures perfect 
access to all micro chinks and imperfections. This new 
combination ensures that the undesirable heat is dispersed to the 
whole pad and the pad's whole area is cooled down during its 
rotation. The construction makes the pads firm and elastic at the 

same time which ensures maximum contact of the whole work surface with the paint 
surface. They are designed for removing minor damage, scratches, oxidation and 
holograms, as well as final polishing, while delivering deep shine to any paint colour. Their 
bi-angular design allows the pad to access depressions and rounded and hard-to-reach 
spaces on the bodywork. The pads can be used by beginners, weekend enthusiasts and 
professionals who want to achieve perfect results. Their biggest advantage is the special 
construction which practically eliminates human error. 

 
Polishing Micro Fiber Pad Black advantages:  

 -a unique construction of microfibers with short strand perfectly copies rounded 
surface of the bodywork, using a constant pressure.- bi-angular design allows 
the pad to maximally access depressions, rounded and hard-to-reach surfaces 
of the bodywork 

 sandwich construction, EURO - TECH foam and new Quadrolamination allow 
the heat to distribute over the whole surface of the pad and thus reduce the risk 
of paint overheating 

 these new polishing and finishing Microfiber pads are ideal for all types of 
correction and polishing pastes and waxes, as well as all types and colours of 
paints 

 they easily remove minor scratches, holograms and oxidations from your paint. 
The pads deliver higher quality to your paint and restore depth and shine of 
your paint 

 they prevent the surface from being damaged because of the new 
construction's ability to partly eliminate human error  

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Black_Optics_Microfiber_Black_Polishing_Pad_6_5_p/bufx_305_6.htm
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 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the 
back side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or 
maintained and attached to be used again. 

 long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for 
professional, as well as amateur use. The polishing surface doesn't detach 
from the foam like pads with classic construction. 

 the unique production technology and extra strong microfiber surface ensure 
long durability and quality use of the pads. 

 2 types of the pads (3 diameters - sizes) with different hardness allow different 
paint care operations, such as cleaning (decontamination), cutting 
(corrections), application of sealants and polishes and ultra final polishing. 
These pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding 
their technology they are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented 
material with a perfect springing and without vibrations ensuring the best 
balanced contact with the surface. 

 

Recommended Chemical Guys'polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 

Recommended Chemical Guys polishing sealants and waxes: 

GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
WAC_402  5050 CONCOURS WAX 
WAC_310 LAVA 
WAC_224_02 SS6 SECOND SKIN – HYBRID SEALANT SYNTHETIC 
WAC_301 CARNAUBA PASTE WAX 
WAC_400  PETES‘ 53 SIGNATURE BLACK PEARL 

 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14. Hex - Logic Heavy Cutting Pad Yellow - cutting pads yellow - these 
pads are the most aggressive and efficient of the pads designed for basic machine rotary 
cutting with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for 
removal of severe damage, scratches and oxidations from your paint using Chemical 
Guys' or other world manufacturers' cutting and polishing products 
 
Product Code :BUFX_101HEX5  -yellow pad - cutting - Ø 13,5 cm = ( 5,5" Inch )                                                                                                                                                                      

Product Code :BUFX_101HEX6  -yellow pad - cutting- Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5" Inch )                                                                                                          

Product Code :BUFX_101HEX    -yellow pad - cutting - Ø 18,5 cm = ( 7,5" Inch ) 
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Heavy Cutting - these most efficient cutting pads are used only 
for removal of paint damage and on matte, faded and old 
paints.This pad with a hard and maximally dense foam is ideal (as 

the hardest one) for removal of most severe damage and 

scratches from your paint. WARNING: After you finish cutting 
with this yellow pad, always use an orange cutting/polishing pad 
BUFLC_102_3 to 5 with the GAP_V36_16 product first, then use 
a white polishing pad BUFX_104HEX4_4 to 6 together with the 
Chemical Guys GAP_V38_16 OPTICAL GRADE FINAL 

POLISHfor soft final polishing. 
 
HEX_LOGIC pads are formulated with laser technology and ensure professional use and 
maximally accurate application of a polishing product with 100 % coverage on any flat, 
rounded or vertical surface.  HEX_LOGIC pads were designed on the model of 
honeycombs which ensures that the product stays in the grooves (container) and is evenly 
distributed over the whole surface of the pad.  The product covers the whole surface of 
the pad which ensures even cutting, polishing and product application. Unique hexagonal 
cells with grooves (pores) cut by laser bring the air to friction area and perfectly cool down 
the whole contact area and prevent the paint from overheating. New HEX_LOGIC 
technology solved all weaknesses and imperfections of regular pads. The used Acu - 
Foam technology enables to use open cells of different sizes, thus ensuring required 
hardness of the pad necessary for various types of applications (cutting, polishing, final 
polishing and product application). The smaller the cells, the denser (harder) the 
construction. The more the cells are open, the more air they bring to the friction surface. 
Each product needs the right amount of air which the HEX-Logic construction perfectly 
ensures. 

 
Advantages of the cutting pad with the new HEX-LOGIC technology: 

 it is the world's newest technology in cutting and polishing pads. 

 laser-cut surface of the pad enables the pad to perfectly conform to rounded 
surface of the bodywork with constant pressure 

 hexagonal cells with grooves absorb polishing paste which is gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. It maximally saves 
the product consumption. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this new design of pad's surface enables a longer time of application without the 
need to refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 HEX-LOGIC technology prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to 
accidental lack of the product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the 
product from leaking during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/BUFX_101HEX5-2.jpg
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Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 

Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 

Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: All pads need to be 
cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, ensures quality work and 
prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove hard and dried polishing or 
cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use BUF_333_16 - FOAM & 
WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
 

15. Hex - Logic Medium - Heavy Cutting Pad Orange - cutting pads 
orange - for basic machine rotary cutting with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital 
polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of damage, scratches and oxidations from 
your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' cutting and polishing 
products.  
 
Product Code :BUFX_102HEX4  -orange - cutting/cleaning - Ø 10,5 cm = ( 4,0" Inch )                                                                                                                                                                      

Product Code :BUFX_102HEX5  -orange - cutting/cleaning - Ø 13,5 cm = ( 5,5" Inch )                                                                                                          

Product Code :BUFX_102HEX6  -orange - cutting/cleaning - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5" Inch ) 

 
Medium Cutting – this orange cutting/cleaning pad of medium 
hardness and high foam density is ideal (due to its hardness) for 
removing scratches, holograms and minor paint damage. With 
use of more efficient (rougher) cutting product, such as 
GAP_V 32_16 OPTICAL GRADE EXTREME COMPOUND or 
GAP_34_16 OPTICAL GRADE HYBRID COMPOUND, the pad 
enables to remove deeper scratches and damage without the 

paint getting matte or getting matte very slightly. WARNING: 
after you finish cutting with the orange pad, always use a white 

polishing pad BUFX_104HEX4_4 to 6 together with GAP_V38_16 OPTICAL GRADE 
FINAL POLISHfor soft final polishing. 
 
HEX_LOGIC pads are formulated with laser technology and ensure professional use and 
maximally accurate application of a polishing product with 100 % coverage on any flat, 
rounded or vertical surface.  HEX_LOGIC pads were designed on the model of 
honeycombs which ensures that the product stays in the grooves (container) and is evenly 
distributed over the whole surface of the pad. The product covers the whole surface of the 
pad which ensures even cutting, polishing and product application. Unique hexagonal 
cells with grooves (pores) cut by laser bring the air to friction area and perfectly cool down 
the whole contact area and prevent the paint from overheating. New HEX_LOGIC 
technology solved all weaknesses and imperfections of regular pads. The used Acu - 
Foam technology enables to use open cells of different sizes, thus ensuring required 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/BUFX_102HEX4-2.jpg
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hardness of the pad necessary for various types of applications (cutting, polishing, final 
polishing and product application). The smaller the cells, the denser (harder) the 
construction. The more the cells are open, the more air they bring to the friction surface. 
Each product needs the right amount of air which the HEX-Logic construction ensures. 
 
Advantages of the cutting/cleaning pad with the new HEX-LOGIC technology: 

 -it is the newest technology in cutting and polishing pads. 

 laser-cut surface of the pad enables the pad to perfectly conform to rounded 
surface of the bodywork with constant pressure 

 hexagonal cells with grooves absorb polishing paste which is gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. It maximally saves 
the product consumption. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes. 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this new design of pad's surface enables a longer time of application without the 
need to refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 HEX-LOGIC technology prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to 
accidental lack of the product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the 
product from leaking during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
 
Cutting and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
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16. Hex - Logic Heavy Polishing Pad Green - polishing pads green - 
medium hard for basic machine rotary polishing with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital 
polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for removal of damage, scratches and oxidations from 
your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' cutting and polishing 
products. 
 
Product Code :BUFX_103HEX4 - green pad - cleaning/polishing - Ø 10,5 cm = (4,0" Inch)                                                                                                                                                                      

Product Code :BUFX_103HEX5 - green pad - cleaning/polishing - Ø 13,0 cm = (5,5" Inch) 

Product Code :BUFX_103HEX6 - green pad - cleaning/polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = (6,5" Inch) 

 
Heavy Polishing - this medium hard polishing pad is designed 
for the first grade machine rotary polishing after the basic cutting 
of the paint. This special foam pad is firm enough to remove 
damage, holograms and dirt, while delivering high shine to your 
paint surface. 
 
HEX_LOGIC pads are formulated with laser technology and 
ensure professional use and maximally accurate application of a 
polisher with 100 % coverage on any flat, rounded or vertical 
surface.  HEX_LOGIC pads were designed on the model of 

honeycombs which ensures that the product stays in the grooves (container) and is evenly 
distributed over the whole surface of the pad. The product covers the whole surface of the 
pad which ensures even cutting, polishing and product application. Unique hexagonal 
cells with grooves (pores) cut by laser bring the air to friction area and perfectly cool down 
the whole contact area and prevent the paint from overheating. New HEX_LOGIC 
technology solved all weaknesses and imperfections of regular pads. The used Acu - 
Foam technology enables to use open cells of different sizes, thus ensuring required 
hardness of the pad necessary for various types of applications (cutting, polishing, final 
polishing and product application). The smaller the cells, the denser (harder) the 
construction. The more the cells are open, the more air they bring to the friction surface. 
Each product needs the right amount of air which the HEX-Logic construction ensures.                                                

 
Advantages of the cleaning/polishing pad with the new HEX-LOGIC technology: 

 it is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. 

 laser-cut surface of the pad enables the pad to perfectly conform to rounded 
surface of the bodywork with constant pressure 

 hexagonal cells with grooves absorb polishing paste which is gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. It maximally saves 
the product consumption. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this new design of pads surface enables a longer time of application without the 
need to refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 HEX-LOGIC technology prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to 
accidental lack of the product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the 
product from leaking during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFX_103HEX4_Hex_Logic_Heavy_Polis_p/bufx_103hex4.htm
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Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 
Recommended Chemical Guys cutting products: 
COM_129_16  Scratch&SwirlBuff 
GAP_V32_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
GAP_V34_16  Optical Grade Hybrid Coupond 
 
Recommended Chemical Guys polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 

 
Cutting, application and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
 
 
 
 

17. Hex - Logic Light - Medium Polishing Pad  White  - application and 
polishingpads white - for machine rotary polishing/cleaning with the PORTER  
CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) and for application of sealants and 
waxes and soft final polishing of your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world 
manufacturers' polishing and cutting products. 
 
Product Code :BUFX_104HEX4 - application/polishing - Ø 10,5 cm = ( 4,0" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFX_104HEX5 - application/polishing - Ø 13,5 cm = ( 5,5" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFX_104HEX6 - application/polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5“ Inch ) 

 
Medium Polishing - this soft pad is designed for micro - soft 
polishing and waxes and sealants application. This pad has a 
very fine cutting surface and is ideal for waxing and fine cleaning, 
as well as finishing and polishing applications. It isa very firmfoam 
with small open cells. This special foam pad is firm enough to 
remove dirt, while delivering high shine finish to your paint 

surface.                                                                                                                                                   
HEX_LOGIC pads are formulated with laser technology and 
ensure professional use and maximally accurate application of a 

polisher with 100 % coverage on any flat, rounded or vertical surface.  HEX_LOGIC pads 
were designed on the model of honeycombs which ensures that the product stays in the 
grooves (container) and is evenly distributed over the whole surface of the pad. The 
product covers the whole surface of the pad which ensures even cutting, polishing and 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFX_104HEX4_Hex_Logic_Light_Mediu_p/bufx_104hex4.htm
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product application. Unique hexagonal cells with grooves (pores) cut by laser bring the air 
to friction area and perfectly cool down the whole contact area and prevent the paint from 
overheating. New HEX_LOGIC technology solved all weaknesses and imperfections of 
regular pads. The used Acu - Foam technology enables to use open cells of different 
sizes, thus ensuring required hardness of the pad necessary for various types of 
applications (cutting, polishing, final polishing and product application). The smaller the 
cells, the denser (harder) the construction. The more the cells are open, the more air they 
bring to the friction surface. Each product needs the right amount of air which the HEX-
Logic construction ensures 

 
Advantages of the application/polishing pad with the new HEX-LOGIC 

technology:  
 -it is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. 

 laser-cut surface of the pad enables the pad to perfectly conform to rounded 
surface of the bodywork with constant pressure 

 hexagonal cells with grooves absorb polishing paste which is gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. It maximally saves 
the product consumption. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this new design of pad's surface enables a longer time of application without the 
need to refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 HEX-LOGIC technology prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to 
accidental lack of the product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the 
product from leaking during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 

Recommended Chemical Guys'polishing products: 

GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
Cutting, application and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning:  
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
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18. Hex - Logic Light Polishing/Finishing Pad Blue  - ultra soft 

polishingpads blue - perfect pads for light machine rotary  polishing with the 
PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) using Chemical Guys' or 
other world manufacturers' polishing products. 
 
Product Code :BUFX_105HEX5 - application/light polishing - Ø 13,5 cm = ( 5,5" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFX_105HEX6 - application/light polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5“ Inch ) 

 
Light Finishing / Polishing - this special blue polishing and 
application pad withultrasoftcomposition made of a special foam 
with big cells for creating final shine finish using sealants and 
liquid waxes.It is very soft but firm enough to remove regular dirt, 
while delivering ultra shine finishto your paint.  
HEX_LOGIC pads are formulated with laser technology and 
ensure professional use and maximally accurate application of a 
polisher with 100 % coverage on any flat, rounded or vertical 
surface.  HEX_LOGIC pads were designed on the model of 

honeycombs which ensures that the product stays in the grooves (container) and is evenly 
distributed over the whole surface of the pad. The product covers the whole surface of the 
pad which ensures even cutting, polishing and product application. Unique hexagonal 
cells with grooves (pores) cut by laser bring the air to friction area and perfectly cool down 
the whole contact area and prevent the paint from overheating. New HEX_LOGIC 
technology solved all weaknesses and imperfections of regular pads. The used Acu - 
Foam technology enables to use open cells of different sizes, thus ensuring required 
hardness of the pad necessary for various types of applications (cutting, polishing, final 
polishing and product application). The smaller the cells, the denser (harder) the 
construction. The more the cells are open, the more air they bring to the friction surface. 
Each product needs the right amount of air which the HEX-Logic construction ensures. 

 
Advantages of the finishing, polishing and application pad with the new HEX-LOGIC 
technology: 

 -it is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. 

 laser-cut surface of the pad enables the pad to perfectly conform to rounded 
surface of the bodywork with constant pressure 

 hexagonal cells with grooves absorb polishing paste which is gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. It maximally saves 
the product consumption. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application. 

 this new design of pads surface enables a longer time of application without the 
need to refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 HEX-LOGIC technology prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to 
accidental lack of the product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the 
product from leaking during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFX_105HEX5_Hex_Logic_Light_Polis_p/bufx_105hex5.htm
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Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 
Recommended Chemical Guys' polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 

 
Cutting, application and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
 
 

 

 

19.Hex - Logic Finishing Pad Black -finishing and polishing pad black -
for machine rotary polishing with the PORTER  CABLE  7424 Orbital polisher (code : 
BUF_100.1XP) and for finishing jobs, application of sealants and waxes and courser 
polishing of your paint using Chemical Guys' or other world manufacturers' cutting and 
polishing products. 
 
Product Code :BUFX_106HEX4 - black - finishing/polishing - Ø 10,5 cm = ( 4,0" Inch  

Product Code :BUFX_106HEX5 - black - finishing/polishing - Ø 13,0 cm = ( 5,5" Inch )                                                                                                          

Product Code :BUFX_106HEX6 - black - finishing/polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5" Inch )   

                                                                                                        
Finishing - a black finishing and polishing pad with medium 
dense foam - is rather hard - withstands more pressure on a 
polisher (tool), as well as the pad.It is ideal for application of 
polishing paste, waxes and sealants and for polishing using the 
finest polishing products.It is very soft but also firm enough to 
remove regular dirt, while delivering ultra shine to your paint 
surface.  
HEX_LOGIC pads are formulated with laser technology and 
ensure professional use and maximally accurate application of a 

polisher with 100 % coverage on any flat, rounded or vertical surface.  HEX_LOGIC pads 
were designed on the model of honeycombs which ensures that the product stays in the 
grooves (container) and is evenly distributed over the whole surface of the pad. The 
product covers the whole surface of the pad which ensures even cutting, polishing and 
product application. Unique hexagonal cells with grooves (pores) cut by laser bring the air 
to friction area and perfectly cool down the whole contact area and prevent the paint from 
overheating. New HEX_LOGIC technology solved all weaknesses and imperfections of 
regular pads. The used Acu - Foam technology enables to use open cells of different 
sizes, thus ensuring required hardness of the pad necessary for various types of 
applications (cutting, polishing, final polishing and product application). The smaller the 
cells, the denser (harder) the construction. The more the cells are open, the more air they 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFX_106HEX5_Hex_Logic_Finishing_p/bufx_106hex5.htm
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bring to the friction surface. Each product needs the right amount of air which the HEX-
Logic construction ensures. 
 
Advantages of the finishing/polishing pad using the new HEX-LOGIC technology:  

 -it is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. 

 laser-cut surface of the pad enables the pad to perfectly conform to rounded 
surface of the bodywork with constant pressure 

 hexagonal cells with grooves absorb polishing paste which is gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. It maximally saves 
the product consumption. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxes 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application. 

 this new design of pads surface enables a longer time of application without the 
need to refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 HEX-LOGIC technology prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to 
accidental lack of the product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the 
product from leaking during vertical application. 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

 
Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 
Recommended Chemical Guys' polishing products: 
GAP_V36_16 Optical Grade Cut Polish 
GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 

 

Cutting, application and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
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20. Hex - Logic Ultra Light Finishing Pad Red - ultra soft polishing pad 

red - the ideal pads for ultra soft machine rotary polishing with the PORTER  CABLE  
7424 Orbital polisher (code : BUF_100.1XP) using Chemical Guys' or other world 
manufacturers' polishes and waxes. 
 

Product Code :BUFX_107HEX5 - red - ultra light polishing - Ø 13,0 cm = ( 5,5" Inch ) 

Product Code :BUFX_107HEX6 - red - ultra light polishing - Ø 16,0 cm = ( 6,5" Inch )                                                                                                          

Product Code :BUFX_107HEX   - red - ultra light polishing - Ø 18,5 cm = ( 7,5" Inch ) 

 
Ultra Light Finish – with ultra soft composition made of a special 

soft foam with big cells. It is designed to deliver deep wet shine 
finish using sealants and liquid and solid waxes. It is very soft to 
eliminate pressure on the treated surface during the application 
and perfectly conforms to the surface, while delivering ultra 
shinefinish to the paint surface.  
 
HEX_LOGIC pads are formulated with laser technology and 
ensure professional use and maximally accurate application of a 

polisher with 100 % coverage on any flat, rounded or vertical surface.  HEX_LOGIC pads 
were designed on the model of honeycombs which ensures that the product stays in the 
grooves (container) and is evenly distributed over the whole surface of the pad. The 
product covers the whole surface of the pad which ensures even cutting, polishing and 
product application. Unique hexagonal cells with grooves (pores) cut by laser bring the air 
to friction area and perfectly cool down the whole contact area and prevent the paint from 
overheating. New HEX_LOGIC technology solved all weaknesses and imperfections of 
regular pads. The used Acu - Foam technology enables to use open cells of different 
sizes, thus ensuring required hardness of the pad necessary for various types of 
applications (cutting, polishing, final polishing and product application). The smaller the 
cells, the denser (harder) the construction. The more the cells are open, the more air they 
bring to the friction surface. Each product needs the right amount of air which the HEX-
Logic construction ensures 
  
Advantages of the ultra soft polishing pad with the new HEX-LOGIC technology:  

 -it is the newest technology in polishing pads and polishing itself. 

 laser-cut surface of the pad enables the pad to perfectly conform to rounded 
surface of the bodywork with constant pressure 

 hexagonal cells with grooves absorb polishing paste which is gradually and evenly 
released during your work. As a result the polishing paste's consumption is 
reduced and its splashing outside the treated surface is limited. It maximally saves 
the product consumption. 

 the grooves enable the air to access the polished surface and reduce the risk of 
overheating of the surface This way the friction, as well as the heat created 
between the pad and the treated surface is reduced.- these new polishing and 
finishing pads are ideal for all types of waxe 

 they provide better control, less product waste, more accurate results and overall 
better and more efficient application 

 this new design of pads surface enables a longer time of application without the 
need to refill the product and thus ensures better polishing and cutting process. 

 HEX-LOGIC technology prevents the paint surface from being damaged due to 
accidental lack of the product, reduces surface temperature and prevents the 
product from leaking during vertical application 

 the pads are attached to the backing plate using a permanent Velcro on the back 
side which ensures that the pads are easily removed to be washed or maintained 
and attached to be used again.  

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUFX_107HEX5_Hex_Logic_Ultra_Light_p/bufx_107hex5.htm
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Long-lasting durability and material guarantee make the pads suitable for professional 
use. The cutting surface doesn't detach from the foam like pads with classic construction. 
A unique glue and production technology ensure long-lasting durability and quality use of 
the pads. 
 
Each pad has a different colour and foam density. Different material construction of the 
pads (hardness) enables to perform different paint care operations, such as cleaning 
(decontamination), cutting, application of sealants and polishes and final polishing. All 
pads were designed and produced in California, USA and regarding their technology they 
are the only ones of their kind. It is the newest patented material (foam) with a perfect 
springing and without vibrations ensuring the best balanced contact with the surface. 

 

Recommended Chemical Guys' polishes, sealants and waxes: 

GAP_V38_16 Optical Grade Final Polish 
WAC_402  5050 CONCOURS WAX 
WAC_310 LAVA 
WAC_224_02 SS6 SECOND SKIN – HYBRID SEALANT SYNTHETIC 
WAC_301 CARNAUBA PASTE WAX 
WAC_400  PETES‘ 53 SIGNATURE BLACK PEARL 
 
Cutting, application and polishing pads' maintenance and cleaning: 
All pads need to be cleaned after every use. Regular care prolongs their durability, 
ensures quality work and prevents the paint surface from being scratched - to remove 
hard and dried polishing or cutting paste use genuine horsehair brush (ACC_663). Use 
BUF_333_16 - FOAM & WOOL CITRUS - Based Pad Cleaner for gentle final cleaning.  
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Hex-Logic - cutting, polishing and application pads 
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Medium cutting pad 

 
Medium polishing pad 

 
Medium application 
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Finishing and 
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Ultra  light pad for 
final polishing 
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http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_101HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_107HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_107HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFLC_106_5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUF_333_16
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUF_333_16
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_101HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_102HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_103HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_104HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_105HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_106HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUFX_107HEX5
http://www.chemicalguys.com/ProductDetails.asp?ProductCode=BUF_333_16
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21. FOAM &WOOL CITRUS – BASED PAD CLEANER -is a new cleaning and 
renovating product designed for all types of cutting, polishing, application and finishing 
pads, as well as all types of application sponges and products. This natural citrus-based 
cleaner contains a special conditioner which impregnates pads' surfaces with a long-term 
effect, thus prolonging their durability. It perfectly removes grease, contamination, 
correction and polishing pastes, synthetic polishes and waxes residue.   
 
Product Code : BUF_333_16( 16 oz )                                                                                                        
Product Code : BUF_333( 1 Gal ) 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE FOR ALL TYPES OF PADS AND APPLICATORS                                                                                                         

Regular package with dispenser  –  ( 16oz ) – 0,473 L                                                                
Big package can                 ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

This new cleaning and impregnation product is the 
only one of its kind. It contains natural citrus 
extracts with natural degreasing agents which 
break down all grease and perfectly remove all 
contamination, correction and polishing pastes, 
glazes, dressings and synthetic polishes and 
waxes residue. The productalso contains a special 
conditioner which impregnates the pads' surfaces 
with a long-term effect, thus prolonging their 

durability. The pad cleaner leaves the pads, sponges and applicators as new and ready to 
be used again. 

APPLICATION:  
Dilute the product as needed with warm or cold water to create cleaning foam to wash the 
pads and applicators in. FOAM & WOOL CITRUS can also be sprayed directly onto 
contaminated surface and applied without water using the Foam Pad Conditioning 
Brush - Product Code: BUF_900 or the Foam Pad Cleaning Brush - Product Code: 
ACC_991. We recommend that professionals clean the pads mechanically using a special 
bucket especially designed for cleaning and renovation of pads, the GRIT GUARD 

UNIVERSAL - Product Code: IAI_507_3 .This 
bucket contains a special shaped grid and a lid. Just 
insert the polisher with the pad into the bucket, turn 
the polisher on and the grid will clean the pad and 
dry it using a centrifugal force. Use the FOAM 

&WOOL CITRUS with water for this cleaning 
process. 
 

 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 the product perfectly and quickly removes products, contamination and grease 
residue 

 not only cleans, but also impregnates and maximally prolongs life of pads and 
applicators 

 it does not leave any residue as conventional detergents and washing powders. 
An ideal solution creating a highly effective cleaning foam. 

 it is a new cleaning and renovating product for all types of cutting, polishing, 
application and finishing pads. as well as all types of application sponges and 
products.  

.  
  

 

http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUF_333_16_Foam_Wool_Pad_Cleaner_p/buf_333_16.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUF_333_Foam_Wool_Pad_Cleaner_p/buf_333.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/v/vspfiles/photos/ACC_991-2.jpg
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_BUF_900_Foam_Pad_Conditioning_Brush_p/buf_900.htm
http://www.chemicalguys.com/Chemical_Guys_IAI_507_3_Grit_Guard_Universal_Pad_p/iai_507_3.htm
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22. BALL BUSTER Wheel & Rim Polisher System- a special, professionally 
designed polishing ball for cleaning and polishing of hard-to-reach areas, wheels and rims 
and complex parts of the bodywork. The ball can be attached to a spindle of any drill. 

Product Code :ACC_104_2   (2,5inch - Ø   6,30cm)                                                                                                                  
Product Code :ACC_104_3   (3,0inch - Ø   7,50cm)                                                                                                                                   
Product Code :ACC_104_4   (4,0inch - Ø 10,00cm) 

 
This special new product in a ball shape is designed for perfect 
cleaning and polishing hard-to-reach polished surfaces of the 
bodywork, profiled wheels and other complex parts of your car. All 
these hard-to-reach places are cleaned and polished to a perfect 
shine. Available in Ø 6 cm Ø 7,5 cm + Ø 10 cm size. This tool can 
be easily attached to a spindle of any drill and is designed for 
revitalization of all surfaces and materials, such as diamond 
plates, polished aluminium, chromium, stainless steel, paints, 
carbon fibres and glass and other surfaces. For cleaning and 

polishing you can use any Chemical Guys wax or polishing or impregnating product. 
Highly resistant, elastic, professional construction of the ball enables to perfectly conform 
to all shapes of surfaces. The ball is made of a special  DURAFOAM covered with 
fibersoft materials which prevent the treated surface from being scratched.                                                                                                                              

 

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 
o it saves time and laborious work. 
o multifunctional use on any rounded or complex surfaces that need to be cleaned or 

polished. 
o ideal for polishing big areas, motorcycles, trailers or caravans.  - an easy and quick 

attachment to a spindle of any drill  
o a resistant construction of a material with heavy - duty vinyl surface ensures long 

durability, maximum effect and easy washability. 
o the soft malleable surface of the ball prevents the surface from being scratched. 

 

WARNING: rough and hard 
contamination needs to be removed from 
the treated surface with a cleaner and a 
microfiber towel. 
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ADHESIVE REMOVER - a remover – cleaner designed to remove asphalt, 
adhesives and tar from the surface of your paint and other parts of the bodywork. 
It removes dirt quickly, carefully and without residue. The product is appraised as 
one of the most effective asphalt cleaners and adhesive removers in the world. 
 
Productcode : TW OCHP 3102 

 
This multifunctional, highly effective cleaner and adhesives, asphalt and tar 
remover can clean local and large-area adhesive, asphalt and tar 
contaminations and other ingrained road dirt in a short time. It perfectly 
removes asphalt and tar dirt of any extent and size. It removes glue residue 
from stickers and toll stickers. It fully removes reversible plastic adhesives 
that stay on after removal of self-adhesive weights from wheels. This 
asphalt remover easily manages to clean dirty side area of a car that went 
through soft asphalt or freshly applied road penetration. Above all, the 
product manages to remove large-area adhesives from the bodywork after 
your car wrap is taken off, as well as adhesives from other advertising 
surfaces. 
 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

 the product dissolves asphalt, tar, adhesives and other road contaminations 
immediately after it is sprayed onto the surface  

 due to immediate decomposition of the contamination there is no paint damage 
caused by excessive rubbing 

 there are no stains or smudges left on your paint after the cleaning 

 the product quickly and perfectly cleans even big contaminated areas 
 
 

APPLICATION: Just spray the product on contaminated surface or adhesive residue and 
allow it to work for 3 - 5 minutes. Then wipe the dirt away with a Microfiber towel or soft 
paper towels. 
 
WARNING: When cleaning large-area asphalt or tar contaminations it is necessary to 
cover the garage floor because the dissolved dirt flows down and drips on the floor of your 
garage or workshop!! 
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7. Watermelon Odor Eliminator & Premium Air Freshener, Heavy Duty 
Formula - a new natural enzymatic odor eliminator with antibacterial effect designed for 
interiors of heavily polluted and smelling vehicles, for public toilets, showers and similar 
problematic environments. It eliminates the cause of odors and leaves a pleasant and 
long-lasting watermelon scent. 

Product Code : SPI_144N_16   ( 16oz )                                                                                                              
Product Code : SPI_144N          ( 1Gal                                                                                                   
EXTERIOR / INTERIOR + MULTIFUNCTIONAL USE                                                                                         
Regural package with dispenser  ( 16oz ) –  0,473 Litre                                                                     
Big package can                ( 1Galon ) – 3,8 Litre 
 

The latest professional antibacterial air freshener with long-lasting durability 
designed for interiors of heavy smokers' cars, as well as other heavily 
stinking interiors. It is mainly used for all places which need to be divested 
of unpleasant smell (such as smell of cigarettes, cigars, cats, dogs or 
vomit). This professional product, made of natural ingredients, is 
technologically the latest odor, bacterium and microbes eliminator and air 
freshener of its kind. Its formulation allows its natural enzymatic ingredients 
to quickly eliminate source of the odor (not suppress and mask it) caused by 
biological decomposition, such as strong smells, bacterium, urine odor (uric 

acid), odor from cigarette and cigar smoking, musty smell and milk, coffee or mould odor. 
It also perfectly eliminates body odor and odor from sweating, high humidity, musk, car 
and household odors, vomit odor and odor of animals and their urine. After the application 
the product leaves natural watermelon scent for a long time. The product is concentrated 
but can be diluted in a ratio of 1:2 (1 part product and 2 parts water) or as needed.  
 
APPLICATION: 
First hoover and clean the affected areas with the CG All Purpose Cleaner CLD_1010_16, 
CG Extreme Orange Degreaser CLD_106_16 or CG Nonsense SPI_993_16 using a 
Microfiber towel MIC_102_01. Spray the product onto affected areas and then spray it 
lightly onto and under carpets, under dashboard, seats and into air vents. You can also 
apply the product into door compartments, luggage compartments and anywhere dirt can 
decompose. The product delivers perfect effect and sense of purity. 
This product is used by professionals in car industry - (car sellers, auto detailers, 
professional car washes), in hotels, hospitality, by home owners and janitors, cleaning 
companies and house cleaners all around the world. 
 
PRODUCT ADVANTAGES: 

 an easy application, just spray the product onto the surface and let it work 

 the world's most effective enzymatic antibacterial product 

 it is concentrated and can be diluted according to desired needs with up to 2 litres 
of distilled water 

 it perfectly eliminates all odors with long-lasting effect 

 after the application it leaves fresh watermelon scent 

 aromatherapy (fresh melon scent) improves the state of mind and body 

 water-based fragrances do not leave stains on fabrics, carpets or upholstery 

 the product is 5 times more effective than similar products in the market 
 


